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1. Часопис “Економика” покренут је јула 1954. године и под називом “ Нишки привредни 
гласник” излазио је до јуна 1957. године, а као “Привредни гласник” до краја 1969. године. Назив 
“Наука и пракса” носио је закључно са бројем 1/1973. год. када добија назив “Економика” који и 
данас има.

2. Часопис су покренули Друштво економиста Ниша и Друштво инжињера и техничара 
Ниша (остало као издавач до краја 1964. године). Удружење књиговођа постаје издавач почев 
од броја 6-7/1958. године. Економски факултет у Нишу на основу своје одлуке броја 04-2021 од 
26.12.1991. године постао је суиздавач “Економике”. Такође и Економски факултет у ПриШтини 
постао је суиздавач од 1992. године. Почев од 1992. године суиздавач “Економике” је и Друштво 
за маркетинг региона Ниш. Као суиздавач “Економике” фигурирали су у току 1990-1996. године 
и Фонд за научни рад општине Ниш, Завод за просторно и урбанистичко планирање Ниш и 
Корпорација Винер Брокер Ниш.

3. Републички секретариат за информације СР Србије својим Решењем бр. 651-126/73-02 од 
27. новембра 1974. године усвојио је захтев “Економике” за упис у Регистар новина. Скупштина 
Друштва економиста Ниша на седници од 24. априла 1990. године статутарном одлуком потврдила 
је да “Економика” има статус правног лица. На седници Скупштине Друштва економиста Ниш од 
11. новембра 1999. године донета је одлука да “Економика” отвори посебан жиро-рачун.

4. Према Мишљењу Републичког секретариата за културу СР Србије бр. 413-516/73-02 од 10. 
јула 1973. године и Министарства за науку и технологију Републике Србије бр. 541-03-363/94-02 од 
30. јуна 1994. године “Економика” има статус научног и ранг националног часописа “Економика” 
је поћев од 1995. добила статус међународног економског часописа.

5. УРЕДНИЦИ: др Јован Петровић (1954-1958), Миодраг Филиповић (1958-1962), Благоје 
Матић (1962-1964), др Драгољуб Стојиљковић (1964-1967), др Миодраг Николић (1967-1973), 
др Драгољуб Симоновић (1973-1984), др Миодраг Јовановић (1984-3-4/1988) и др Драгољуб 
Симоновић (1990-до данас).
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1. The journal EKONOMIKA was initiated in July 1954. It was published as “Nis Economic Messen-
ger” till June, 1957 and as “The Economic Messenger” till the end of 1969. The title “Science and Practice” 
it had till the issue 1/1973 when it changed its name into EKONOMIKA as it entitled today.
     2. The Journal was initiated by the Society of Economists of Nis and the Society of Engineers and Techni-
cians of Nis (the latter remaind as the publisher till the end of 1964). The Society of Accountants became its 
publisher starting from the issue no. 6-7/1958. The Faculty of Economics, Nis, on the basis of its Resolution 
No. 04-2021 from December 26, 1991, became the co-publisher of EKONOMIKA. Likewise, the Faculty 
of Economics of Pristina became the co-publisher since in 1992. Starting from 1992, the co-publisher of 
EKONOMIKA has been the Society for Marketing of the Region of Nis. Other co-publishers of EKONO-
MIKA included, in the period 1990-1996, the Foundation for Scientific Work of the Municipality of Nis, the 
Institute for Spatial and Urban Planning of Nis and the Corporation Winner Broker, Nis.

3. The Republic Secretariat for Information of the Socialist Republic of Serbia, by its Resolution No. 
651-126/73-02 from November, 27, 1974, approved of EKONOMIKA’s requirement to be introduced into 
the Press Register. The Assembly of the Society of Economists of Nis, at its session on April 24, 1990, by 
its statutory resolution, confrmed the legal status of EKONOMIKA. At the session of the Assembly of the 
Society of Economists, Nis, on November 11, 1999, the resolution was adopted the EKONOMIKA was to 
open its own bank account.

4. According to the Opinion of the Republic Secretariat for Culture of the Socialist Republic of Serbia 
No. 413-516/73-02 from July 10, 1973 and the Ministry for Science and Technology of the Republic of 
Serbia No. 541-03-363/94-02 from June 30, 1994, EKONOMIKA has the status of a scientific and national 
journal. Starting from 1995, EKONOMIKA has been having the status of international economic journal.

5. EDITORS: dr Jovan Petrovic (1954-1958). Miodrag Filipovic (1958-1962), Blagoje Matic (1962-
1964), dr Dragoljub Stojiljkovic (1964-1967), dr Miodrag Nikolic (1967-1973), dr Dragoljub Simonovic 
(1973-1984), dr Miodrag Jovanovic (1984-3-4/1988) i dr Dragoljub Simonovic (1990-till the present day).
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name and place of the institution, e-mail address – should also be included; 7. Manuscripts are not 
returned to authors. 
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МЕЖДУНАРОДНИИ ЖУРНАЛ
ПО ЭКОНОМИЧЕСКОЙ ТЕОРИИ И ПРАКТИКЕИ ОБЩЕСТВЕННЫМ ВОПРОСАМ

Журнал издается четыре раз в году.
ИЗДАТЕЛ: Общество экономистов „Экономика” Ниша.
СУИЗДАТЕЛИ: Экономический факультете в Приштине, Факультет в услужни бизнис, Сремска 
Каменица, Институт экономики сельского хозяйства в Белград, Факультет промышлеиного 
менаджмента, г. Крушевац, Факултет за образовање дипломираних правника и дипломираних 
економиста за руководеће кадрове - Нови Сад , Союз экономистов Сербии, Общество экономистов г. 
Ниша, Общество бухгалтеров и ревизоров г. Ниша, Общество маркетинга региона г. Ниша.

ГЛАВНЫЙ И ОТВЕТСТВЕННЫЙ РЕДАКТОР
Проф. д.н. Драголюб Симонович

ПОМОЩНИК ГЛАВНОГО И ОТВЕТСТВЕННОГО РЕДАКТОРА
K.н. Зоран Симонович (экономия)                              Д.н. Александр Джурич (право)
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д. н. Милица Вуйчич, Нови Пазар 
д. н. Драгутин Шипка, Баня Лука (Р. Сербия)

СОВЕТ ИЗДАТЕЛЕЙ
д.н. Бобан Стоянович, Ниш  
д.н. Слободан Цветанович, Ниш 
д.н. Душан Здравкович, Ниш 
д.н. Боривойе Прокопович, Лесковац 
к.н. Бранислав Йованчич, Ниш 
д.н. Люубиша Митрович, Ниш 
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В финансировании „ЭКОНОМИКИ”участвует Миньистерство наук и защиты
окружающй среды Республики Сербии

Проф. д.н. Снежана Джекич
Экономический факультет г. Ниш
Проф. д.н. Славомир Милетич
Экономический факультет г. Приштина
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Проф. д.н. Драго Цвийанович
Институт экономики сельского 
хозяйства - Белград
Проф. д.н. Драган Момирович
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1. Журнал „Экономика” начал издаваться с июля 1954 года и под названием „Нишский 
хозяйственный вестник” выходил до июня 1957 года, а как „Хозяйственный вестник” - до конца 1969 
года. Название „Наука и практика” носил заключительно с № 1/1973 г., когда и получил название 
„Экономика”, которое имеет и сейчас.

2. Журнал основали Общество экономистов Ниша и Общество инженеров и техников Ниша 
(оставались издавателями до конца 1964 года). Объединение бухгалтеров становится издателем 
начиная с № 6 - 7 / 1958 года. Экономический факультет в Нише на основании своего Решения № 
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1  ЕКОНОМИКА

ОРИГИНАЛНИ НАУЧНИ РАД
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OF GENERAL ECONOMIC THEORY 
 

Abstract 
 

The author primarily points out the necessity of a general economic theory. 
He also signifies its importance. 

The author further analyzes the historical stages of development of the eco-
nomic regularities. 

The object of the author’s interests are the characteristics of capitalism in 
the modern stage of socio-economic development. He concludes that the general 
economic theory is a synthesis of the overall development of economic science. 

In the end, the author advocates a peaceful development of economy. 
 

Key words: general economic theory, capitalism, economic science. 
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Ready Made Garments (RMGs) industry is one of the Bangladesh’s success stories. 
Like many developing countries Bangladesh was encouraged in the late seventies into the 
garments industry. The RMGs in Bangladesh is characterised by small and medium sized 
privately owned enterprise. The industry has attained phenomenal growth over the past 
fifteen years as the sector has been earning millions of dollars by exporting garments. In 
the context of export oriented industry, the garment industry has expanded very fast. 
Therefore, the present study is initiated exploring core competencies of ready-made 
garments in Bangladesh samples of fifty garments’ manufacturers in Chittagong port city. 
Data were collected through a seven points Likert type summated rating scales of 
questionnaire from strongly disagree (-3) to strongly agree (+3) were adopted to explore 
the competencies. Sophisticated statistical model as Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) 
has been used. The study has identified three core competencies which are determined in 
RMGs manufacturers in Bangladesh. The dominant competencies are demand for work 
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Introduction 
 

A core competence is a basis for competitive advantage because it represents 
specialised expertise that rivals do not have and can’t readily match (Thompson & 
Strickland, 1992). It is opined by Hamel & Prahalad (1990) that, there are there tests to 
identify core competencies of a business. First, a core competence provides potential 
access to a wide variety of markets, second, a core competence should have a significant 
contribution to the perceived customer benefits of the end product; and finally, a core 
competence should be difficult for competitors to imitate. Successful business strategies 
usually aim at building the company’s competence in one or more core activities crucial 
to strategic success and then using core competence as a basis for winning a competitive 
edge over rivals (Thompson & Strickland, 1992).  

Bangladesh, one of the Least Developed Countries (LDCs), had only a handful 
of garment factories about fifteen year ago (Hyvarinen, 1995). Till the end of 1983, there 
were only forty seven garment manufacturing units. In that early 1980s, international 
buyers from South Korea and Hongkong were looking for a new potential supply source 
like Bangladesh due to quota restrictions on traditional suppliers (Chowdhury, 1997). 
Since then it has been growing on an average rate of 66.50% over the last 15 years 
(Chowdhury, 1997). The RMG industries of Bangladesh are characterized by small and 
medium sized enterprises in terms of their capital requirements, machine space required, 
man hour utilised etc (Chowdhury,1997).  Low level of value addition in the RMG 
industries create problems and opportunities. But virtually the RMG of Bangladesh 
business has no core competence, which can neither help the business to increase 
customer perceive value nor help to have an access to a wide variety of market. It is 
realized that the phenomenal growth was possible due to the quota privilege under the 
Multi Fiber Arrangement (MFA) into the North- American Market, which will be phased 
out in the year 2005, and the Generalised Systems of Preference (GSP) for the EU 
market. So, after the phasing out of MFA, Bangladesh will have to look for sustained 
competitive advantage with which can outperform it.  

Literature Review 
 

Islam, Mamun, and Jahiruddin (1999) in their article titled “Success Factors of Small 
Farm – Based Plant Nursery Entrepreneurs in Bangladesh”, indicated that critical factors for the 
small entrepreneurs of Bangladesh like risk taking, flexible persistent action, achievement 

motivation, self confidence, knowledge of the business for their success. McClelland (1987) 
reported on a study by consulting firm McBer & Co  identified that three groups of 
competencies that it had found to be more characteristic of successful entrepreneurs: first, 
proactively, which included initiative and assertiveness; second, achievement orientation, which 
comprised an ability to identify and respond to opportunities, an efficiency orientation, concern 
for high quality of work, systematic planning and monitoring of performance; and third, 
commitment to others, which explored  commitment to work contracts, and an ability to 
recognize the importance of business relationships. 

Kao (1989) studied, an entrepreneur is a person who must have some qualities to run 
and succeed the business. These qualities or characteristics distinguish from the general 
population and even professional managers. He identified common characteristics of 
entrepreneurs such as: (1) Total commitment, determination and perseverance; (2) Drive to 
achieve grows; (3) Opportunity and goal orientation; (4) Initiative and responsibility; (5) 
Persistent problem solving; (6) Seeking and using feedback; (7) Internal locus of control; (8) 
Calculated risk taking; (9) Integrity and Reliability; (10) Self- confidence and optimism; (11) 
Risk – taking. 

According to Nandram (2002) in his paper identified that in order to be successful the 
entrepreneur must have a combination of attributes and skills including being goal- oriented, 
decisive, pragmatic, and resolute. Flexible and self- confident. Ahmed (1981) has divided these 
success factors into four categories such as, psychological factors (e.g., need for achievement, 
risk taking, motivation for autonomy, creativity, need for affiliation, and intelligence), socio- 
cultural factors (e.g., religious value, social cohesion, etc), personnel factors (e.g., family 
tradition in business, previous experience, education, etc.) and opportunity factors (e.g., 
economic opportunities, peer group assistance, training etc.).  

Murthy, Shekhar and Rao (1986) found that entrepreneurs are motivated to start a 
business because of the factors like ambitious factors (i.e., money, family heritage, social 
prestige, other ambitions, self-employment, self or other desire), compelling factors (i.e., 
unemployment, dissatisfaction in existing job or occupation, family pressure, revival of 
abandoned and idle funds as well as technology and professionalism) and facilitating factors 
(i.e., success stories, previous experience in the line of activity, influence or encouragement of 
the powerful quarters, association as apprentices or sleeping partners, previous employment in 
the line of activity and inherited business). Whatever may be the reason, it can be said that in 
most of the times of the history of human civilization, there were entrepreneurs who did 
independent business and this trend of history still continues. For the last few decades in all over 
the world, entrepreneurs are regarded as value adding people to the society. 

Among the various articles based on the competencies, skills, attributes, most of them 
have not dealt with any suitable analytical applications, in attempt to fill this research gap. The 
present study is initiated exploring core competencies of RMGs manufacturers in Bangladesh.  
 
 

Objectives 
 
 The principal objectives of the present study are delineated below. 
 1. To identify the competencies influencing the RMGs manufacturers.  
 2. To examine the extent to which these competencies as core competencies among 

the RMGs manufacturers.  
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Research Design 
Sampling Procedure 

 
The sample was derived from the Bangladesh Readymade Manufacturing 

Garments Association (BRMGA). Fifty RMGs situated in Chittagong port city were 
selected as convenience sample method.  

Data Source 
Primary and secondary data were used for the study.  Primary data were 

collected through the questionnaire and secondary data gathered from Journals, books, 
magazines, etc. 

Questionnaire Development 
The questionnaire was administrated to RMGs manufacturers in Chittagong 

port city in Bangladesh. The questionnaire was designed by the researcher with some 
modification from McClelland (1961) A seven point scale from strongly disagree (-3) to 
strongly agree (+3) was adopted to identify the competencies.  

Mode of Analysis 
The present study was used a sophisticated method of statistics – Factor 

Analysis using varimax rotation. In order to obtain interpretable competencies and 
simple structure solutions, researchers have subjected the initial factor matrices to 
varimax rotation procedures (Kaiser, 1958). Varimax rotated factors matrix provides 
orthogonal common factors. Finally ranking of the indicators has been made on the basis 
of mean scores.   

Reliability and Validity: 
The reliability value was 0.787 for competencies. Hence, the scales are 

sufficiently reliable for data analysis (Cronbach, 1951; Nunnally & Bernstein, 1994; 
Bagozzi & Yi, 1988). Regarding validity, a research instrument with small modifications 
from the model developed by McClelland (1961) was used. The statements included in 
the questionnaire are most suitable for the variable. Hence the researchers satisfied with 
the content validity then it was decided to continue the analysis.  
  Results and Discussions 

Before using factor analysis the data adequacy was tested. Data adequacy 
shows KMO (Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin) and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity. KMO indicator 
varied from 0 to 1. In case the indicator is closer to 1, data adequacy is higher. The 
criterion of Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity is Chi-Square value is 170.743 with 45 degree of 
freedom at the 0.05 level of significance.  

 
Table 1: KMO and Bartlett’s test 

 
    Kaiser – Meyer- Olkin Measures of Sampling Adequacy                   .772

    Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity  
                                Approx. Chi- Square        170.743 

         df                                             .45 
         Significance                            .000

Source: Survey data 

  According to table 1, KMO indicator .772 shows that data is adequate near to 1 
and also Bartlett‘s Test of Sphericity shows that significant is valued perfectly because 
of the significance p<0. 05. It was decided the appropriateness of factor analysis and also 
suggested further investigation using principles components analysis method.  

When the original 10 competencies  were analysed by the Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation, three competencies  extracted from the analysis 
with an Eigen value of =1, which explained 80.862 percent of the total variance. The 
result of the factor analysis is presented in Table-2. The factor loadings have ranged 
from 0.956 to .674. The higher a factor loading, the more would its test reflect or 
measures as competencies. Further, the present study has interpreted the competencies 
loaded by variables having significant loadings of the magnitudes of 0.50 and above 
(Pal, 1986). 

Table -2: Principal Component Analysis – Varimax Rotation Indicators of 
Competencies 

 

Name of the competencies 

Competencies 

Risk taking Demand for 
work contract 

Opportunity 
seeking 

Risk taking .893 

Information  seeking .888 

Persistence .887 

Systematic planning .858  

Commitment to work contract .811  

Persuasion and networking .786  

 Self confidence  .757  

Goal setting  .674  

Demand for work contract   .956

Opportunity seeking    .936 

Eigen Value 5.648 1.307 1.131 

Proportion of Variance  56.480% 13.068% 11.314% 

Cumulative Variance Explained  56.480% 69.548% 80.862% 

Source: Survey data 
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suggested further investigation using principles components analysis method.  

When the original 10 competencies  were analysed by the Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation, three competencies  extracted from the analysis 
with an Eigen value of =1, which explained 80.862 percent of the total variance. The 
result of the factor analysis is presented in Table-2. The factor loadings have ranged 
from 0.956 to .674. The higher a factor loading, the more would its test reflect or 
measures as competencies. Further, the present study has interpreted the competencies 
loaded by variables having significant loadings of the magnitudes of 0.50 and above 
(Pal, 1986). 

Table -2: Principal Component Analysis – Varimax Rotation Indicators of 
Competencies 

 

Name of the competencies 

Competencies 

Risk taking Demand for 
work contract 

Opportunity 
seeking 

Risk taking .893 

Information  seeking .888 

Persistence .887 

Systematic planning .858  

Commitment to work contract .811  

Persuasion and networking .786  

 Self confidence  .757  

Goal setting  .674  

Demand for work contract   .956

Opportunity seeking    .936 

Eigen Value 5.648 1.307 1.131 

Proportion of Variance  56.480% 13.068% 11.314% 

Cumulative Variance Explained  56.480% 69.548% 80.862% 

Source: Survey data 
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Competency 1: Risk taking – This competency was represented by eight 
competencies with factor loadings ranging from .893 to .674. They were risk taking; 
information seeking; persistence; systematic planning; commitment to work contract; 
persuasion; self confidence and goal setting. This competency accounted for 56.480% of 
the rated variance.  

Competency 2: Demand for work contract – One competency with .956 
belonged to demand for work contract. This competency explained 13.068% of the rated 
variance. 

Competency 3: Opportunity Seeking –Only one competency with .936, it 
consisted opportunity seeking.  A variance of 9.871% was explained by this competency.  
Ranking of the above three competencies in order to their importance, along with mean 
score, is shown in Table- 3. The importance of these competencies, as perceived by the 
respondents, has been ranked on the basis of their mean values. 

Table- 3: Ranking of Indicators according to their importance 
Core Competencies  No. of. Variables Mean Score  Rank 

Competency 1: Risk taking  08 3.94 3 

Competency 2: Demand  for work 
contract 01 4.44 1 

Competency 3: Opportunity seeking  01 4.13 2 

Source: Survey data 
 

According to the table 2, the ranking followed order: (1) demand for work 
contract (2) opportunity seeking (3) risk taking mean ranged from 4.44 to 3.94.  
 

Conclusion 
 

Through an empirical investigation, this study has identified three core competencies, 
which are determined in RMGs manufacturers. The dominant competencies are demand 
for work contract; opportunity seeking and risk taking.  
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RESOURCE – BASED VIEW OF THE FIRM 
 

Abstract 
 
It is important to note that resources by themselves typically do not yield a 

competitive advantage. The organizational capabilities  refer to an organization’s 
capacity to deploy yangible and intangible resources over time and generally in 
combination, and to leverage those capabilities to bring about a desired end. As 
we have mentioned, resourcees alone are not a basis for competitive advantage, 
nor are advantages sustainable over time. In same cases, a resource or capability 
helps a firm to increase its  revenues or to lower costs but the firm derives only a 
temorary advantage because  competitors quickly imitate or substitute for it. To 
respect this section, recall  that resources and capabilities must be rare and 
valuable as well as difficukt to imitate or substitute in order for a firm to attain 
competitive advantasge that are sustainable over time. 
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The resource-based view of the firm combines two perspectives: (1) the internal analysis 

of phenomena within a company and (2) an external analysis of the  industry and its competitive 
environment.1 It goes beyond the traditional SWOT (strenghts, weakness, opportunities, threats) 
analysis by integrating internal and  external perspectives. The ability of a firm’s resources to 

                                                 
1  Collis, D.J.,& Montgomery, C.A. 1995, Competring on resources: Strategy in the 1990’s. 
Harvard  Businss Review; 73(4); 119-128; and  Barney, J. 1991. Firm resources and  sustained 
competitive advantage. Journal of  Management, 17(1): 99-120. 

 

confer competitive advantage(s) cannot be  detremined without taking into consideration the 
broader competitive contex. That is, a firm’s resources must be evaluated in terms of how 
valuable, rare, and hard they are for  competitors to duplicate. Otherwise, at best, the firm would 
be able to attain only competitive parity.  As noted earlier, a firm’s strenghts and capabilities – 
no matter how unique or impressive – do not necessarily lead to competitive advantage in the 
marketplace. The criteria for whether advantages are created and whether or not they can be 
sustained over time will be addressed later in this section. Thus, the PBV is a very useful 
framework for gaining insights as to why some  competitors are more profitable than others. As 
we will see later, the RBV is also helpful in developing strategies for individual business and  
diversified firms by revealing how core competencies embedded in a firm can help it exploit 
new product and market opportunities. 
 In the two sections that follow, we will discus the three key tupes of recources that  
firms possess: tangible resources, intangible resources and organizational capabilities. Then we 
will address the condition under which such assets and capabilities can enable a firm to attain a 
sustainable advantage.2 
 It is important to note that resources by themselves typically do not yield a compe-
titive advantage. Even if a basketball team recruited an all-star center, there would be little 
chance of victory if the other members of the team were continually outplayed by their 
opponents or if the coach’s attitude was so negative that everyone, including the center, became 
unwilling to put forth their best efforts. And imagine how many World Series titles Joe Torre 
would have won as manager of the New York Yankess if none of the pitchers on his  team 
could throw fastballs over 70 miles per hour. Although the all-star center and the  baseball 
manager are unquestionably valuable resources, they would not enable the  organization to 
attain advantage under these circumstances. 
 In a business context, Cardinal Health’s excellent value-creating activities (e.g., log-
istics, drug formulation) would not be a source of competitive advantage if those activities were 
not integrated with other important value-creating activities such as marketing and sales. Thus, a 
central theme of the resource-based view of the firm is that competitive advantages are created 
(and sustained) through the bundling of several resources in unique combinations. 
 
 Tangible Resources 
 
   Financial  - Firm’s cash account and cash equivalents. 

- Firm’s capability to raise equity. 
- Firm’s borrowing capacity. 

  Physical  - Modern plant and facilities. 
- Favorable manufacturing locations. 
- State-of-the-art machinery and equipment. 

  Technological           - Trade secrets. 
- Innovative production processes. 
- Patents, copyrights, trademarks. 

 Organizational   - Effective strategic planning processes. 

                                                 
2  For recent critiques of the resource-based view of the firm, refer to: Sirmon , D.G., Hitt, M. A., 
& Ireland R.D. 2007. Managing firm resources in dynamic environments to create value:  Looking 
inside in the black box. Academy of Management Review;32(1); 273-292; and Newbert, S.L. 
Empirical research on the resource-based view of the firm: An  assessment and  suggestions for 
future research. Strategic Management Journalk, 28(2); 121-146. 

ПРЕГЛЕДНИ ЧЛАНЦИ
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 Intangible Resiurces 
 
 Human    - Experience and capabiulities of emploies, 

- Trust. 
- Managerial Skills. 
- Firm-specific practices and procedures. 

Inovation and   - Technical and scientific skills. 
creativity   - Innovation capabilities. 
Reputation   - Brand name. 
    - Reputation with customers for quality and reliability. 
    - Reputation with suppliers for fairness, non-zero-  
      sum relationships. 
 
Organizational Capabilities 
 
-  Firm competencies or skills the firm employs to transfer inputs to outputs. 
-  Capacity to combine tangible and intangible resources, using organizational processes 
    to attain desired end. 
 

EXAMPLES: 
  

-  Outstanding customer service. 
 -  Excellent product development capabilities. 
 -  Innovativeness of product and services. 
 -  Ability to hire, motivate, and reatin human capital. 
 
 Exhibit 1.1.  The Resource-Based View of the Firm: Resources and Capabilities 
 
Izvor:  Adapted from Barney, J.B. 1991.Firm  resources  and  sustained  competitive 
advantage.  Journal of Management; 17: 101; Grant, R.M.1991.Contemporary Strategy 
Analysis: 100-102. Cambridge Englenad: Blacwell Business and Hitt, M.A., Ireland, 
R.D.,& Hoskisson, R.E. 2001.Strategic management: Competitiveness and globalization 
(4th ed.). Cincinnati: South-Western College Publishing. 
 
 

Types of Firm Resources 
 

We define firm resources to include all assets, capabilities, organizational 
processes, information, knowledge and so forth, controlled by a firm that enable it to 
develop and  implement value-creating strategies. 

Tangible Resources. Tangible Resources are assets that are relatively easy to 
identify. They include the physical and financial assetss that an organization uses to 
create value for its customers. Among them are financial resources (e.g. a firm’s cash, 
accounts receivables, and its ability to borrow finds); physical resources (e.g., the 
company’s plant, equipment, and machinery as well as its proximity to customers and 
suppliers); organizational resources (e.g. the company’s strategic planning process and  

 

its employee development, evaluation, and reward systems); and technological resources 
(e.g., trade secrets, patents, and copyright). 
 Many firms are  finding that high-tech, computerized training has dual benefits. 
It develops more effective employess and reduces costs at the same time.  Employees at 
FedEx take computer-based job competency tests every 6 to 12 months.3 The 90-minute 
computer-based tests identify areas of individual weakness and provide input to a comp-
uter database of employee skill – information the firm uses in promotion decissions. 

Intangible Resources.  Much more difficult for competitors (and, for  that 
matter, a firms own managers) to account for or imitate are intangible resources, which 
are typically embedded in unique routines and practices that have  evolved and 
accumulated over time.  These include human resources (e.g., experience and capability 
of employees, trust, effectivenes of work teams, managerial skills), innovation resources 
(e.g., technical and scientific expertise, ideas), and  reputation resources (e.g., brand 
name, reputation with supliers for  fairness and  with customers for reliability and 
product quality). A firm’s culture may also be a resource that provides competitive 
advantage.4   
 For example, you might not think that motorcycles, clothes, toys and restaurants 
have  much in common. Yet Harley-Davoidson has entered all of these product and serv-
ice markets by capitalizing on its strong brand image – a valuable intangible resources.5  
It has used that image to selll accessories, slothing, and toys, and it has licenced the 
Harley-Davidson Cafe in New York City to provide  further expositure for its brand 
name and products. 

Organizational Capabilities. Organizational capabilities are not specific 
tangible or intangible assets, but ratrher the competencies or skills that a firm emplys to 
transform inputs into outputs.6 In short, they refer to an organization’s capacity to deploy 
tangible and intangible resources over time and generally in combination, and to 
leverage those capab- 
ilities to bring abouta desired end.7  Examples organizational capabilities are outstanding 
customer service, excellent product development capabilities, superb innovation process-
es, and flexibility in manufacturing processes. 8   
 Gillette’s capability to combine several technologies has been one  of the keys 
to its unparalled succes in the wet-shaving industry. Key technologies include its 
expertise concerning the phychology of facial hair and skin, and the physics of a razor 

                                                 
3 Henkoff, R.  1993. Companies that train the best. Fortune, March 22:83; and Dess & Picken,, 
Beyond productivity;  p. 98. 
4 Barney, J. B. 1986. Types of competition and  the theory of strategy: Towards an integrative 
framework. Academy of  Management Review; 11(4); 791-800. 
5  Harley-Davidson. 1993. Annual report. 
6 For a rigorous, academic treatment of  the orign of capabilities, refer to Ethiraj, S. K., Kale ,P.  
Krishnan,  M. S., & Singh, J.V. 2005. Where do capabilities come from and and how do they 
matter? A study of software services industry.  Strategic Management Journal, 26(1); 25-46. 
7 For an academic discussion on methods associated with organizational capabilities, refer to 
Dutta, S. Narasimhan, O,,& Rajiv, S. 2005. Conceptualizing and measuring capabilities: 
Methodology and empirical application. Strategic Management Journal, 26(3); 277-286. 
8 Lorenzoni, G.,&Lipparini. A. 1999. The leveraging of interfirm relationships as a distinctive 
organizational capability: A longitudinal study.  Strategic Management Journal, 20: 317-338. 
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 Gillette’s capability to combine several technologies has been one  of the keys 
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3 Henkoff, R.  1993. Companies that train the best. Fortune, March 22:83; and Dess & Picken,, 
Beyond productivity;  p. 98. 
4 Barney, J. B. 1986. Types of competition and  the theory of strategy: Towards an integrative 
framework. Academy of  Management Review; 11(4); 791-800. 
5  Harley-Davidson. 1993. Annual report. 
6 For a rigorous, academic treatment of  the orign of capabilities, refer to Ethiraj, S. K., Kale ,P.  
Krishnan,  M. S., & Singh, J.V. 2005. Where do capabilities come from and and how do they 
matter? A study of software services industry.  Strategic Management Journal, 26(1); 25-46. 
7 For an academic discussion on methods associated with organizational capabilities, refer to 
Dutta, S. Narasimhan, O,,& Rajiv, S. 2005. Conceptualizing and measuring capabilities: 
Methodology and empirical application. Strategic Management Journal, 26(3); 277-286. 
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organizational capability: A longitudinal study.  Strategic Management Journal, 20: 317-338. 
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blade severing the hair-higly specialized areas for which Gillette has unique capabilities. 
Combining these technologies has helped the company to develop innovative products 
such as the Excel, Sensor Excel, MACH 3, and Fusion shaving systems. 
 In  1984, Michael Dell Starting Dell Inc. in a University of Texas dorm room 
with an investment of $1.000. By 2006. Dell had attained annual revenues of $ 56 billion 
and a net income of $ 3.5 billion. Dell achieved this meteoric growth by differentiating 
itself through the direct sales approach that it pioneered. Its user-configurable products 
enabled it to satisfy the diverse needs of its corporatate and institutional customer base. 
Exibit 1.2. summarizes the Dell recipe for its remarkable success by integrating its 
tangible resources, intangible resources, and organizational capabilities. 
 Dell has continued to maintain this competitive advantage by furher 
strengthening its value-chain activities and interrelationships that are critical to satisfying 
the largest market opportunities. They achieved this by (1) implemeting e-commerce 
direct sales and support processes that accounting for the sophisticated buying habits of 
the largest markets and (2) matching their operations to the purchase options by adopting 
flexibile assembly processes, while leaving inventory management to its extensive 
supplier network. Dell has sustained these advantages by investing in intangible 
resources such as proprietary assembly methods and packing configurations that help to 
protect against the the the  threat of imitation. Dell recognizes that PC is a complex product                              
   

 
             

Exibit 1.3. Dell’s Tangible  Resources, Intangible Resources and Organizational 
Capabilities 

 
with components sorced from several different technologies and manufactures. Thus, in 
working backwards from the customer’s purchasing habits, Dell saw that they could 
build valuable solutions by organizing their recources and capabilities around the build-
to-specification tastes, making both the sales and integration processes flexible, and 
passing on overhead expenses to their suppliers.  As the PC industry has become further 
commoditized, Dell has been one of the few competitors that has retainde solid margins.  

 

They have  accomlished this by adapting their manufacturing and assembly capabilities 
to match the PC market’s trend toward user compatibility. 

Firm Resources and Sustainable Competitive Advantage 
As we have mentioned, resources alone are not a basis for competitive 

advantage, nor are advantages sustainable over time.  In same cases, a resource or 
capability helps a firm to increase its revenues or to lower costs but  the firm derives 
only a temporary advantage because competitors quickly imitate or substitute for it. 
Many e-commerce business in the early 2000s have seen their profits seriosly eroded 
because new (or existing) competitors easily duplicated their business model.  For 
example, Priceline.com. expanded its offerings from enabling customers to place bids 
online for  airline tickets to a wide variety of other products. However, it was easy for 
competitors (e.g. consortium of major airlines) to duplicate Priceline’s products and 
services. Ultimately, its market capitalization had plummeted rougly 98 percent from its 
all-time high. 
 For a resource to provide a firm with the potential for a sustainable competitive 
advantage, it must have four attributes.9 First, the resource must have valuable in the se-
nse that it exploits opportunities and/or  neutralizes threats in the firm’s environment. Se-
cond, it must be rare among the firm’s current and potential competitors. Third, the reso-
urce must be difficult for competitors to imitate. Fourth, the resource must have no 
strategically equivalent substitutes. These criteria are summarised in Exhibit 1.4. We will 
now  disciss each  of these criteria. Then, we will examine how Dell’s competitive 
advantage, which seemed secure just a few years ago, has eroded. 
 
Is the resource or capability...........       Implications 
 
Valuiable?       - Neutralize threats and exploit opportunitie 
Rare?        - Not many firms possess 
Difficult to imitate?      - Physically unique 

    - Path dependency (how accumulated over time) 
    - Causel ambiguity (dificult to diusentangle what    
      it is or how it could be re-created) 
    - Social complexity (trust, interpersonal  
      relationships, culture, reputation) 

Difficult to substitute?      - No equivalent strategic resources or capabilities 
 

Exibit 1.4.  Four Criteria for Assessing Sustainability of Resources and Capabilities 
 

Is the Resource Valuable? Orgamizational resources can be a source of  
competitive advantage only when they valuable. Resources are valuable when they 
enable a firm to formulate and implement strategies that improve its efficency or 
effectiveness. The  SWOT framework suggests that firms improve their performance 
only when they exploit opportunities or neutralize (or minimize) threats. 

                                                 
9  Barney, J. 1991. Firm resources and  sustained competitive advantage. Journal of  Management, 
17 (1): 99-120. 
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 The fact that firm attributes must be valuable in order to be considered 
resources (as well as potential sources of competitive advanrage) reveals an important 
complementary relationship among environmental models (e.g. SWOT and five-forces 
analyses) and the resource-based model. Environmental models isolate those firm 
attributes may be  considered as resources. The resource-based model then suggests what 
additional sharacteristics these resources must posess if they are to develop a sustained 
competitive advantage. 

Is the Resource Rare? If competitors or potential competitors also posses the  
same valuable resource, it is not a source of a competitive advantage because all of these  
firms have the capability to exploit that resource in the same way.  Common strategies 
based on such a resource would give no one firm an advantage. For a resource to provide 
competitive advantages, it must be uncommon, that is, rare relative to other competitors. 
 This argument can apply to bundles of valuable firm resources that are  used to  
formulate and develop strategies.  Some strategies require a mix of multiple types of  re-
sources-tangible assets, intangible assets, and organizational capabilities. If a particular 
bundle of  firm resources is not rare, then relatively large number of firms will be able to 
conceive of  and implement the strategies in question. Thus, such strategies will not be a 
source of competitive advantage, even if the resource in question is valuable. 

Can the Resource Be Imitated Easily? Inimitability (difficulty in imitating) is 
a  key to value creation because it constrains competition.10 If a resource  is inimitable, 
then any profits generated are more likely to be sustainable.  Having a resource that 
competitors can easily copy generates only temporary value. This has  important 
implications. Since managers often fail to apply this test, they tend to base long-term  
strategies on  resources that are imitable. IBP (Iowa Beef Processors) because the first 
meatpacking company in the United States to modernize by building a set  of assets 
(automated plants located in  cattle-producing states) and capabilities (low-cost 
“disassembly” of carcasses) that earned returns on  assets of assets of 1.3. percent in the 
1970s. By the late 1980s, however, ConAgra and  Cargill had  imitated these resources, 
and IBP’s profitability fell by nearly 70 percent,  to 0,4 percent. 
 Monster.com entered the executive recruiting market by providing, in essnce, a 
substitute for traditional bricks-and-mortar headhunting firms. Although Monster.com’s 
resources are rare and valuable, they are subject to imitation by new rivals – other dot.-
com firms. Why? There are very low entry barriers for firms wanting to try their hand at 
recruitment. For example, many job seach dor.com have  emerged in recent years, inclu-
ding jobsearch.com headhunter.com, nationjob.com, and seekers. It would be most diffi-
cult for a firm to attain a sustainable advantage in this industry. 
 Clearly, an  advantage based on inimitability won’t last forever. Competitors 
will eventally discover a way to copy most valuable resources. However, managers can 
forestall them and sustain profits for a while by developing strategies around resources 
that have  at least one of the following four characteristics.11 
 Physical Uniqueness. The first source of inimitability is physsical uniqueness, 
which by definition is inherently difficult to copy. A beautifull resort location, mineral 

                                                 
10  Barney,  1986, op.cit. Our discussion of inimitability and substitution draws upon this source. 
11  Deephouse, D.L. 1999. To be  different, or to be the same? It’s a question (and theory) of 
strategic balance. Strategic Management Journal, 20:  147-166.  

 

rights, or Pfizer’s pharmaceutical patents simply cannot be imitated. Many managers 
beleives that several of their recources may fall into this category, but on close 
inspection, few do. 
 Path Dependency. A greater number of resources cannot be  imitated because 
of what economists refer toas path dependency. This simply means that resources are 
unique and therefore scarce because of all that has happened along the path folowed in 
their development and/or accumulation. Compatitors cannot go out and buy these 
resources quickly and  easily; they must be  built up over time in  ways that are  difficult 
to accelerate. 
 The Gerber Products Co. brand name for baby food is an example of a resource 
that is potentially inimitable. Re-creating Gerber’s brand loyalty would be a time- consu-
ming process that competitors coluld not  expedite, even with expensive marketing 
campaigns. Similarly, the loyalty and trust that Southwest Airlines employees feel  
toward their firm and  its cofounder, Herb Kelleher, are resources that have built up over 
a long  period of time. Also, a crash R&D program generally cannot replicate a succesful 
technology when research findings cumulate. Clearly, these path-depender conditions 
build protection for the original resource. The benefits from experience and learning 
through trial and error cannot be duplicated overnight. 
 Causal Ambiguity.  The third source  of inimitability is termed causal 
anbiguity. This means that would-be competitors may be towarted because it is 
impossible to disentangle the causes (or possible explanations) of either what the 
valuable resources is or how it can be re-created. What is  the  root od 3M’s innovation 
process? You can study it and  draw up a  list of possible factors. But it is a complex, 
unfolding (or folding) process that is hard to understand and would be hard to imitate. 
 Often, causally ambiguous resources are organizational capabilities, involving a co-
mplex web of social interaction that may even depend on paricular individuals. When 
Continental and United tried to mimic the successful low-cost stratyegy of Southwest Airlines, 
the planes, routes, and fast gate turnarounds were not the most difficult aspects for them to copy.  
Those were all rather easy to observe and, at least in principle, easy to duplicate. However, they 
could not replicate Soutwest’s culture of fun, family, frugality, and focus since no one can 
clearly specify exactly what that culture is or how it came to be. 
 Social Complexity. A firm’s resources may be imperfectly inimitable because 
they reflect a high level of social complexity. Such phenomena are typically beyond the 
ability of firms to systematically manage or influence. When competitive advantage are 
based on social complexity, it is difficult for other firms to imitate them. 
 A wide variety of firm resources may be considered socially complex. 
Examples include interpersonal relations among the managers in a firm, its culture, and 
its reputation with its suppliers and customers. In many of these cases, it is easy to 
specify how these socially complex resources add value to a firm. Hence, there is or no 
causal ambiguity surrounding the link between them and competitive advantage. But an 
understanding that  certain firm attributes, such as quality relations among manageres, 
can improve  a firm’s efficincy does not necessarily lead  to systematic efforts to imitate 
them.  Such  social engeenering efforts are beyond the capabilities of most firms. 
 Although complex physical technology is not included  in this category of  sou-
rces of imperfect inimitability, the exploatation of physical technology in a firm typically 
invoilves the use of social complex resources. That is, several firms may possess the sa-
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me  physical technology, but only one of them may have the social relations, ciulture, gr-
oup norms, and so on to fully exploit the technoogy in implementing its strategies.  If su-
ch complex social resources are not subject to imitation (and assuming they are valuable 
and rare  and no  substitutes exit), this firm may obtain a  sustained compertitive 
advantage from exploating its physical technology more effectively than other firms. 

Are Substitutes Readily Available? The fourth requirement for a firm 
resource to be a source of sustainable competitive advantage is that there must be no 
strategically equivalent valuable resources that are themselves not rare or inimitable. 
Two valuable firm resources that enables it to develop and implement the same strategy. 
Clearly, a firm seeking to imitate another firm’s high-quality top management team 
would be unable to copy the team exactly.  However, it might be  able to develop its own 
unique management team and so on, they could be strategically equivalent and thus 
substitutes for one abother. 
 Second, very different firm resources can become strategic substitutes. For exa-
mple, Internet booksellers such as Amazon.com compete as  substitutes for brick-and-
mortar booksellers such as B. Dalton. The result is that resources as premier retail 
locations become less valuable. In a similar vein, several pharmaceutical firms have  
seen the value of patent protection erode in the face of new drugs that  are based on 
different production processes and act in different ways, but can be used in similar 
treatment regimes. The coming years will likely see even more radical change in the 
pharmaceutical industry as the substitution of genetic therapies eliminates certain uses of 
chemoteraphy.12 
 To receap this section, recall that resources and capabilities must be rare and 
valuable as well as difficult to imitate or substitute in order for a firm to attain competiti-
ve advantages that are sustainable over time.13 Exibit 1.5. illustrates the relationship 
among the four criteria of sustainability and shows the competitive implications. 
 In firms represented by the first row  od Exibit 1.5. managers are in a difficult 
situation. When their resources and capabilities do not meet any of the four criteria, it 
would be difficult to develop any type of competitive advantage, in the short or long 
term.  The resources and capabilities they possess enable the firm neither to exploit 
environmental opportunities nor nautralize  environmental threats.  In the second and 
third rows, firms have resources and capabilities are not  difficulut for competitors to 
imitate or substitute.  Here, the firms could attain some level of competitive parity. They 
could perform on par with equally endowed rivals or attain a temporary competitive 
advantage.  But their advantages would be easy for competitors to match. It is only in the 
fourth row, where all four criteria are satisfied, that competitive advantages can be 
sustained over time.  
 
 
 
                                                 
12  Yeoh, P.L., & Roth, K. 1999. An empirical analysis of sustained advantage in the U.S. 
pharmaceutical industry: Impact of firm resuurces and  capabilities. Strategic Management 
Journal, 20: 637-653. 
13  Robins, J.A., % Wiersema, M.F. 2000. Strategies for unstructured competitive environments: 
Using scarce resources to create new markets. In Bresser, R.F., et al., (Eds). Winning strategies in 
a deconstructing world: 201-220. New York: John Wiley.     

 

 
   Is a resources or capability............. 
 
                                            Difficult  Without                          Implications 
 Valuable?       Rare?           to Imitate?         Substitutes?       for Competitiveness? 
 
No            No        No        No               Competitive disadvantage 
Yes            No        No         No       Competitive parity 
Yes           Yes         No        No    Temporary competitive advantage 
Yes           Yes       Yes       Yes    Sustainable competitive advantage 
 
Exhibit 1.5. Criteria for Sustainable Competitive Advantage and Strategic Implications 

 
Revisiting Dell. For many years, it looked as if Dell’s competitive advantage 

over its rivals would be sustainable for a very long period of time. However, by early 
2007. Dell was falling behind its rivals in markjet share. This led  to a significant decline 
in its stock price-followed by a complete shake-up of the top management team. But 
what led to Dell’s competitive decline in the first place?14 

- Dell had become so  focused on  cost  that it  failed to  pay attention to the 
design of the brand. Customers uncreasing began to see the product as a commodity.  

- Much of the growth in the PC industry today is in laptops. Customers demand 
a sleeker better-designed machine instead of just the cheapest laptop.Also, they often 
want to see the laptop before they buy it. 

- When Dell outsorced its  customer service function to foreign locations, it led 
to a decline in customer support.  This eroded  Dell’s brand value. 

- Dell’s efforts to replicate its made-to-order, no middleman strategy to other 
products such as printers and storage devices proved to be a failure because customers 
saw very little need for customization of these products. Menawhile, rivals such as  
Hewlett-Packard have been improving  their  product design and  reducing their costs. 
Thus, they now have cost parity with  Dell, while enjoying a better  brand  image and the  
support of  an extensive dealer networks. 
 
 

Conclusion 
 

The reosurces – based view  of the firm considers the firm as a bandle of 
resources: tangible resources, intangible resources, and organizational  capabilities. 
Competitive advantage that are  sustainable over time generally arise from the creation 
of budles of resources and capabilities. For advantage to be  sustainable, four criteria 
must be  satisfied: value, rarity. difficulty in imitation, and difficulty in substitution. 
Sush an  evolution  requires a sound knowledge of the competitive contex in which the  
firm exists. The owner of a business may not capture all of the value created by the firm.  
The appropriation of value created by a  firm between the owners and  employees is 

                                                 
14  Byrnes, N., & Burrows, P. 2007. Where Dell went wrong. Business Week, February 18; 62-63; 
and  Smith, A.D. 2007. Dell’s moves create buzz., Dallas Morning News, February 21; Dl. 
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12  Yeoh, P.L., & Roth, K. 1999. An empirical analysis of sustained advantage in the U.S. 
pharmaceutical industry: Impact of firm resuurces and  capabilities. Strategic Management 
Journal, 20: 637-653. 
13  Robins, J.A., % Wiersema, M.F. 2000. Strategies for unstructured competitive environments: 
Using scarce resources to create new markets. In Bresser, R.F., et al., (Eds). Winning strategies in 
a deconstructing world: 201-220. New York: John Wiley.     
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14  Byrnes, N., & Burrows, P. 2007. Where Dell went wrong. Business Week, February 18; 62-63; 
and  Smith, A.D. 2007. Dell’s moves create buzz., Dallas Morning News, February 21; Dl. 
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determined by four factors: employee bargaining power, replacement cost, employee exit 
cost, and manager bargaining power. 
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The research of the twenty-year aftermaths of transition of the post-socialist 
societies on the Balkans, in the context of global and regional processes and through the 
prism of sociological imagination, has brought us to the following conclusions: 

Implosion of socialism and the statement that the cold war epoch has come to an end 
(though it has not in fact stopped but only changed the forms of its appearance), the 
Balkan region has lost its geopolitical rent – as privileged geospace of the transborder 
world, as scales between the worlds and it has experienced radical geopolitical transition 
from the East to the West, towards the Euro-Atlantic world of integration and alliance, 
from the periphery of the East to a new periphery of the West. 

Noisily, with the new-democratic-phrases announced project of an “open society” 
and free market, in the practice of the Balkan societies in transition, has turned into its 
opposite, namely, in the production of the world of semi-colonial dependent societies of 
peripheral capitalism. In the words of Remarque, there is “nothing new” on the Balkans: 
the dreams and the reality are widely set apart. Instead of the open society, what is being 
realized in effect is the movement to the dependent society, to the Balkan “nowhere 
land,”, that is, to re-balkanization of the Balkans. 

Most of the newly-formed Balkan elites, after 1989, have uncritically accepted the 
philosophy of neoliberalism and the strategy of development (whose determinants are 
comprised in the doctrine of hyperliberalism – market fundamentalism, “shock therapy”, 
radical privatization, liberalization and de-regulation, monetary economic policy) which is 
here realized in the form of dependent modernization, subdevelopment (development of 
underdevelopment), peripherization of economy, society and culture and lumpenpolitics. 

Subglobalization of the Balkans, in the form of Eurointegrations (through the inclusion 
of the most of the countries in the EU) has not essentially changed the place of the region in 
the network of the world division of labor. It has still remained a zone of periphery, subdued 
to the interests of megacapital, European and world transcorporations. It has remained the 
region of cheap raw materials, cheap work force, extended market for foreign corporations 
and enormous exploitation of work force.  

In Serbia the project of modernization has been realized, in practice, as 
countermodernization. Nomenclature capitalism and “economy of destruction” in so-
called phase of “blocked transition” in Serbia (1990-2000), under the leadership of new-
democratic neoliberal reformers (after 2000), have turned into countermodernization, in 
the destruction of economy and society (whose characteristics are radical 
deindustrialization, permanent recession, uncontrolled financial indebtness of the 
country, mass unemployment and pauperization of the widest social layers). What is in 
effect is the formation of degenerate social structure of the society with hierarchical 
pyramid of the social power (thin layer of the rich on the top and the ruling elite, a 
destroyed and molten-away middle layer and a huge number of members of low classes 
– new and old paupers, de-classed working class, marginalized groups – unemployed, 
pensioners, refugees, etc.). 

New bourgeoisie, as a social class, in Serbia and on the Balkans, is constituted from 
three groups (layers): a) entrepreneurial, b) nomenclature, and c) lumpenbourgeoisie. 
With the exception of the first group which is the carrier of progressive entrepreneurial 
and business initiative, the other two groups of neobourgeoisie are non-business like, 

consumption-oriented while the third one is both the offshoot and the protagonist of 
economic and social pathology and criminalization of the society. 

In Serbia and on the Balkans, unfortunately, there is no generated strategy of long-
term development and active regional cooperation and integration. Instead, what is at 
work are the processes of further political disintegration and fragmentation which are 
otherwise stimulated by the formation of ethnic regions – instead of economic-
developmental ones – which can, in its turn, lead to further re-tribalization of the region 
and weakening of the national states. 

Political elites are here uncritically turned towards the West, towards the new Rome 
(just as they were, previously, to Moscow). On this pathway they are exalted to go along 
the footsteps of new-dogmatic orientation (“Europe Has No Alternative!”) thus 
forgetting that only man, his life, freedom, dignity and happiness are the highest values – 
without alternative; all other institutions are transient and have only an instrumental 
value. 

Contemporary world crisis and its globalization are induced by the neoliberal 
“shock doctrine” and monetary philosophy of development which has subjected the real 
economy to the logic of profit of the financial capital and the TNC of the world center 
countries. Hence the coming out of the crisis makes it necessary to critically re-question 
the real causes of the crisis generators as well as radical modification of the global 
strategy of the development in the world on the concept of sustainable, humane and just 
socialdemocratic development („Popularum Progresio“). 

10. Critical questioning of the transition aftermath on the Balkans leads us to the 
findings about the necessity to modify the present neoliberal strategy of development 
which has put profit before people and this with the socialdemocratic strategy with the 
social responsibility for the development, the life quality for all instead for just a 
privileged minority in the world. 

If we start from the thesis that the postsocialist societies’ transition was historically 
indispensable due to further development of the society’s production forces, this does 
not mean that we can also accept the thesis that its empirical form was also indispensable 
– embodied in the neoliberal peripheral capitalism. Such choice is epitomized in the 
given strategy, on the Balkans, is an expression of certain constellation of class and 
political powers in the world and on the Balkans. Unfortunately, the Balkan society „for 
already a century have been modifying the form of the semi-peripheral society: from 
primitive capitalism towards authoritarian socialism and, then, back towards primitive 
capitalism.“2  

Authoritarian socialism and hyperliberalism, though being rivals, with respect to 
the project of a great social transformation, class and human emancipation, have a 
similar logic – subjection, exploitation of human forces.3 That is why Immanuel 
Wallerstein4 and Mihajlo Markovi  are right in saying that in 1989, real authoritarian and 
classical liberalism have both crumbled so that further development alternatives should 
be looked for in the concept of mixed postcapitalist society with socialist and liberal 

                                                 
2 M. Pe ujli , Challenges of Transition – New World and Postsocialist Socities (Izazovi tranzicije 
– novi svet i postsocijalisti ka društva), Pravni fakultet, Belgrade, 1997., p. 140 
3 M. Pe ujli , Ibid, p. 138 
4 I. Wallerstein, After Liberalism (Posle liberalizma), Službeni glasnik, Belgrade, 2005 
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2 M. Pe ujli , Challenges of Transition – New World and Postsocialist Socities (Izazovi tranzicije 
– novi svet i postsocijalisti ka društva), Pravni fakultet, Belgrade, 1997., p. 140 
3 M. Pe ujli , Ibid, p. 138 
4 I. Wallerstein, After Liberalism (Posle liberalizma), Službeni glasnik, Belgrade, 2005 
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elements.5 In a word, if transition is really historically indispensable, yet, it does mean 
that the historical restoration in peripheral – primitive capitalism represents an iron law. 
There is a superior alternative of social development that M. Pe ujli  writes about, 
namely, „social capitalism (merging of capitalism and democratic socialism – 
socialdemocracy) as a pathway of real civilization movements ahead.“6 

Regardless of the ebbing suffered so far by the authentic idea of social-democracy in 
Europe and the world, it is our opinion that in the social-democratic strategy of social 
development we should look for a transition form of the responsible management of 
social changes (through the transition with social responsibility, mixed forms of property 
relations, share-holding of the employed and developed forms of participation and social 
democracy), towards democratic socialism as a real possible alternative of the future 
development of the world in the function of uniform development of all citizens and 
peoples of the world as well as human emancipation. If the opposite takes place, the 
forces of the world development will go on being blocked while mankind will continue 
to move, for a long time, in the forms of the structural crisis (as an expression of the 
conflict between the social character of the production forces and new forms of the 
private property acquisition and management) accompanied with numerous social 
controversies and conflicts. The Balkans will, in the given geopolitical and transition 
context, remain for a long time a zone of peripheral capitalism, of high risk or, as R. 
Aron would define it, geospace of unfinished war and belligerent peace. 

Contemporary structural crisis is produced by the neoliberal strategy of social 
development which has brought the suppression of the real economy sector, 
disassembling of the welfare state and renewal of the social issue in the world. In that 
context, the forms of social and regional inequalities between work and capital, the 
North and the South have increased as well as numerous contradictions at present. It can 
be said that we are facing a global civil war in the world, between the privileged rich 
minority (“Golden Billion”) and the remaining majority of the lumpen world. Some 
researchers speak not only about social-Darwinization of social relations but also about 
economic genocide, homicidal capitalism, “disaster capitalism” (N. Klein). Exposed to 
the impact of the neoliberal model of development (“exploitation sans rivages” – P. 
Bourdieu) is also the European Union in which the socialdemocratic model of the state 
is suppressed and replaced by the Anglo-Saxon model. In order to come out of this 
whirlpool of transition and asymmetrical globalization, it is necessary to make a radical 
turn towards the socialdemocratic model of development thus bringing Europe and the 
world back to their social soul and thus linking the idea of freedom (democracy) with the 
idea of brotherhood and equality. This is the imperative of the universal values of the 
civil revolution without which the world cannot make further steps towards the 
formation of mankind as a community of equal peoples and emancipated citizens. 

The future of the Balkans is not in re-tailoring the borders of the past but in mutual 
cooperation and integration of the Balkan peoples and states, in opening up towards the 
challenges of modernization and development, Eurointegration and globalization. But in 
these processes, the Balkan elites and peoples have to defend their interests and identity, 
                                                 
5 M. Markovi , N. Miloševi , „Liberalizam versus levica“, („Liberalism Versus the Left“), Tre i 
program RB, II/1990, p. 150 
6 M. Pe ujli , Challenges of Transition – New World and Postsocialist Socities (Izazovi tranzicije 
– novi svet i postsocijalisti ka društva), Pravni fakultet, Belgrade, 1997., p. 139 

cherish the strategy of cooperation and dialogue of diverse cultures as well as 
partnership of diverse civilizations. They  have to develop regional self-awareness about 
their own identities thus avoiding the traps of empty generalizations of cosmopolitism. 
Since the pathways to Europe and the world, that is, “bridges over the European river” 
(K. Kosik) do not mean a lackey’s denial of one’s own national and regional identity. On 
the contrary, without preserving identity, culture of diversity, Europe would very soon 
turn into a new cave or uniform imperial barrack.7 The way to new society and European 
integration must not mean disassembling of peoples and citizens, but, instead, a struggle 
for establishment of genuine integral democracy and equality of peoples as well as 
respect of the unity of diverse cultures and civilizations, globalization of cooperation and 
understanding among peoples.8 

Eurointegration of the Balkans should not represent the creation of a new iron 
curtain of the European Union towards Russia and Euro-Asian space, towards the 
countries of the East, North or South. In this context, the strategic partnership of Europe 
and Russia is equally important for the development of multipolar world and Euro-
Atlantic integrations. 

If the European Union wants to develop into a genuine republic of European 
citizens and peoples instead of a new plutocratic empire of megacapital powers, then it 
has to respect the principles of equality and diversity, freedom of justice and solidarity in 
international relations. If it fails to do that, under the slogans of “an open society,” global 
economy and expansion of liberal empires, it will grow into a new Leviathan, a monster 
in the service of the usurer international capital. In order to avoid these devastating traps 
of the civilization breakdown, the EU must return to its original model of the 
sociodemocratic development thus setting up the foundations for a multipolar order and 
upon them reintegrating and mobilizing all of its forces for the oncoming challenges in 
the world and in the struggle for the future of the world and man. 

In this world of globalization, all of us have to change and, above all, respect Kant’s 
principle of moral imperative – do so as the moral principle of love for man and 
mankind is above all or Marx’s libertarian slogan that freedom of every individual is the 
condition of freedom of all. 

17. If the critical theory of transition reminds us that the transition time is not a 
friendly sports match and that in the transition epoch no one enjoys the luxury of 
standing apart,9 then this must also be obligatory for the academic community of 
scientists and sociologists to analyze in a professionally responsible way not only the 
realized achievements of the transition but also to search for alternative projects of 
radically improved future, on the pathway of realizing an economically rich, 
democratically developed, free and just and solidarity society. In that context, sociology 

                                                 
7 K. Kosik, Bridges over the European River and Other Essays, (Mostovi preko evropske reke i 
drugi spisi), Brani evo, Požarevac, 2008 
8 On the Euro-illusionary understanding of the European Union, K. Kosik, in his book, Bridges 
over the European River and Other Essays, says that, among other things, we do not enter Europe 
but we move from one cave to another, from the cave gray, barrack-like, surrounded by barbed-
wire into a cave oversaturated with comfort, lit with ads replacing stars and the sun (Brani evo, 
Požarevac, 2008, p. 78) 
9 I. Wallerstein, The Decline of American Power, (Opadanje ameri ke mo i), CID, Podgorica, 
2004, p. 178 
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elements.5 In a word, if transition is really historically indispensable, yet, it does mean 
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5 M. Markovi , N. Miloševi , „Liberalizam versus levica“, („Liberalism Versus the Left“), Tre i 
program RB, II/1990, p. 150 
6 M. Pe ujli , Challenges of Transition – New World and Postsocialist Socities (Izazovi tranzicije 
– novi svet i postsocijalisti ka društva), Pravni fakultet, Belgrade, 1997., p. 139 
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really must avoid being, in the current processes of peripherization of economy, society 
and culture on the Balkan geospace, instrumentalized and abused as a servant of the 
ongoing policy. Starting from the thesis that the future of man and mankind are neither 
theologically nor naturally predestined but it depends on the cognitive moral and 
political role and actions of every actor including science, we can say that science should 
honorably serve the truth, goodness and emancipation of man. In the overreaching scope 
of this ethics of vocation and cognitive goals of science and sociology – while stressing 
the need for impartial and inexhaustive search for new alternatives – I am bringing these 
conclusions to the close with the message from I. Wallerstein, representative of the 
critical sociology and an influential antiglobalist, fighter for peace and freedom in the 
world. In it, he says that we desperately need to scrutinize alternative possibilities for the 
realization of historical system which would be truly sensible so as to substitute the 
frenetic and dying one in which we live. It is where sociology can play a role but only 
sociology which refuses to separate the search for Truth from the search for Goodness, 
only sociology which is able to overcome the gap between two cultures, only sociology 
which can fully accept permanent uncertainty and to enjoy the opportunities given by 
this uncertainty to the human creativity and new more real rationality ((Ratio – nalität 
materiel of Max Weber).10 
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CORPORATIVE MANAGEMENT IN CONDITIONS OF 

ECONOMIC CRISIS 
 

Abstract 

Modern society and business are characterized by turbulent and uncertain conditions 
of economy that have never been recorded in human history. Disregarding stated fact and 
especially noticing the problem late may lead to minor or bigger crises or consequences. 
Crises are often considered to be unnatural, irregular and temporary phenomena and 
happenings in natural order and organizational systems. More detailed analyses show 
that crises are natural phenomena or normal occurrences which happen and which will 
happen in future more often and more radical. By increasing speed and uncertainty it is 
to expect that crises will be something normal and normal situations in modern 
understanding are considered irregular and as such unimportant for efficient 
management. 

Crises are often considered as a danger that leads to damage. But it seems that crises 
can be very useful, which means that they offer chances to get benefits from them. In what 
way will a crisis develop depends mostly on management competence on macro or 
corporative level. Each crisis has some general and a number of specific characteristics. 
What makes crises different is their intensity, duration and uniqueness. It seems that there 
are no two crises that are the same, as it may seem at the first sight, as each crisis 
involves different people and different causes for its appearance. According to this there 
are no universal mechanisms and ways for preventing crises and neutralizing their 
negative consequences. 

This paper aim is to show a new approach in explaining causes and crises 
management through the latest world’s socio-economic crises in 2009. 
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1. Defining crisis 
     

Defining crisis, its intensity, characteristics, causes and effects is an interesting 
question for science and management practice, for each country and at global level. Only after 
these questions have been answered we can prescribe a suitable therapy, which is normal, as it 
shows that only the things defined properly can be an object of research and control and quality 
management later. This is more important still as it seems that crisis is not properly understood, 
which leads to numerous controversies in taking measures for its solving. 

Regardless different approaches we can state that a crisis is a deviation of system 
functions or being from its projected concept. Differently put, a crisis should be understood as 
each occurrence endangering survival and basic aim of an organization. A crisis in a normal 
occurrence in natural or organization systems and appears in specific time intervals. Birth and 
death, sickness and health, appearing and disappearing of organization systems are phenomena 
which permanently replace each other and are the most complex types of crises, often with fatal 
outcome. Sickness with human beings is a deviation in body functions from its normal 
functioning, which leads to death at the highest point of crisis development. Expenses increase 
and money shortage are similar to anemia, which may lead to a crisis situation and organization 
disappearance. 

A crisis may appear at any place, any time, under the influence of both internal and 
external factors and forces, which imposes the need to manage a crisis1. Their intensity can vary 
between minor dysfunctions to devastating outcome. Researches show that crises appear under 
the influence of economic, political, culture-social and other external factors which can hardly 

1 A relativey well done review of corporative crisis management was given in: Ž. Radosavljevi ; 
„Corporate management in times of crisis“, LEMiMA, Sokobanja, September 2009. 1. 
Internacional Conference Law, Economy and Management in Modern Ambience, p. 1-11. 

be controlled. Nevertheless, a crisis can be a result of internal or corporative factors that can be 
controlled more or less. Stated forces do not function individually but are in cause and effect 
connections and relationships. Namely, external forces influence internal organizational 
structure and internal factors can on the other hand create positive or negative environment. 

During crisis each subject has weakened or obsolete regulation mechanisms and 
disturbed relations with other constituents as buyers, suppliers, local management, etc. A system 
gets into crisis because of inadequate management concept and disintegrating processes. If one 
wants to get out of crisis, concept used in the past must be changed. A crisis is a result of a bad 
system projection, negative circumstances under which it functions, inability to adapt to 
changes, or combination of stated factors. 
 
 

2. Sources of crises 
 

Each occurrence and process have their own sources, which is natural as nothing 
comes out of nothing, but everything comes out of something and serves a purpose. Thus, 
interdependent relationships and activities are formed, where nothing is its own aim, but 
everything is for purposes of a higher aim or interest. Namely, everything that exists in the 
universe and social order is a part of a unity and a unity of parts. 

Causes of a crisis can be explained in different ways, by which we can use different 
concepts an approaches. Without underestimating others, and before all in classical way of 
crises explanation, it seems that ecological or natural way gives the best results, which 
requires a broader explanation. 

 

2.1. Ecology explanation of crisis source 
 
This approach finds the basis of changes and progress in natural order, or 

natural laws, as permanent, stable and objective. Basic functioning of natural order is in 
movement which leads to changes, changes that lead to problems (crises) and problems 
(crises) which enforce the need for regulations, which can be shown relatively well as 
follows:2  

 
MOVEMENTS 

 
    

CHANGES 
 
    

PROBLEMS 
 
    

REGULATIONS 

2 More detailed review can be seen in V. Vu enovi : Management-technology and philosophy” 
Želnid, Belgrade, 1998. pg. 138. 
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connections and relationships. Namely, external forces influence internal organizational 
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wants to get out of crisis, concept used in the past must be changed. A crisis is a result of a bad 
system projection, negative circumstances under which it functions, inability to adapt to 
changes, or combination of stated factors. 
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everything is for purposes of a higher aim or interest. Namely, everything that exists in the 
universe and social order is a part of a unity and a unity of parts. 

Causes of a crisis can be explained in different ways, by which we can use different 
concepts an approaches. Without underestimating others, and before all in classical way of 
crises explanation, it seems that ecological or natural way gives the best results, which 
requires a broader explanation. 
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follows:2  
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Thus, if there were no movements, changes wouldn’t exist, and also the problems or 
crises as their negative consequences. The faster the movements the bigger and more complex 
are changes and problems or crises. If there were no problems or crises, this would mean that 
there are no changes or movements which are conditions for matter survival. According to this, 
there wouldn’t be life as it is known that condition of absolute stillness exists only with a dead 
person. This analogy can be applied to organizational systems, for if a company stands still it is 
domed to ruin. Thus, movement of resources (human, material, financial, informational and 
other) is the condition of functioning, survival, growth and development of organizational 
structures regardless the form of ownership, size and other performances. 
 In natural universe and organizational systems there are different types of movement: 
mechanical, chemical, electric, magnet, light, etc. But two types of movement are important for 
understanding lows of progress, or crises: attraction and repulsion. These movements exist in 
nature and are the condition for matter survival, and can be provoked by mechanical, chemical, 
magnet ant other forces and influences. It is obvious that matter can never and nowhere exist if 
it does not move, which means that movement is the condition of its existence and survival. 
Each calmness of matter is relatively in some form of movement. Thanks to these forms of 
movement matter prevails and disappears, which is a natural low of life. 

With attraction as a form of movement, particles of matter tend to get closer to one 
another and thus join into bigger and more complex groups, up to a human being as the most 
complex, conscious organism. This is evolution which moves from simple to more complex or 
from a cell as the tiniest particle to colony of cells, tissues, organs and human being as the most 
complex living organism. Each of these elements has its own intelligence, or brain, and each of 
these prevails thanks to matter, energy and information exchange with the surrounding 
environment where it functions. These are at the same time obligatory elements without which 
survival can not be imagined both of living beings and organizational systems. 

Analogously to the stated, evolution in organizational systems occurs. People join in 
primary groups (headquarters, brigades, etc), by joining a number of primary groups they make 
departments, and a number of joined departments make sectors, which in interrelation represent 
companies or other forms of organization. Companies are mutually connected on the level of 
countries thus creating an economy system, and connection of countries global world is created. 
Ways of stated connections will define organizing success, or level of evolution and progress. 
Thus, attraction has organization for its result, or evolution and progress, and everything that 
exists in natural and social order is a result of this form of movement. 

Other form of movement is repulsion, the essence of which is repulsion or moving 
away of particles, aimed at acting „free”. Each moving away of a particle from some other 
particle unit means breaking existing connections and relationships with other cells or groups, 
which leads to breaking organizations with an aim to act by the principle of absolute freedom, 
which leads to crisis and organization dissolving. Thus repulsion exists by the laws of nature to 
destroy what attraction has created, and is a regular follower of evolution, which is logical as 
there is no birth without death, or death without birth. In previous primitive societies entropy of 
natural order was large as many secrets of nature were unknown and people were not able to 
control natural occurrences, but only to suffer consequences of natural forces. In modern 
conditions people have some knowledge, skills and abilities to act upon sources of crises more 
successfully, or to change a crisis as danger into an opportunities and chances. 

Attraction and repulsion happen at the same time at different places, which is logical 
as each closing of particles with an aim of connecting and joining into a group is at the same 

time moving away from some other particle. Nevertheless, there are relationships of 
interdependence which implicate that each attraction is followed at the same time by a specific 
repulsion or each crisis by certain progress or each progress by certain crisis. 

How fast will progress or crisis happen depends on the speed of matter, energy and 
information movement. The bigger the speed, the higher intensity of change is and also a 
potential possibility for occurring problems, or chances and opportunities. In earlier times, under 
the influence of primitive tools and arms and insufficient knowledge, the changes were the 
movements were slow and produced small and simple changes. During the 80s of the last 
century, it was talked about fast changes that happened. But during the 90s, changes happened 
much faster than anyone could have predicted. In modern conditions we can state that the 
dynamics of change is much higher than we could have imagined, with a tendency of increasing 
speed of development. In these conditions we can expect more frequent and more complex 
problems or crises. 

 
2.2. Causes of global economic crisis in 2009. 

 
Each social, economic or any other crisis has some of general characteristics shared 

with the other crises. This refers to the latest economic crisis of 2009. Which by all the criteria 
has not left serious consequences referring to other, earlier economic crises. Thus, with 
reviewing seriousness of any crisis, including the latest one, we should analyze characteristics of 
previous crises, mainly crises of recent past, to enable more objective insight into its range. 
Practice shows that analyses of previous crises are not performed and that there is no serious or 
scientifically verified „history of disease” on global, national or corporative level. Nevertheless, 
an important question is whether „history of crisis” is needed in the world of revolutionary 
changes, when it is almost impossible to predict future by the past as it was possible during 
times of earlier changes. 

Existing global economic crisis has several causes that are closely interrelated and as 
such can not be precisely defined, especially when their sources are in question. It shows that 
economic crises is followed by other types of crises, before all social and ethical crises. The 
problem gets more complex as the consequences are often considered to be the causes, and 
causes are considered to be consequences. The question is whether the collapse of the world’s 
financial system is the cause or effect of global economic crisis. All the facts show that order is 
changed here and that global economic crisis of 2009. is the consequence of social, politic, 
moral or idea crisis, which is most clearly shown in economy field. Thus it is real to state that 
economic crisis is the consequence of some other crisis or inability of the ideas to stand, and that 
it causes other crises. 

More precise economic analyses show that the basic reason of the existing global 
economic crisis is the idea of leaving “golden standard” for US dollar which was performed in 
1971.3 (*http://forum.burek.com/putovanje-u-vreme-svetske-ekonomske-krize-
t441202.msg7125226.html).  

So, until this date, dollar had gold as a cover, and its emission was done by the 
amount of gold as basic measure of value. After leaving gold cover printing dollars 
without cover happened, so in the world there has been produced 150 thousand tones of 
gold which corresponds to a parity of 4 500 billion of dollars. But total social gross 

3 *http://forum.burek.com/putovanje-u-vreme-svetske-ekonomske-krize-t441202.msg7125226.html 
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Thus, if there were no movements, changes wouldn’t exist, and also the problems or 
crises as their negative consequences. The faster the movements the bigger and more complex 
are changes and problems or crises. If there were no problems or crises, this would mean that 
there are no changes or movements which are conditions for matter survival. According to this, 
there wouldn’t be life as it is known that condition of absolute stillness exists only with a dead 
person. This analogy can be applied to organizational systems, for if a company stands still it is 
domed to ruin. Thus, movement of resources (human, material, financial, informational and 
other) is the condition of functioning, survival, growth and development of organizational 
structures regardless the form of ownership, size and other performances. 
 In natural universe and organizational systems there are different types of movement: 
mechanical, chemical, electric, magnet, light, etc. But two types of movement are important for 
understanding lows of progress, or crises: attraction and repulsion. These movements exist in 
nature and are the condition for matter survival, and can be provoked by mechanical, chemical, 
magnet ant other forces and influences. It is obvious that matter can never and nowhere exist if 
it does not move, which means that movement is the condition of its existence and survival. 
Each calmness of matter is relatively in some form of movement. Thanks to these forms of 
movement matter prevails and disappears, which is a natural low of life. 

With attraction as a form of movement, particles of matter tend to get closer to one 
another and thus join into bigger and more complex groups, up to a human being as the most 
complex, conscious organism. This is evolution which moves from simple to more complex or 
from a cell as the tiniest particle to colony of cells, tissues, organs and human being as the most 
complex living organism. Each of these elements has its own intelligence, or brain, and each of 
these prevails thanks to matter, energy and information exchange with the surrounding 
environment where it functions. These are at the same time obligatory elements without which 
survival can not be imagined both of living beings and organizational systems. 

Analogously to the stated, evolution in organizational systems occurs. People join in 
primary groups (headquarters, brigades, etc), by joining a number of primary groups they make 
departments, and a number of joined departments make sectors, which in interrelation represent 
companies or other forms of organization. Companies are mutually connected on the level of 
countries thus creating an economy system, and connection of countries global world is created. 
Ways of stated connections will define organizing success, or level of evolution and progress. 
Thus, attraction has organization for its result, or evolution and progress, and everything that 
exists in natural and social order is a result of this form of movement. 

Other form of movement is repulsion, the essence of which is repulsion or moving 
away of particles, aimed at acting „free”. Each moving away of a particle from some other 
particle unit means breaking existing connections and relationships with other cells or groups, 
which leads to breaking organizations with an aim to act by the principle of absolute freedom, 
which leads to crisis and organization dissolving. Thus repulsion exists by the laws of nature to 
destroy what attraction has created, and is a regular follower of evolution, which is logical as 
there is no birth without death, or death without birth. In previous primitive societies entropy of 
natural order was large as many secrets of nature were unknown and people were not able to 
control natural occurrences, but only to suffer consequences of natural forces. In modern 
conditions people have some knowledge, skills and abilities to act upon sources of crises more 
successfully, or to change a crisis as danger into an opportunities and chances. 

Attraction and repulsion happen at the same time at different places, which is logical 
as each closing of particles with an aim of connecting and joining into a group is at the same 

time moving away from some other particle. Nevertheless, there are relationships of 
interdependence which implicate that each attraction is followed at the same time by a specific 
repulsion or each crisis by certain progress or each progress by certain crisis. 

How fast will progress or crisis happen depends on the speed of matter, energy and 
information movement. The bigger the speed, the higher intensity of change is and also a 
potential possibility for occurring problems, or chances and opportunities. In earlier times, under 
the influence of primitive tools and arms and insufficient knowledge, the changes were the 
movements were slow and produced small and simple changes. During the 80s of the last 
century, it was talked about fast changes that happened. But during the 90s, changes happened 
much faster than anyone could have predicted. In modern conditions we can state that the 
dynamics of change is much higher than we could have imagined, with a tendency of increasing 
speed of development. In these conditions we can expect more frequent and more complex 
problems or crises. 

 
2.2. Causes of global economic crisis in 2009. 

 
Each social, economic or any other crisis has some of general characteristics shared 

with the other crises. This refers to the latest economic crisis of 2009. Which by all the criteria 
has not left serious consequences referring to other, earlier economic crises. Thus, with 
reviewing seriousness of any crisis, including the latest one, we should analyze characteristics of 
previous crises, mainly crises of recent past, to enable more objective insight into its range. 
Practice shows that analyses of previous crises are not performed and that there is no serious or 
scientifically verified „history of disease” on global, national or corporative level. Nevertheless, 
an important question is whether „history of crisis” is needed in the world of revolutionary 
changes, when it is almost impossible to predict future by the past as it was possible during 
times of earlier changes. 

Existing global economic crisis has several causes that are closely interrelated and as 
such can not be precisely defined, especially when their sources are in question. It shows that 
economic crises is followed by other types of crises, before all social and ethical crises. The 
problem gets more complex as the consequences are often considered to be the causes, and 
causes are considered to be consequences. The question is whether the collapse of the world’s 
financial system is the cause or effect of global economic crisis. All the facts show that order is 
changed here and that global economic crisis of 2009. is the consequence of social, politic, 
moral or idea crisis, which is most clearly shown in economy field. Thus it is real to state that 
economic crisis is the consequence of some other crisis or inability of the ideas to stand, and that 
it causes other crises. 

More precise economic analyses show that the basic reason of the existing global 
economic crisis is the idea of leaving “golden standard” for US dollar which was performed in 
1971.3 (*http://forum.burek.com/putovanje-u-vreme-svetske-ekonomske-krize-
t441202.msg7125226.html).  

So, until this date, dollar had gold as a cover, and its emission was done by the 
amount of gold as basic measure of value. After leaving gold cover printing dollars 
without cover happened, so in the world there has been produced 150 thousand tones of 
gold which corresponds to a parity of 4 500 billion of dollars. But total social gross 

3 *http://forum.burek.com/putovanje-u-vreme-svetske-ekonomske-krize-t441202.msg7125226.html 
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product in the world amounts to 60 000 billion dollars, which is almost fifteen times 
more than the value of gold. Total value of valuable papers should be added to this, and 
the amount is calculated to 670 000 billion of dollars. By comparing data we can 
conclude that everything has become abstract, as total gross product on the planet has 
been multiply overrated and that it is unavoidable that global financial collapse happens 
with serious repercussions to all the other fields of global economic and social system. 

Stated situation brought about numerous problems in global economy 
functioning, the most important of which are stock market collapse, structural expenses 
radical increase, overspending cash, etc. In other words disproportion between needs and 
possibilities turns into greed, ruining ecology and ethical principles of economy and 
society functions, disregarding sustainability of economy and development, etc. “The 
United States of America as the strongest economy in the world before the crisis made 1 
000 dollar and spent 10 000 dollars which is ten times more than achieved effects. How 
did this difference supplement? By printing money or dollars, thus creating “Balloon 
economy”. Unfortunately, each balloon has one and only characteristic – 
unsustainability. Bursting or exhausting can not be avoided”, which happened at the 
beginning of 2009.  

This is one of the reasons of the global crisis, but not he only one. Thus, crisis 
did not happen on its own, nor it is a surprise but a result of a low quality idea, or 
overspending compared to production in the last 40 years, or since the golden cover was 
cancelled, and also by placing banking organizations into action without sufficient 
deposits. It can definitely be concluded that the cause or source of the crisis is in 
organization systems and people, low quality idea that was not sustainable and that could 
not be reproduced, but as unsustainable gathered negative energy which in the end 
“exploded”. It shows that this claim also applies to a large economic crisis during 30s of 
the last century, which led to the Second World War, oil crisis during the 70s of the last 
century, etc. This conclusion will also apply to future crises. 
 

2. 3. Cause of crisis in organizational systems 
 

Each organization as well as each man or each living being during its life must 
face some crisis. We talk about health, financial, love and other types of crises. A large 
number of hotel, aero, car, health and other systems has at least once been in a crisis, 
whether we speak about poisoning guests by hotel food, aero or car accidents, selling 
unreliable cars, medicines, etc. These systems while doing business plan and prepare for 
the possible crises, and we can witness this while flying in a plane where the stuff 
instructs us upon behaviour in case of crisis situations, or in health, fire department or 
other systems that mostly function in complex or crisis conditions. 

In turbulent and uncertain times as are today and will be in future more and 
more, crises will happen more often with devastating consequences. This refers to both 
natural and social order. A crisis is defined as unexpected event which threatens the 
possibilities of an organization to survive or function. Practice shows that a large number 
of companies do not formulate a plan for solving a specific crisis, but relies upon 
measures and strategies of other companies. This is a typical mistake because it seems 
that there are no two crises that are the same, and they can not be eliminated in the same 
way. This is because each crisis involves different people, or differently motivated 

people, with their wishes and interests. Strategies that in the past or some other place 
gave a high level of efficiency and effect can give negative effects in a specific crisis. 
Thus there is a need to manage a crisis in all its segments and phases and by systematic 
planning and acting.  

Causes of organizational crises can be various. Generally taken, basic cause of 
all the crises in people, or management and its inability to adapt organizational 
functioning to changes that happen in the company and its surroundings. That is why the 
corporative management is the most responsible for the crisis appearance.  Management 
must lead the organization and prevent crises from happening, and when a crisis appears 
it should try to solve it as soon as possible and reduce damages to minimum. Regardless 
various factors influencing creation of crisis in the following text we will review the 
most frequent causes of crisis: (1) technical discontinuity, (2) social repulsion towards 
innovations, (3) unsatisfaction of buyers – clients. As it can be seen we talk about both 
internal and external factors that are interrelated and jointly lead to changes or crises. 

2.3.1. Technical discontinuity 
  

Technical continuity was once considered to be the basic factor of success, 
because of which each company tried to technically change as little as possible, because 
of slow technological innovations and because of resistance employees had towards all 
types of changes. Finally, when discontinuity was defined in companies, this did not 
significantly effect the changes in production manner or offering services, which means 
that employees were not required to radically change their behaviour.  

Today, technical discontinuity is a rule in successful companies. Technical 
discontinuity is a radical innovation which represents fundamental leap comparing to 
technology of that time. This offers chances to societies and organizations which are 
actively involved in new techniques and technologies and use them, but are also 
dangerous to those who do not accept them. For example, appearance of transistor in 
Bell Labs in 1950s for which they got Nobel Prize, was a significant innovation that 
brought about development in electronics. Thanks to this innovation many societies 
made significant jump in production and business economy. This was the new wave as it 
eliminated classical pipes that limited capacities. Societies and companies which did not 
notice changes in time came into grave crisis. Soon, vacuum pipes were not used 
anymore, except very specific situations, so producers of these pipes were ruined as they 
couldn’t sell their products. Thus, many industries that do not make technical 
discontinuity will come into crisis. 

In the era of fast technology changes, this cause will gain in importance in 
future. If a company nowadays performs as it did in the past it will get things from the 
past, but it will not suffice for its survival. It shows that corporative systems must change 
technologically at least as fast as the surroundings. Unless they do that the organization 
is domed to ruin. Example of modern corporative business shows that do not introduce 
new generations of informative technology and change outdated generations of 
computers will not be able to achieve competitive advantage. This shows that continuity 
nowadays presents a great danger for corporative success, and that introducing 
technological discontinuity gets more complex and risky for corporative success. 
According to this a need arises to manage technology discontinuities as well as any other 
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product in the world amounts to 60 000 billion dollars, which is almost fifteen times 
more than the value of gold. Total value of valuable papers should be added to this, and 
the amount is calculated to 670 000 billion of dollars. By comparing data we can 
conclude that everything has become abstract, as total gross product on the planet has 
been multiply overrated and that it is unavoidable that global financial collapse happens 
with serious repercussions to all the other fields of global economic and social system. 

Stated situation brought about numerous problems in global economy 
functioning, the most important of which are stock market collapse, structural expenses 
radical increase, overspending cash, etc. In other words disproportion between needs and 
possibilities turns into greed, ruining ecology and ethical principles of economy and 
society functions, disregarding sustainability of economy and development, etc. “The 
United States of America as the strongest economy in the world before the crisis made 1 
000 dollar and spent 10 000 dollars which is ten times more than achieved effects. How 
did this difference supplement? By printing money or dollars, thus creating “Balloon 
economy”. Unfortunately, each balloon has one and only characteristic – 
unsustainability. Bursting or exhausting can not be avoided”, which happened at the 
beginning of 2009.  

This is one of the reasons of the global crisis, but not he only one. Thus, crisis 
did not happen on its own, nor it is a surprise but a result of a low quality idea, or 
overspending compared to production in the last 40 years, or since the golden cover was 
cancelled, and also by placing banking organizations into action without sufficient 
deposits. It can definitely be concluded that the cause or source of the crisis is in 
organization systems and people, low quality idea that was not sustainable and that could 
not be reproduced, but as unsustainable gathered negative energy which in the end 
“exploded”. It shows that this claim also applies to a large economic crisis during 30s of 
the last century, which led to the Second World War, oil crisis during the 70s of the last 
century, etc. This conclusion will also apply to future crises. 
 

2. 3. Cause of crisis in organizational systems 
 

Each organization as well as each man or each living being during its life must 
face some crisis. We talk about health, financial, love and other types of crises. A large 
number of hotel, aero, car, health and other systems has at least once been in a crisis, 
whether we speak about poisoning guests by hotel food, aero or car accidents, selling 
unreliable cars, medicines, etc. These systems while doing business plan and prepare for 
the possible crises, and we can witness this while flying in a plane where the stuff 
instructs us upon behaviour in case of crisis situations, or in health, fire department or 
other systems that mostly function in complex or crisis conditions. 

In turbulent and uncertain times as are today and will be in future more and 
more, crises will happen more often with devastating consequences. This refers to both 
natural and social order. A crisis is defined as unexpected event which threatens the 
possibilities of an organization to survive or function. Practice shows that a large number 
of companies do not formulate a plan for solving a specific crisis, but relies upon 
measures and strategies of other companies. This is a typical mistake because it seems 
that there are no two crises that are the same, and they can not be eliminated in the same 
way. This is because each crisis involves different people, or differently motivated 

people, with their wishes and interests. Strategies that in the past or some other place 
gave a high level of efficiency and effect can give negative effects in a specific crisis. 
Thus there is a need to manage a crisis in all its segments and phases and by systematic 
planning and acting.  

Causes of organizational crises can be various. Generally taken, basic cause of 
all the crises in people, or management and its inability to adapt organizational 
functioning to changes that happen in the company and its surroundings. That is why the 
corporative management is the most responsible for the crisis appearance.  Management 
must lead the organization and prevent crises from happening, and when a crisis appears 
it should try to solve it as soon as possible and reduce damages to minimum. Regardless 
various factors influencing creation of crisis in the following text we will review the 
most frequent causes of crisis: (1) technical discontinuity, (2) social repulsion towards 
innovations, (3) unsatisfaction of buyers – clients. As it can be seen we talk about both 
internal and external factors that are interrelated and jointly lead to changes or crises. 

2.3.1. Technical discontinuity 
  

Technical continuity was once considered to be the basic factor of success, 
because of which each company tried to technically change as little as possible, because 
of slow technological innovations and because of resistance employees had towards all 
types of changes. Finally, when discontinuity was defined in companies, this did not 
significantly effect the changes in production manner or offering services, which means 
that employees were not required to radically change their behaviour.  

Today, technical discontinuity is a rule in successful companies. Technical 
discontinuity is a radical innovation which represents fundamental leap comparing to 
technology of that time. This offers chances to societies and organizations which are 
actively involved in new techniques and technologies and use them, but are also 
dangerous to those who do not accept them. For example, appearance of transistor in 
Bell Labs in 1950s for which they got Nobel Prize, was a significant innovation that 
brought about development in electronics. Thanks to this innovation many societies 
made significant jump in production and business economy. This was the new wave as it 
eliminated classical pipes that limited capacities. Societies and companies which did not 
notice changes in time came into grave crisis. Soon, vacuum pipes were not used 
anymore, except very specific situations, so producers of these pipes were ruined as they 
couldn’t sell their products. Thus, many industries that do not make technical 
discontinuity will come into crisis. 

In the era of fast technology changes, this cause will gain in importance in 
future. If a company nowadays performs as it did in the past it will get things from the 
past, but it will not suffice for its survival. It shows that corporative systems must change 
technologically at least as fast as the surroundings. Unless they do that the organization 
is domed to ruin. Example of modern corporative business shows that do not introduce 
new generations of informative technology and change outdated generations of 
computers will not be able to achieve competitive advantage. This shows that continuity 
nowadays presents a great danger for corporative success, and that introducing 
technological discontinuity gets more complex and risky for corporative success. 
According to this a need arises to manage technology discontinuities as well as any other 
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radical and fundamental change and thus prevent crises to interfere into a business 
system. 

With including technical discontinuities a rule “just in time”, has long been 
applicable, which meant introducing changes timely. Time of introducing changes was 
considered as the most important factor for achieving competitive advantage, when the 
“just in time” principle was followed by technology changes. In modern conditions there 
is a principle “Before its time” which is followed by principle of revolutionary 
technological changes. This transformation requires a new quality of management in 
technological innovations but also new organizational design. 
 

2.3.2. Repulsion towards innovations 
 
 Times of crisis are not favorable for fast technological and organizational 
innovations. Practice shows that each persisting in introducing new technical and 
technological or organizational solutions in production or offering services may provoke 
significant resistance. It is forgotten that organization comes into depression for applying 
outdated solutions and concepts, or shortage of innovations and new ideas. The only way 
or one of most effective ways of solving crises is introducing innovations of all types 
any place. 
 Thus, if environment changes and introduces innovations and a state or an 
organization doesn’t, or at least not as fast as the environment does, conditions for a 
crisis are created. Nevertheless, each innovation does not have to be accepted by buyers 
or consumers. If innovations are not accepted by buyers or consumers they are domed to 
ruin. For example, people are suspicious towards products that appear unnatural or 
diluted. This especially applies to Europe where people have long been distrustful 
towards American meat products because of growth hormone usage. Monstanto 
Company failed to notice this distrust and continued to invest large sums of money into 
genetically modified grain against which are farmers, environment protection experts, 
consumers and regulators in Europe, Canada and Asia, so the company came into a crisis 
situation. Similar situation can be seen with applying A H1 N1 vaccine, which most of 
the population in Serbia do not want to use as prevention, because of suspicion and 
distrust that the product has been promoted out of commercial and not health protection 
reasons. 
 Top management must create positive innovation atmosphere for creating ideas 
as the most important resource in organization. In this context we should understand 
insisting upon corporative management to attract people for achieving corporative aims. 
Birocracy is a large problem for creative people as it does not require the best working 
process but according to instructions and orders. Thus appears the need to reduce 
“organization range” for purposes of improving innovation atmosphere, and later to 
introduce a softer management system.4  

In conditions of revolutionary changes as nowadays happen, or will be in 
future, organizational innovations and the ability of companies to permanently transform 
will gain importance, and especially to abandon classical ways of organizing and 
managing companies and accept modern concepts and approaches. According to this we 

4 Ž. Radosavljevi : “Modern Management”, BBO, Belgrade, 1998.pg. 32. 

should accept philosophy of innovative leadership as an answer to the new challenges 
which appear in the world of business and design new organization which will function 
in conditions of “turbulent rapids”, instead of outdated classical organizations which 
were projected to function in conditions of “still waters”. 
 

2.3.3. User dissatisfaction 

This is at the same time the most frequent and the most serious cause of a crisis. The 
user can be: product buyer, service consumer, or non-business organization client, and it can be 
seen through reactions to low quality, or high price, or both, or to behaviour of some 
participants in the process of offering services. For example, the American Catholic Church has 
received complaints for years that its priests are pedophiles. This disgraceful and criminal 
behaviour was not the news in church. Church leaders did not consider the matter in public or 
among themselves. In most cases they covered complaint us and moved priests to different 
settlements where they continued their activities.  

Pedophile problem soon became a state scandal which cost church millions of lost 
believers and ruined its reputation for at least one generation. Ironically, church had a lot of 
similar complaints during the 15th and 16th century but did not consider them as serious. Then 
the problems were immoral behaviour of priests, filthy rich church and selling sin forgiveness. 
As complaints were not considered and reacted upon, crises in Christianity appeared, and thus 
appeared protestant revolution that divided Christian world.  

Thus, when buyers react to specific problems concerning products or services, or 
problematic behaviour of stuff, it is necessary to check whether it is the truth and react upon it. 
Unless you do it, conditions for increased dissatisfaction can be created, and thus crisis that 
lessens sale and profitability. Putnam Company has paid its negligence costly for it ignored bad 
news from its clients. They agreed to calculate and compensate stock owners for the damages 
since 1998. The worst is that because of this scandal many of the most important clients 
(investors with accounts of several billion dollars) transferred their capital to other places. By 
some accounts 13.2 billion of dollars were moved from the company Putnam in November 
2003. And as the company gets its finances by the percentage of capital it manages, scandal 
drastically lessened its income.5  

 
 

3. Correlation among changes, progress and crisis 
 

Changes, progress and crisis are permanent appearances. They are in interrelated 
connections and relationships of causes and effects, which is natural as attraction and repulsion 
as forms of movement are interconnected and conditioned. Causes of both progress and crises 
are changes which lead either to evolution and progress or to regression and crises. According 
to the stated people and especially management must be ready to react adequately to negative 
and positive appearances, processes and happenings. So, it is useless to talk about forming 
crises teams and groups nowadays that should deal with crisis, which was regularly practiced in 
classical understanding of crisis. It was possible in the past, as crises were occasional, temporary 

5 According to “Wall Street Journa”l, New York, 2002. pg. 6.
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radical and fundamental change and thus prevent crises to interfere into a business 
system. 

With including technical discontinuities a rule “just in time”, has long been 
applicable, which meant introducing changes timely. Time of introducing changes was 
considered as the most important factor for achieving competitive advantage, when the 
“just in time” principle was followed by technology changes. In modern conditions there 
is a principle “Before its time” which is followed by principle of revolutionary 
technological changes. This transformation requires a new quality of management in 
technological innovations but also new organizational design. 
 

2.3.2. Repulsion towards innovations 
 
 Times of crisis are not favorable for fast technological and organizational 
innovations. Practice shows that each persisting in introducing new technical and 
technological or organizational solutions in production or offering services may provoke 
significant resistance. It is forgotten that organization comes into depression for applying 
outdated solutions and concepts, or shortage of innovations and new ideas. The only way 
or one of most effective ways of solving crises is introducing innovations of all types 
any place. 
 Thus, if environment changes and introduces innovations and a state or an 
organization doesn’t, or at least not as fast as the environment does, conditions for a 
crisis are created. Nevertheless, each innovation does not have to be accepted by buyers 
or consumers. If innovations are not accepted by buyers or consumers they are domed to 
ruin. For example, people are suspicious towards products that appear unnatural or 
diluted. This especially applies to Europe where people have long been distrustful 
towards American meat products because of growth hormone usage. Monstanto 
Company failed to notice this distrust and continued to invest large sums of money into 
genetically modified grain against which are farmers, environment protection experts, 
consumers and regulators in Europe, Canada and Asia, so the company came into a crisis 
situation. Similar situation can be seen with applying A H1 N1 vaccine, which most of 
the population in Serbia do not want to use as prevention, because of suspicion and 
distrust that the product has been promoted out of commercial and not health protection 
reasons. 
 Top management must create positive innovation atmosphere for creating ideas 
as the most important resource in organization. In this context we should understand 
insisting upon corporative management to attract people for achieving corporative aims. 
Birocracy is a large problem for creative people as it does not require the best working 
process but according to instructions and orders. Thus appears the need to reduce 
“organization range” for purposes of improving innovation atmosphere, and later to 
introduce a softer management system.4  

In conditions of revolutionary changes as nowadays happen, or will be in 
future, organizational innovations and the ability of companies to permanently transform 
will gain importance, and especially to abandon classical ways of organizing and 
managing companies and accept modern concepts and approaches. According to this we 

4 Ž. Radosavljevi : “Modern Management”, BBO, Belgrade, 1998.pg. 32. 

should accept philosophy of innovative leadership as an answer to the new challenges 
which appear in the world of business and design new organization which will function 
in conditions of “turbulent rapids”, instead of outdated classical organizations which 
were projected to function in conditions of “still waters”. 
 

2.3.3. User dissatisfaction 

This is at the same time the most frequent and the most serious cause of a crisis. The 
user can be: product buyer, service consumer, or non-business organization client, and it can be 
seen through reactions to low quality, or high price, or both, or to behaviour of some 
participants in the process of offering services. For example, the American Catholic Church has 
received complaints for years that its priests are pedophiles. This disgraceful and criminal 
behaviour was not the news in church. Church leaders did not consider the matter in public or 
among themselves. In most cases they covered complaint us and moved priests to different 
settlements where they continued their activities.  

Pedophile problem soon became a state scandal which cost church millions of lost 
believers and ruined its reputation for at least one generation. Ironically, church had a lot of 
similar complaints during the 15th and 16th century but did not consider them as serious. Then 
the problems were immoral behaviour of priests, filthy rich church and selling sin forgiveness. 
As complaints were not considered and reacted upon, crises in Christianity appeared, and thus 
appeared protestant revolution that divided Christian world.  

Thus, when buyers react to specific problems concerning products or services, or 
problematic behaviour of stuff, it is necessary to check whether it is the truth and react upon it. 
Unless you do it, conditions for increased dissatisfaction can be created, and thus crisis that 
lessens sale and profitability. Putnam Company has paid its negligence costly for it ignored bad 
news from its clients. They agreed to calculate and compensate stock owners for the damages 
since 1998. The worst is that because of this scandal many of the most important clients 
(investors with accounts of several billion dollars) transferred their capital to other places. By 
some accounts 13.2 billion of dollars were moved from the company Putnam in November 
2003. And as the company gets its finances by the percentage of capital it manages, scandal 
drastically lessened its income.5  

 
 

3. Correlation among changes, progress and crisis 
 

Changes, progress and crisis are permanent appearances. They are in interrelated 
connections and relationships of causes and effects, which is natural as attraction and repulsion 
as forms of movement are interconnected and conditioned. Causes of both progress and crises 
are changes which lead either to evolution and progress or to regression and crises. According 
to the stated people and especially management must be ready to react adequately to negative 
and positive appearances, processes and happenings. So, it is useless to talk about forming 
crises teams and groups nowadays that should deal with crisis, which was regularly practiced in 
classical understanding of crisis. It was possible in the past, as crises were occasional, temporary 

5 According to “Wall Street Journa”l, New York, 2002. pg. 6.
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and partial without an important impact upon broader surroundings. It seems that people will 
deal with crises more and more, and that crisis conditions will be normal, and normal conditions 
will not be treated as exception in management process. 

Nevertheless, each crisis has its specific features and characteristics which make it 
unique, so we can not state that there are no two same crises, regardless the fact that they may 
seem the same at the first sight. What makes crises different are participants or people taking 
part in the crisis, whether they bear a burden or gain something from it. According to this there 
are no identical measures for solving all the crises. Strategies which gave results in crisis in the 
past may be inadequate and unsuccessful in modern conditions, or even produce negative 
effects, which means that “each seed can not grow on every soil”.

Each crisis has different consequences no matter the similarity of their causes. The 
Epilogue of the crisis is double fold. The crisis will either develop and turn into a chaos, or it 
will resorb into a normal which results in progress. Science proved that it is senseless to talk 
about a permanent crisis as a regular state of things, as it is senseless to talk about a permanent 
evolution or progress in development of some natural or organization system. 

To be able to solve the crisis successfully it is necessary to admit that it really exists. If 
one does not fulfill this condition there is no effective and efficient way to solve the crisis. This 
is particularly obvious in transitional economy and social milieu. In the latest or global crisis of 
2009. political structures of Serbia did not admit the existence of crisis, and especially its impact 
upon Serbia. Many persisted that global crisis will bring gain to Serbian economy, even thou it 
is evident that the crisis caught a large part of economy and society decreasing its success. 
Optimism without support will not help but will endanger the condition of diseased economy 
and social organism. This is natural for the crisis reacts regardless we admit, accept or neglect it. 

We should not perceive only negative things in the crises. They often represent a 
condition for progress, which was confirmed by researches of the history of civilization. Each 
new socially economic formation was made on the ruins of the previous one and as a rule was 
more advanced as by development of productive forces thus by the level of democracy. Many 
reforms in a large number of countries were made after deep crises which were met by those 
countries. After The Second World War Japan saw that they have nothing to find at the battle 
fields and considering that it lost the war. According to many this was the key for the Japanese 
people to turn to work and Buddhist principles in suffering as the basic of earth life functioning. 
Thanks to this, Japan is considered to belong to a group of highly developed countries today, 
even though it belongs to a group of poor countries in natural resources by all the criteria. Other 
countries are in similar situation. During the 80s and the first half of the 90s the following 
countries were in deep crisis: Poland, The Check Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, etc. Before that 
deep depression caught: Chile, Brazil, Argentina, Turkey, Indonesia, etc. Today, most of these 
and other countries achieve progress, and some of them belong to a group of developed 
countries of the world. 

Previous law refers to corporative organizations. Under the influence of changes some 
organizations vanish and others are formed. A large number of companies had growing success 
to ruin which was being created during decades by crisis in the end. But management reacted 
into a proper way and put the fallen giants back on their fee, giving them back reputation they 
once had. An example of the highest rating in aero transport is “Pan American World Airways”. 
This is confirmed by “a long successful history of this company started in 1927 across the sunny 
sky of the Caribbean. This progress was ended 61 year later, in 1988. when 270 passengers died 
in Pan-AM airplane as victims of one of the largest terrorist attacks in aero transport history. 

After this attack a crisis appeared and lasted for about two years because passengers did not 
believe in safe traveling by this company planes. Nevertheless, management succeeded to 
preserve this prestigious company by immense effort. This case shows that in conditions of 
market competition nobody has a guaranteed success and that each system may come to a crisis 
situations. But unfortunately, many times after such catastrophic crises in some organizations 
damages were so large that they could not recover6, but when this happens a company can 
prosper as we can see in this case. 
Companies that were not able to overcome a crisis vanished. “by looking at American market 
we find that 40% of the companies that were on Fortuna list of 500 a few decades ago do not 
exist anymore. Company integrations, buying larger parts of shares and other financial games 
resulted in mass redivision of capital, but did not do enough to enable appearing of competitive 
companies on global level. If you aim your attention to global level you will notice that no 
central American bank is rated among first ten strongest banks in the world and among 1000 
largest companies in the world one third are American companies, one third are Japanese 
companies, while others made some equilibrium in the rest of the world.7  Many unknown 
companies from the 70s became leaders in their fields. On the other hand many large 
corporations achieved their prosperity after a big crisis. Company Jack in the Box, is a well 
known world’s fast food chain which came to a mega crisis in 1993. when 600 people got sick 
because of the meat and hamburgers they ate, while 3 consumers died. After this case and after 
a number of declarations given blaming meat suppliers this line of restaurants came into a large 
crisis, the epilogue of which was decreased consumption and distrust into the quality of food 
and safety of fast food made in these restaurants.8  
 Crises often contributed to radical and fundamental changes on national or corporative 
level. It shows that radical reforms can be most efficiently and effectively introduced and 
performed during crisis, and the hardest in conditions of prosperity, stability and progress. 
Analyses show that all socio economic formations created new ones which were as a rule more 
successful as the previous ones. They made prosperity after deep crises in previous socio 
economic formations. It shows that each following socio economic formation was more 
successful than the previous and that previous formations disappeared because of deep crises 
that happened to them. 

Thus, we should claim that crises are good for ones that has not lived through a crisis 
can not appreciate and enjoy his own success, as people put it nicely “If nothing bothers you on 
your road to success than you do not have much of success”. 

 
 

4. Managing crisis in organizational systems 
 

It has already been stated that a crisis appears for lack of information or late response 
to it. Often crisis causes are obvious but are ignored by the management of a company. There 

6More about this case can be seen in „An additional source for this material was 
http://web.syr.edu/~vpaf103/update.html. 
7 Data reffer to the last decade of the previous century.Today’s situation is similar, which means 
that in conditions of large turbulences a large number of companies dissapear. More about stated 
was given in Boel M Tichy and Mary and Devanna: „The transformational leader”, John Wiley 
and Sons, Inc. New York, 1999. p. iii).    
8 www.jackinthebox.com/pressroom/index.php?section=6 
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and partial without an important impact upon broader surroundings. It seems that people will 
deal with crises more and more, and that crisis conditions will be normal, and normal conditions 
will not be treated as exception in management process. 

Nevertheless, each crisis has its specific features and characteristics which make it 
unique, so we can not state that there are no two same crises, regardless the fact that they may 
seem the same at the first sight. What makes crises different are participants or people taking 
part in the crisis, whether they bear a burden or gain something from it. According to this there 
are no identical measures for solving all the crises. Strategies which gave results in crisis in the 
past may be inadequate and unsuccessful in modern conditions, or even produce negative 
effects, which means that “each seed can not grow on every soil”.

Each crisis has different consequences no matter the similarity of their causes. The 
Epilogue of the crisis is double fold. The crisis will either develop and turn into a chaos, or it 
will resorb into a normal which results in progress. Science proved that it is senseless to talk 
about a permanent crisis as a regular state of things, as it is senseless to talk about a permanent 
evolution or progress in development of some natural or organization system. 

To be able to solve the crisis successfully it is necessary to admit that it really exists. If 
one does not fulfill this condition there is no effective and efficient way to solve the crisis. This 
is particularly obvious in transitional economy and social milieu. In the latest or global crisis of 
2009. political structures of Serbia did not admit the existence of crisis, and especially its impact 
upon Serbia. Many persisted that global crisis will bring gain to Serbian economy, even thou it 
is evident that the crisis caught a large part of economy and society decreasing its success. 
Optimism without support will not help but will endanger the condition of diseased economy 
and social organism. This is natural for the crisis reacts regardless we admit, accept or neglect it. 

We should not perceive only negative things in the crises. They often represent a 
condition for progress, which was confirmed by researches of the history of civilization. Each 
new socially economic formation was made on the ruins of the previous one and as a rule was 
more advanced as by development of productive forces thus by the level of democracy. Many 
reforms in a large number of countries were made after deep crises which were met by those 
countries. After The Second World War Japan saw that they have nothing to find at the battle 
fields and considering that it lost the war. According to many this was the key for the Japanese 
people to turn to work and Buddhist principles in suffering as the basic of earth life functioning. 
Thanks to this, Japan is considered to belong to a group of highly developed countries today, 
even though it belongs to a group of poor countries in natural resources by all the criteria. Other 
countries are in similar situation. During the 80s and the first half of the 90s the following 
countries were in deep crisis: Poland, The Check Republic, Slovakia, Slovenia, etc. Before that 
deep depression caught: Chile, Brazil, Argentina, Turkey, Indonesia, etc. Today, most of these 
and other countries achieve progress, and some of them belong to a group of developed 
countries of the world. 

Previous law refers to corporative organizations. Under the influence of changes some 
organizations vanish and others are formed. A large number of companies had growing success 
to ruin which was being created during decades by crisis in the end. But management reacted 
into a proper way and put the fallen giants back on their fee, giving them back reputation they 
once had. An example of the highest rating in aero transport is “Pan American World Airways”. 
This is confirmed by “a long successful history of this company started in 1927 across the sunny 
sky of the Caribbean. This progress was ended 61 year later, in 1988. when 270 passengers died 
in Pan-AM airplane as victims of one of the largest terrorist attacks in aero transport history. 

After this attack a crisis appeared and lasted for about two years because passengers did not 
believe in safe traveling by this company planes. Nevertheless, management succeeded to 
preserve this prestigious company by immense effort. This case shows that in conditions of 
market competition nobody has a guaranteed success and that each system may come to a crisis 
situations. But unfortunately, many times after such catastrophic crises in some organizations 
damages were so large that they could not recover6, but when this happens a company can 
prosper as we can see in this case. 
Companies that were not able to overcome a crisis vanished. “by looking at American market 
we find that 40% of the companies that were on Fortuna list of 500 a few decades ago do not 
exist anymore. Company integrations, buying larger parts of shares and other financial games 
resulted in mass redivision of capital, but did not do enough to enable appearing of competitive 
companies on global level. If you aim your attention to global level you will notice that no 
central American bank is rated among first ten strongest banks in the world and among 1000 
largest companies in the world one third are American companies, one third are Japanese 
companies, while others made some equilibrium in the rest of the world.7  Many unknown 
companies from the 70s became leaders in their fields. On the other hand many large 
corporations achieved their prosperity after a big crisis. Company Jack in the Box, is a well 
known world’s fast food chain which came to a mega crisis in 1993. when 600 people got sick 
because of the meat and hamburgers they ate, while 3 consumers died. After this case and after 
a number of declarations given blaming meat suppliers this line of restaurants came into a large 
crisis, the epilogue of which was decreased consumption and distrust into the quality of food 
and safety of fast food made in these restaurants.8  
 Crises often contributed to radical and fundamental changes on national or corporative 
level. It shows that radical reforms can be most efficiently and effectively introduced and 
performed during crisis, and the hardest in conditions of prosperity, stability and progress. 
Analyses show that all socio economic formations created new ones which were as a rule more 
successful as the previous ones. They made prosperity after deep crises in previous socio 
economic formations. It shows that each following socio economic formation was more 
successful than the previous and that previous formations disappeared because of deep crises 
that happened to them. 

Thus, we should claim that crises are good for ones that has not lived through a crisis 
can not appreciate and enjoy his own success, as people put it nicely “If nothing bothers you on 
your road to success than you do not have much of success”. 

 
 

4. Managing crisis in organizational systems 
 

It has already been stated that a crisis appears for lack of information or late response 
to it. Often crisis causes are obvious but are ignored by the management of a company. There 

6More about this case can be seen in „An additional source for this material was 
http://web.syr.edu/~vpaf103/update.html. 
7 Data reffer to the last decade of the previous century.Today’s situation is similar, which means 
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are three reasons for such behaviour: (1) underestimating the appearing problem, (2) overrating 
the ability of the organization to solve the problem, (3) inability to see the problem as a whole. 
These reasons rarely emerge isolated, they appear combined most often.  

Practice shows that overrating your own abilities is the most often cause of crisis, 
especially with successful organizations. This also applies to simple life, too. The example of 
Japanese car companies confirms this statement, as their management is humble and ready to 
learn from everybody. American managers are proud and often are not ready to acknowledge 
information that their cars lose prestige compared to Japanese cars, which made them lose their 
share at car market and decreased their profitability. 

Defining causes of a crisis is a condition for successful managing one. It appears that 
only what you know well can be the subject of successful overcoming, or managing. So in crisis 
management diagnostics is developed as a special part of management profession, with a task to 
define symptoms which show germs of a crisis emerging, or its development. Corporative 
management must also know the phases in crisis development and techniques and skills to 
know crisis situations. 

 
4.1. Phases in managing organizational crisis 

 
Managing crisis can be different, which means that managing process can be 

differently designed. The process of managing crisis is mostly defined by three phases (1) pre 
crisis period, (2) crisis period, (3) post crisis period. Each of the stated phases does not function 
in isolation but is in interactive relationship and mutually conditioned connections and 
relationships. 

The fact is that in the managing practice, pre crisis period is the least considered, and if 
it is done it is mostly an improvisation or for mode trends. A large number of managers have 
not been trained to define the source of a crisis, and prescribe appropriate therapy according to 
diagnostics, for to prevent spreading the disease and become acute. The period when a crisis 
shows its seriousness is mostly studied, but in this phase one must put in a lot of energy and 
funding to decrease its consequences. Finally, post crisis period is also disregarded, which leads 
to a possibility to stop recovery and put the organization in crisis again. For all of these phases 
or conditions top management must have mechanisms that can answer to new challenges and 
problems appearing in crisis process.  

According to the stated, crisis management strategies include dual focus. One focus 
must be on managing outer entities (for example suppliers, buyers, media) and the other on 
managing internal entities (employees, crisis itself, etc). Influence upon external forces and 
factors is harder and requires special management skills, which is natural as these factors are not 
under the control of the management. Thus a recession after the Second World War caught Bill 
Hewlett and Dave Packard Company (HP). During the Second World War American 
Government bought equipment form this company. When the war ended turnover decreased 
and the company could not support itself. The Company faced survival crisis. This was one of 
those moments when company leader behaviour defined company’s future for a very long 
period of time. As a biographer Michael S. Malone pointed that Hewlett and Packard built their 
business from the beginning on principles of dedication and trust, but in these conditions they 
realized that they could not avoid massive lay off of workers. They fired 60% of their 
employees, and causes of the crisis were in external factors, when American government 
stopped buying.  

Strategic management can influence internal factors more, considering the fact that 
they are under its control. So it is stated that “understanding of organization on management in 
crisis situations is defined by its practical actions during first 12-24 hours.9  

Analyses show that each unsolved situation during crises will most likely turn into a 
new crisis, which is as a rule more complex and devastating, and its consequences often can not 
be eliminated. Crisis management strategy requires planning, organization and defining primary 
activities and tasks in any crisis. In this sense archives and history of previous crises must be 
used, but with obligatory application of “creative imitation” to be able to avoid mechanical 
replication of the ways of solving crisis from one to some other organization or from one to 
some other country. 

Many management theoreticians pinpoint that economy subjects or their managers 
react in crisis situations and this shows how expert they are in their business. Making strategies 
in crisis situations must be a priority before something happens. Successful companies have 
prepared action scenarios in advance, unless it comes to crisis situations and crisis itself. One 
should bear in mind that in the situation of crises anything that could go wrong will go wrong! 
One should always ask a “What if…” question. And you should always think a few steps ahead. 
So, careful companies, as it was previously stated, during normal conditions of business 
simulate crisis situations and test management abilities in times of crisis. This is also a positive 
action for correction of action plans for acting in crisis situations, considering the fact that 
negative happenings spread fast. 

4.2. Strategic actions in management organization crisis 
 

As any patient undergoing a complex operation, successful recovery of a company 
can not be guaranteed. For a company in a crisis key factors are its needs to rebuild production 
process, or offering service process, with improving financial status. Unless the stated is done, 
the company is expected to bankrupt, as the worst solution for all the groups of interest which 
are directly or indirectly connected to the company. 

Key question in each activity is what and then how. Thus for successful managing a 
crisis the most important is to clearly define the source of a crisis, so to avoid giving right 
answers to wrong questions. After this a question that follows is how to stop the crisis and 
negative trends. The most important is to break stereotypes that are often bases for wrong 
strategies for crisis solving. 

Traditional belief that5 the owners before all are interested in solving crisis appeared 
to be doubtful. This especially applies to countries in transition, or to corporative management 
which does not do enough to solve the crises and unemployment and transform them into 
positive trends. Thus the practice that after privatization, production stops, employees are fired 
and a favourable moment is waited for to sell the bought property. The same situation is with 
managing boards that stay calm in most of the cases and even lazy during crisis situations. 

For getting out of a crisis, corporative management must use sustainable mechanisms. 
This is confirmed by the example of General Motors and Chrysler. “To be able to get out of a 
crisis both companies performed radical measures by decreasing expenses and depth, to 
improve their competitive ability, especially regarding Japanese companies. The other measure 

9 J.Gottschalk. Crisis Response (Detroit: Visible Ink Press, 1993. p. 410. 
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are three reasons for such behaviour: (1) underestimating the appearing problem, (2) overrating 
the ability of the organization to solve the problem, (3) inability to see the problem as a whole. 
These reasons rarely emerge isolated, they appear combined most often.  

Practice shows that overrating your own abilities is the most often cause of crisis, 
especially with successful organizations. This also applies to simple life, too. The example of 
Japanese car companies confirms this statement, as their management is humble and ready to 
learn from everybody. American managers are proud and often are not ready to acknowledge 
information that their cars lose prestige compared to Japanese cars, which made them lose their 
share at car market and decreased their profitability. 

Defining causes of a crisis is a condition for successful managing one. It appears that 
only what you know well can be the subject of successful overcoming, or managing. So in crisis 
management diagnostics is developed as a special part of management profession, with a task to 
define symptoms which show germs of a crisis emerging, or its development. Corporative 
management must also know the phases in crisis development and techniques and skills to 
know crisis situations. 

 
4.1. Phases in managing organizational crisis 

 
Managing crisis can be different, which means that managing process can be 

differently designed. The process of managing crisis is mostly defined by three phases (1) pre 
crisis period, (2) crisis period, (3) post crisis period. Each of the stated phases does not function 
in isolation but is in interactive relationship and mutually conditioned connections and 
relationships. 

The fact is that in the managing practice, pre crisis period is the least considered, and if 
it is done it is mostly an improvisation or for mode trends. A large number of managers have 
not been trained to define the source of a crisis, and prescribe appropriate therapy according to 
diagnostics, for to prevent spreading the disease and become acute. The period when a crisis 
shows its seriousness is mostly studied, but in this phase one must put in a lot of energy and 
funding to decrease its consequences. Finally, post crisis period is also disregarded, which leads 
to a possibility to stop recovery and put the organization in crisis again. For all of these phases 
or conditions top management must have mechanisms that can answer to new challenges and 
problems appearing in crisis process.  

According to the stated, crisis management strategies include dual focus. One focus 
must be on managing outer entities (for example suppliers, buyers, media) and the other on 
managing internal entities (employees, crisis itself, etc). Influence upon external forces and 
factors is harder and requires special management skills, which is natural as these factors are not 
under the control of the management. Thus a recession after the Second World War caught Bill 
Hewlett and Dave Packard Company (HP). During the Second World War American 
Government bought equipment form this company. When the war ended turnover decreased 
and the company could not support itself. The Company faced survival crisis. This was one of 
those moments when company leader behaviour defined company’s future for a very long 
period of time. As a biographer Michael S. Malone pointed that Hewlett and Packard built their 
business from the beginning on principles of dedication and trust, but in these conditions they 
realized that they could not avoid massive lay off of workers. They fired 60% of their 
employees, and causes of the crisis were in external factors, when American government 
stopped buying.  

Strategic management can influence internal factors more, considering the fact that 
they are under its control. So it is stated that “understanding of organization on management in 
crisis situations is defined by its practical actions during first 12-24 hours.9  

Analyses show that each unsolved situation during crises will most likely turn into a 
new crisis, which is as a rule more complex and devastating, and its consequences often can not 
be eliminated. Crisis management strategy requires planning, organization and defining primary 
activities and tasks in any crisis. In this sense archives and history of previous crises must be 
used, but with obligatory application of “creative imitation” to be able to avoid mechanical 
replication of the ways of solving crisis from one to some other organization or from one to 
some other country. 

Many management theoreticians pinpoint that economy subjects or their managers 
react in crisis situations and this shows how expert they are in their business. Making strategies 
in crisis situations must be a priority before something happens. Successful companies have 
prepared action scenarios in advance, unless it comes to crisis situations and crisis itself. One 
should bear in mind that in the situation of crises anything that could go wrong will go wrong! 
One should always ask a “What if…” question. And you should always think a few steps ahead. 
So, careful companies, as it was previously stated, during normal conditions of business 
simulate crisis situations and test management abilities in times of crisis. This is also a positive 
action for correction of action plans for acting in crisis situations, considering the fact that 
negative happenings spread fast. 

4.2. Strategic actions in management organization crisis 
 

As any patient undergoing a complex operation, successful recovery of a company 
can not be guaranteed. For a company in a crisis key factors are its needs to rebuild production 
process, or offering service process, with improving financial status. Unless the stated is done, 
the company is expected to bankrupt, as the worst solution for all the groups of interest which 
are directly or indirectly connected to the company. 

Key question in each activity is what and then how. Thus for successful managing a 
crisis the most important is to clearly define the source of a crisis, so to avoid giving right 
answers to wrong questions. After this a question that follows is how to stop the crisis and 
negative trends. The most important is to break stereotypes that are often bases for wrong 
strategies for crisis solving. 

Traditional belief that5 the owners before all are interested in solving crisis appeared 
to be doubtful. This especially applies to countries in transition, or to corporative management 
which does not do enough to solve the crises and unemployment and transform them into 
positive trends. Thus the practice that after privatization, production stops, employees are fired 
and a favourable moment is waited for to sell the bought property. The same situation is with 
managing boards that stay calm in most of the cases and even lazy during crisis situations. 

For getting out of a crisis, corporative management must use sustainable mechanisms. 
This is confirmed by the example of General Motors and Chrysler. “To be able to get out of a 
crisis both companies performed radical measures by decreasing expenses and depth, to 
improve their competitive ability, especially regarding Japanese companies. The other measure 

9 J.Gottschalk. Crisis Response (Detroit: Visible Ink Press, 1993. p. 410. 
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was in reviewing of capacities usage, and employee productivity. Work expenses were not even 
close to those of direct competition, and before all Japanese companies which increased their 
selling price.”10 Management of the mentioned companies took another measure to get out of a 
crisis situation and that was renegotiation with larger creditors to annul the depth. This was a 
more useful measure than bankruptcy itself. Whenever bankruptcy is involved creditors get less 
than when they come to an agreement upon partial debt annulment. Ideas of budget subventions 
which are often applied in business world is unacceptable for many reasons, and before all 
because in this case tax payer money is spent, and the other is that budget subventions decrease 
corporative management responsibility for rational spending of the means got. This is shown in 
an old saying “You shouldn’t give a fish to a man. Teach him how to catch it”. If this does not 
happen the one that gives will never give enough, and the one who receives will never be 
satisfied by the subvention he gets.  

The third relative successful mechanism that is used to get out of a crisis is choosing 
new management. This is a logical measure, as it shows and proves that management which 
brought the company into a crisis situation can not save it from the crisis. The system mostly 
comes into a crisis for the lack of ideas, or application of outdated concepts. It is obvious that 
the same and outdated concept can not save a company from a crisis. The new management 
may be from the company or brought from the outside. 

Practice shows that choosing the crisis management when a crisis situation happens 
should be from the company and not from the outside, which is logical, for bringing new people 
requires a period of adaptation, getting to know people, etc. In choosing new management 
estimation has an important role. Successful managers or people in normal conditions are often 
incapable to manage in times of crisis, as successful generals in peace are not successful 
generals during the period of war. Thus appears the need that when choosing new management 
advantage should be given to candidates aiming at practice, which are able to use shortcuts, and 
to improvise to get to the aim. Rettner, the man that cocepted the project of solving crises in 
Chrysler and General Motors recommends that a temporary manager should never be appointed 
to solve the crisis, and this often happens in corporative practice, especially in transitioning 
countries. This is explained by the fact that temporary function limits the freedom and 
authorization of the first person in taking radical measures, regarding the fact that he is mostly 
oriented to stakeholders, or owners and their opinion concerning the projected rout of 
overcoming a crisis.11  

Restructuring companies is as logical measure for coming out of a crisis and is applied 
by the most of the companies. It is usually aimed at decreasing hierarchy levels to be able to 
achieve higher flexibility and improve information exchange speed for bringing strategic 
executive decisions. The highest level of flexibility and business efficacy would be achieved in 
the case of business organizations functioning on the principle of self-organization or automatic 
response to changes which happen in the surroundings. Today’s research showed that a man is 
not capable to create organization that would function upon the principle of self – regulation, as 
people has not succeeded to discover a lot of secrets of natural universe functioning, which 
functions upon the principle of self-organization. In the perspective people will discover secrets 
and laws of universe functioning more and more, and will be able to transfer those secrets to 
projecting, building and managing organization systems. This prediction is real as a man 

10 Taken from S. Rattner: „The auto bailout „How We Did It”, Fortune, Novembar, 2009. p. 33.).  
11 Taken fromand modified S. Rattner: „The auto bailout „How We Did It”, Fortune, Novembar, 
2009. p. 34.). 

himself is a result of self – organization, and because he is an obligatory element of each 
organization, it is expected that the largest number of business process elements will be 
established on the principles of self – organization. In self – organized organization crisis 
sources are decreased and success of functioning of the corporative system is increased. 
 Parallel to the above stated it is necessary to define a special under system of dividing 
reliable information, so that they would come to the right place and in the right time. By 
restructuring expanses should be decreased and product or service quality increased. So, not one 
or the other but decrease of business price and increase in quality which is a new business 
paradigm. By introducing both, probability of emerging crisis decreases and conditions for the 
company to improve market business conditions through increased competitiveness, are 
created.  

Corporative management can take other strategic activities and works, as searching 
and accepting of strategic partner by merging or joining to another company, etc. Strategic 
management makes strategies by action plans and specifies it regarding to competition and 
market situation. The plan of high quality will transform the company from a crisis into a 
developing company.  

Nevertheless, the fact that a crisis was once solved does not mean that it can not 
appear again. That is why a kind of an archive should be formed, where people will keep 
successful solutions of this and similar problems just in case. It is desirable sometimes, even in 
the period of piece and quiet to simulate various crises so that managers and other employees 
could practice and train for the best possible answer in real situations. In this way the company 
itself will be more successful in fulfilling customer needs, as Sam Volton said “All of us have 
one and only boss, and this is the customer. He can fire us and we must take care to 
prevent that from happening.“12  
 
 

5. Summary 
 

Analyses of the phenomenon of managing crises showed that a crisis is a 
natural phenomenon and regular follower of changes and progress of human civilization. 
It is shown that each crisis has its own source, or causes and they are in repulsion as a 
form of movement that exists in the universe. Movement or repulsion leads to changes 
that move into a negative direction. Negative changes increase entropy of organization 
functioning and tend to bring the organization back into a previous condition, which is a 
condition of disorganization. Considering the fact that the state of disorganization is 
more natural that the state of organization, a need emerges to manage movement or 
changes, which is the activity of a professional manager.  

Causes or sources of a crisis can be different and differently explained. This 
work shows ecology approach, of the causes of economic crises that happened in 2009. 
and crisis in organizational systems. It seems that a natural explanation of a crisis causes 
is the most acceptable and that the analogy of these causes may be used in explaining of 
crisis appearance in organizational systems.  

12 Ž. Radosavljevi : Trade Management“, Academy of Economy, Novi Sad, 2007.pg. 324.).  
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10 Taken from S. Rattner: „The auto bailout „How We Did It”, Fortune, Novembar, 2009. p. 33.).  
11 Taken fromand modified S. Rattner: „The auto bailout „How We Did It”, Fortune, Novembar, 
2009. p. 34.). 
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Each crisis has its own laws of development and disappearance, and progress is 
a regular follower of a crisis as a crisis is a regular follower of progress. Thus, there is no 
progress without a crisis as there is no repulsion without attraction. These two forms of 
movement naturally happen at the same time, at different places, as each closing of a 
particle to some other particle means moving away this particle from some other particle. 
Stated movements exist in organizational systems, too which leads to evolution and 
chaos.  

A crisis should be managed in a way that would eliminate the sources of its 
appearance and then negative effects should be transformed into positive trends and 
tendencies. The condition of success is in creating a strategy and strategic action plan, 
and taking strategic actions to minimize a crisis and decrease its effects through 
synergetic effects of all the constituents. 

When modern global crisis is in question, there are two big current illusions, 
before all for the management in Serbia and for the classical theory and management 
practice. The first one is to believe that individual genius can pull an organization out of 
a crisis and the other is that it can be done by the very individuals that brought the 
systems into a crisis. Neither is correct. We must bear in mind a thought of R. Jungk:  

The future of mankind is not in space but in people themselves, who until now 
developed and used only a minimum of their abilities.” 
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Livestock breeding in Serbia participates with 41% in total agricultural production, 
and in developed countries, participates up to 70%. To surpass the unsatisfactory 
condition in livestock breeding, some stimulant measures of state and long-term strategy 
of livestock development are necessary. It is characteristic for Serbian livestock breeding, 
including Golija region, significant decrease of livestock number, low milk and meat 
production, numerous small breeders with small land, low prices of products and 
undeveloped market. Improving overall conditions in rural areas will result with chance 
for youth to opt and deal with farming.    
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 The level of agricultural production development depends on participation of 
livestock production in agricultural production structure.  

Mountain areas with their climatic and land characteristics suit to development of 
livestock breeding. “The potentials have been unused, regarding that there are 
insufficient assets, and turbulent previous periods, led by economic-political problems, 
have influenced to overall economy, especially to agriculture. Livestock fund has 
reduced in relation to 80's of 20th Century, which can be considered as good landmark“ 
(Novkovi ,  Odavi , 2008).  

Reduction of livestock fund in Serbia is a result of numerous factors' influence: 
insufficiency of incentive measures, low credit capacity of agricultural producers, price 
disparity, depressed prices, decrease of rural population, unorganized repurchase, 
inefficient transition, i.e. privatization, obsolete livestock breed-types, low purchasing 
power of population etc. According to spatial dispersion, it is obvious that, in Central 
Serbia, two third of total livestock fund has been bred, while dominate sheep breeding 
and cattle breeding (Bošnjak, Rodi , 2008). 
 Instruments of environment protection must not effect negatively on livestock 
production (Rodi , 2006). The most important measure for preserving biological and 
ecological diversity is preservation of extensive livestock breeding. Nature protection 
context is inevitable to approach holistically and include in revitalization program – 
habitation preservation and autochthonous cattle- and sheep-breeds preservation.  
 

 
THE CONDITION OF LIVESTOCK BREEDING 

IN SERBIA AND GOLIJA 
 

Around 700.000 husbandries deal with livestock breeding in Serbia. Production 
decrease in livestock breeding, in 2007 (cattle breeding 1,61%, sheep breeding 0,10%) 
showed that long-term crisis in our country keeps continuing.  
 In 2007 was dominated cattle production, with participation of 42,6% and sheep 
production with only 6,3% (Kljaji  et. al., 2009). 
 
Table 1. The number of cattle by category on December 1st in Serbia (in 000) 

  1991. 2000. 2005. 2006. 2007. 
Cattle (Summ) 
 1.483 1.246 1.079 1.106 1.087 

Calves up to 3      
months 177 128 111 124 129 

Bullocks from 3  
months to 1 year 244 158 150 193 190 

Bullocks over 1  
 year 123 109 81 106 113 

Cows 847 759 672 622 602 

In-calf heifers 59 58 48 52 46 

Bulls for          
impregnation 3 4 8 3 2 

Bulls 30 30 9 6 5 
Bullocks in  
fattening 168 118 157 223 187 

Data source: Statistical Yearbooks, 1992, 2001, 2006, 2007, 2008. 
  
      The livestock breeding and livestock production in Serbia have been, for decades 
behind, in constant decrease for about 1-2% annually. In period 1991-2007, number of 
cattle had decreased for 26,7%, sheep for 24,5% (tables 1 and 2). The same tendency had 
also livestock fund of Golija area, which had decreased continuously in period since 
1991-2002, i.e. cattle breeding and sheep breeding (Spatial Plan of Nature Park „Golija”, 
2009): 

Number of cattle: 25,6% (min) to 44,0%  (max); 
Number of sheep: 32,0% (min) to 55,0% (max)  

       Evaluated values of livestock production according to activities in Serbia, in 2007 
(data of Chamber of Commerce of Serbia) were: cattle breeding, 743 million USD, with 
participation of 42,6% (in totally realized value of livestock production), sheep breeding, 
111 million USD with participation of 6,3% (pks.komora.net).  
 
Table 2.  The number of sheep by category on December 1st  in Serbia (in 000) 

 
Year 
 

       Total Sheep up to 1 year Sheep for breeding Rams and barren 
sheep 

1991. 2.127 419 1.588 121 
2000. 1.611 271 1.233 107 
2005. 1.576 314 1.169 93 
2006. 1.556 269 1.167 120 
2007. 1.606 295 1.192 119 

Data sources: Statistical Yearbooks, 1992, 2001, 2006, 2007, 2008. 
  
      Hilly-mountainous area of Golija is characterized by favorable conditions for 
livestock breeding development, along with maintaining, renewal and protection of 
pasture and meadow areas. According to data of the Institution for Nature Protection of 
Serbia, in total agricultural land of Park of Nature “Golija”, pastures and meadows 
participate with 35,0% (www.natureprotection.org.yu). The livestock breeding is basic 
activity of this area's inhabitants, where traditional experience is characteristic for 
livestock breeding. Major part of livestock fund has been bred mostly for local 
population needs, whether it is about meat and milk consumption, or their manufactures 
consumption, which have been, mainly, the products of autochthonous production 
methods. Most of these products can be successfully placed on European market, 
together with certification on originality and geographic origin, which would increase 
export from these areas and improve rural population standard (Savi  et.al., 2008).  
      In Golija area there are (Spatial Plan of Park of Nature „Golija“,2009): 

In the vicinity of Ivanjica exist small number of registered active summer 
mountain pastures; 
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In settlement Vrujci-Duga Poljana, in Sjenica region, modern ecological farm, 
Two livestock farms: Golija river, for sheep breeding, and Preko Brdo, for 
summer grazing, which had worked with minimal capacity, and abandoned 
now, 
In Raška vicinity there are several private mini farms, but also abandoned, 
Unfinished dairy object. 

     On Golija dies out sheephold, which has been a consequence of, among other, 
depopulation. There is no organized milk and other local products repurchase. There is a 
tendency of reducing intensive usage of arable surfaces, and surfaces under pastures and 
meadows enlarge on lower slopes, but along with undesirable overgrowing of high-
mountainous pastures and meadows (Spatial Plan of Park of Nature „Golija“, 2009).  
 
Table 3.  The number of livestock on wider area of Golija Mountain in 2000, 2004  
                and 2007. 

 
Managing 
district 
 
City 
 
Municipality 

 
 
 
Year 

 
Cattle 

 
Sheep 

 
Number 

 
 
Total 

 
Cows 
and in-
calf 
heifer 

 
 
Total 

Sheep 
for 
breeding 

Cattle 
on 100 
ha 

Sheep 
on  
100 ha 

Raška 2000.1
2004.2 

2007.3 

  63740  
  68770 
  57359 

47771 
47132 
41054 

  84693  
  76370  
  64713 

  68091 
  57768   
  49208 

55 
60 
30 

44 
40 
34 

Kraljevo 2000. 
2004. 
2007. 

  29416  
  29206  
  25078 

21815 
20777 
18183 

  25915  
  26271  
  22265 

  20807 
  21018   
  17904 

62 
61 
35 

36 
36 
31 

Novi Pazar 2000. 
2004.      
2007. 

  12043  
  12718 
  10377 

  8737 
  8674 
  7528 

  13519  
    9577  
    8114 

  11853  
    5888 
    5016 

52 
55 
29 

37 
26 
22 

Raška 2000. 
2004. 
2007. 

    6289  
    6983  
    5698 

  5642 
  5216 
  4527 

  10750  
  12533  
  10619 

    8846 
    9855 
    8395 

36 
40 
17 

32 
38 
32 

Morava 2000. 
2004. 
2007. 

  63325  
  53753  
  43597 

46943 
40873 
31222 

  96227  
111410  
104934 

  78121 
  88870 
  80630 

46 
39 
24 

54 
62 
59 

Ivanjica 2000. 
2004. 
2007. 

  16427 
  14045  
  11420 

10239 
  8672 
  6625 

  31101  
  25935  
  24319 

  25902  
  21197 
  19149 

45 
38 
22 

60 
51 
47 

Zlatibor 2000. 
2004. 
2007. 

  43864  
100545  
  95381 

33485 
74676 
69898 

  80159  
223047  
225966 

  68498 
171157 
175806 

28 
52 
28 

39 
65 
66 

Sjenica 2000. 
2004. 
2007. 

  26725 
  21285  
  20218 

19572 
14994 
14061 

  27716  
  17513  
  18946 

  20245 
  11824 
  13212 

76 
63 
25 

34 
22 
23 

Data sources: Municipalities in Serbia 
1  On the day of`15.01.2000; 2  On the day of 15.01.2004; 3 On the day of 01.12.2007.  
 

 

INCENTIVE MEASURES AND IMPORT PROTECTION OF 
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION 

 
    Although with less than needed, the state, by certain assets, supports and improves the 
livestock production. Within the agrarian policy, which tends to model of Joint Agrarian 
Policy of EU, there undertakes a concrete supporting measures to this aspect of production, 
too. Unfortunately, they do not result by expected results, because the livestock fund keeps 
decreasing, as it was previously underlined, but the condition would be even more 
unfavourable without this support. In the same way, this production is protected from 
imported products, because import encumbrances are the highest exactly for livestock 
production's products. The incentive measures in 2009 are: 
    Genetic improvement of livestock breeding2, is realized by support to cattle-, sheep-
,goat- and pig-production, by assigning non-repayable assets per qualitative breeding animal. 
The assets per breeding animal realizes once in a year, but for owing minimal, i.e. maximal 
number of heads, depending on livestock species. These assets assign for 

- At least four, and the most 100 qualitative cows, in amount of 12000 RSD per head, 
- At least 30, and the most 100 qualitative sheep, in amount of 2000 RSD per head, 
- At least 10, the most 100 qualitative goats, in amount of 2000 RSD per head, 
- At least 20, and the most 100 qualitative pigs, in amount of 2000 RSD per head. 

     These assets can be used only by physical persons – carriers of agricultural husbandries, 
under regular conditions (they reported kind and number of livestock), while registered heads 
of cattle on the husbandry must be controlled by legal entities, authorized for selection 
activities – selection services, and to be meant for milk production (cows, sheep, goats), i.e. 
meat (pigs). For this kind of support, the assets in amount of 1 milliard and 160 million RSD 
had been ensured.  
     Selection measures in the field of livestock3, convey within several-years-lasting 
development and livestock breeding improvement program (2008-2012), aiming at 
strengthening the genetic potential of livestock and realizing higher and more qualitative 
production of meat, milk, eggs, wool and honey. It is necessary to realize the selection 
measures continuously, in longer time period, uniquely and systematically. The selection 
measures have been financed by sources from budget. Concrete selection measures ratify by 
individual species of livestock: big and small ruminants, hoofs, in pig breeding, poultry and 
bee keeping. Besides the selection measures determine size and number of those measures, as 
well as a price per measure unit in RSD and total amount per each measure. Out of total 130 
million RSD for this purpose, the most assets were directed to cattle (big ruminants), around 
77% of total number, and after, on small ruminants (sheep and goats), 9,1%.  
       Preservation of genetic resources of autochthonous – jeopardized species of 
domestic animals 4, reflects in a fact that keeping and, in the same time preservation of 
certain species of jeopardized domestic animals, is financed in certain amount per a head of 
                                                 
2 Decree on utilization of incentive assets for genetic improvement of livestock breeding in 2009 
(Official Gazette of RS, No. 14/2009).  
3 Decree on determination of Program for Allocation and Utilization of Assets for Development 
and Improvement of Livestock Breeding for 2009 („Official Gazette RS“ 16/2009) 
4 Decree on determination of Program on allocation and utilization of incentive assets for 
preservation and sustainable usage of genetic resources of domestic animals in 2009 (Official 
Gazette RS 16/2009) 
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In settlement Vrujci-Duga Poljana, in Sjenica region, modern ecological farm, 
Two livestock farms: Golija river, for sheep breeding, and Preko Brdo, for 
summer grazing, which had worked with minimal capacity, and abandoned 
now, 
In Raška vicinity there are several private mini farms, but also abandoned, 
Unfinished dairy object. 

     On Golija dies out sheephold, which has been a consequence of, among other, 
depopulation. There is no organized milk and other local products repurchase. There is a 
tendency of reducing intensive usage of arable surfaces, and surfaces under pastures and 
meadows enlarge on lower slopes, but along with undesirable overgrowing of high-
mountainous pastures and meadows (Spatial Plan of Park of Nature „Golija“, 2009).  
 
Table 3.  The number of livestock on wider area of Golija Mountain in 2000, 2004  
                and 2007. 

 
Managing 
district 
 
City 
 
Municipality 

 
 
 
Year 

 
Cattle 

 
Sheep 

 
Number 

 
 
Total 

 
Cows 
and in-
calf 
heifer 

 
 
Total 

Sheep 
for 
breeding 

Cattle 
on 100 
ha 

Sheep 
on  
100 ha 

Raška 2000.1
2004.2 

2007.3 

  63740  
  68770 
  57359 

47771 
47132 
41054 

  84693  
  76370  
  64713 

  68091 
  57768   
  49208 

55 
60 
30 

44 
40 
34 

Kraljevo 2000. 
2004. 
2007. 

  29416  
  29206  
  25078 

21815 
20777 
18183 

  25915  
  26271  
  22265 

  20807 
  21018   
  17904 

62 
61 
35 

36 
36 
31 

Novi Pazar 2000. 
2004.      
2007. 

  12043  
  12718 
  10377 

  8737 
  8674 
  7528 

  13519  
    9577  
    8114 

  11853  
    5888 
    5016 

52 
55 
29 

37 
26 
22 

Raška 2000. 
2004. 
2007. 

    6289  
    6983  
    5698 

  5642 
  5216 
  4527 

  10750  
  12533  
  10619 

    8846 
    9855 
    8395 

36 
40 
17 

32 
38 
32 

Morava 2000. 
2004. 
2007. 

  63325  
  53753  
  43597 

46943 
40873 
31222 

  96227  
111410  
104934 

  78121 
  88870 
  80630 

46 
39 
24 

54 
62 
59 

Ivanjica 2000. 
2004. 
2007. 

  16427 
  14045  
  11420 

10239 
  8672 
  6625 

  31101  
  25935  
  24319 

  25902  
  21197 
  19149 

45 
38 
22 

60 
51 
47 

Zlatibor 2000. 
2004. 
2007. 

  43864  
100545  
  95381 

33485 
74676 
69898 

  80159  
223047  
225966 

  68498 
171157 
175806 

28 
52 
28 

39 
65 
66 

Sjenica 2000. 
2004. 
2007. 

  26725 
  21285  
  20218 

19572 
14994 
14061 

  27716  
  17513  
  18946 

  20245 
  11824 
  13212 

76 
63 
25 

34 
22 
23 

Data sources: Municipalities in Serbia 
1  On the day of`15.01.2000; 2  On the day of 15.01.2004; 3 On the day of 01.12.2007.  
 

 

INCENTIVE MEASURES AND IMPORT PROTECTION OF 
LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION 

 
    Although with less than needed, the state, by certain assets, supports and improves the 
livestock production. Within the agrarian policy, which tends to model of Joint Agrarian 
Policy of EU, there undertakes a concrete supporting measures to this aspect of production, 
too. Unfortunately, they do not result by expected results, because the livestock fund keeps 
decreasing, as it was previously underlined, but the condition would be even more 
unfavourable without this support. In the same way, this production is protected from 
imported products, because import encumbrances are the highest exactly for livestock 
production's products. The incentive measures in 2009 are: 
    Genetic improvement of livestock breeding2, is realized by support to cattle-, sheep-
,goat- and pig-production, by assigning non-repayable assets per qualitative breeding animal. 
The assets per breeding animal realizes once in a year, but for owing minimal, i.e. maximal 
number of heads, depending on livestock species. These assets assign for 

- At least four, and the most 100 qualitative cows, in amount of 12000 RSD per head, 
- At least 30, and the most 100 qualitative sheep, in amount of 2000 RSD per head, 
- At least 10, the most 100 qualitative goats, in amount of 2000 RSD per head, 
- At least 20, and the most 100 qualitative pigs, in amount of 2000 RSD per head. 

     These assets can be used only by physical persons – carriers of agricultural husbandries, 
under regular conditions (they reported kind and number of livestock), while registered heads 
of cattle on the husbandry must be controlled by legal entities, authorized for selection 
activities – selection services, and to be meant for milk production (cows, sheep, goats), i.e. 
meat (pigs). For this kind of support, the assets in amount of 1 milliard and 160 million RSD 
had been ensured.  
     Selection measures in the field of livestock3, convey within several-years-lasting 
development and livestock breeding improvement program (2008-2012), aiming at 
strengthening the genetic potential of livestock and realizing higher and more qualitative 
production of meat, milk, eggs, wool and honey. It is necessary to realize the selection 
measures continuously, in longer time period, uniquely and systematically. The selection 
measures have been financed by sources from budget. Concrete selection measures ratify by 
individual species of livestock: big and small ruminants, hoofs, in pig breeding, poultry and 
bee keeping. Besides the selection measures determine size and number of those measures, as 
well as a price per measure unit in RSD and total amount per each measure. Out of total 130 
million RSD for this purpose, the most assets were directed to cattle (big ruminants), around 
77% of total number, and after, on small ruminants (sheep and goats), 9,1%.  
       Preservation of genetic resources of autochthonous – jeopardized species of 
domestic animals 4, reflects in a fact that keeping and, in the same time preservation of 
certain species of jeopardized domestic animals, is financed in certain amount per a head of 
                                                 
2 Decree on utilization of incentive assets for genetic improvement of livestock breeding in 2009 
(Official Gazette of RS, No. 14/2009).  
3 Decree on determination of Program for Allocation and Utilization of Assets for Development 
and Improvement of Livestock Breeding for 2009 („Official Gazette RS“ 16/2009) 
4 Decree on determination of Program on allocation and utilization of incentive assets for 
preservation and sustainable usage of genetic resources of domestic animals in 2009 (Official 
Gazette RS 16/2009) 
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cattle. It is about female and male breeding animals for: Podolian  bovine, Busha, domestic 
bull, domestic mountainous horse, nonius, Balkan donkey, Mangulitsa (sort: black, white and 
red), moravka, resavka, local sorts of pramenka (Pirot, Krivovir, Bardoka, Lipa,, Vlaško- 
vitorogi, Karoka an) and okan tzigaja, Balkan goat and autochthonous species of poultry 
(Kaporka, Gološijanka and Svljig hen). These assets can be used by physical persons and 
legal entities and scientific-research institutions, holders of jeopardized animal species, under 
regular conditions (they had reported in regular term kind species and number of livestock 
fund, and for heads of cattle which d the assets, that they had been under control of legal 
entities, authorized for selection activities).  
    For quoted kinds and species of animals, incentive assets can be used if their breeder 
breeds anticipated minor number or more, for example: for Podoian bovine, Busha and  
domestic bull – at least 5 females and the most 1 bull on 5 females, for Balkan donkey – at 
least 10 females and the most 1 male on 10 females, for mangulica – at least 20 females and 
the most 1 boar on every 20 females, etc. The amount of assets per head is different and 
ranges from 40.000 RSD for Podolian neat, 35.000 for Nonius, 30.000 for domestic 
mountainous horse, 10.000 for resavka, to 500 RSD for poultry.  

Export stimulus5. In this year too, but with significantly lower amount (600 million 
RSD), support the exporters of agricultural-food products. On export value, i.e. base line, of 
determined products exert incentives rate on four levels (5,10,15, and 20). The export of 
livestock products is supported by higher rates. Therefore, the export of fresh or cooled 
young beef and  poultry meat supports with 15% and export of pork and beef with 10%, 
export of milk and cream with 20%, and other milk products, with exception of whey (for its 
export the incentives are not approved), with 15%. Natural honey with 10%. The exporters 
who export the products in countries with which Serbia has CEFTA 2006 Agreement 
(Albania, Montenegro, BH, Croatia, Macedonia and Moldavia + UNMIC for KM region) do 
not have right to use these assets.  
     The incentives reflect also in co-financing the insurance of animals 6, with 40% of paid 
premiums, where physical persons – carriers of agricultural husbandry also have rights on; 
premiums for milk7 in amount of 1,40 RSD per liter  of delivered milk for processing; 
through support of objects construction for livestock accommodation, food for livestock and 
stable manure8, as well as support to organic livestock production 9 (15000 RSD per head of 
neat cattle, 5000 RSD per head of small cattle, 500 RSD per piece of poultry and 1,5 
thousand RSD per hive). Special assets help subsistence of local and regional exhibitions of 
big and small ruminants and hoofs (determination of animal health, transportation and 
insurance costs, co-financing the leasing), up to the amount of 2,7 million RSD 10.  

                                                 
5 Decree on utilization of subsidies to producers of agricultural and food products for 2009 
(Official Gazette 16/2009) 
6 Decree on conditions and method of utilization of assets for regressing the insurance of animals, 
crops and fruits in 2009 (Official Gazette 14/2009) 
7 Decree on bonus for milk in 2009 (Official Gazette RS 21,28 and 50/2009). 
8 Decree on utilization of supporting assets for rural development through support to investments 
in agriculture in 2009 (Official Gazette RS 14/2009) 
9 Decree on allocation and utilization of assets for supporting the organic production development 
in 2009 (Official Gazette RS 21/2009).  
10 Decree on determination of Program for allocation and utilization of assets for livestock 
breeding development and improvement in 2009 (Official Gazette RS 16/2009). 

           Import protection.  Besides mentioned incentives, the livestock production is 
protected also by import duties. Almost all more significant products of livestock production 
have been protected from import by high custom rates and import levies. According to 
Interim Agreement on Stabilization and Association11, (being applied unilaterally by Serbia), 
during import from EU, the custom liberalization, for numerous products, keeps realizing 
gradually, and protection for some products keeps continuing after expiration of interim 
period. Among this rank certain species of domestic animals, certain purposes and weights 
(cattle, pigs, goats and sheep), specific kinds of meat, specific kinds of milk powder and 
yogurt, butter, various kinds of cheese, poultry eggs, natural honey. According to this 
agreement, the import of breeding animal of cattle, pigs, sheep and goats, as well as young 
cattle for this livestock specie, has been liberalized in total, which has been also in function of 
livestock production improvement.  
 
 
THE GOALS OF LIVESTOCK BREEDING DEVELOPMENT IN GOLIJA 

REGION 
 

      Basic goals for livestock development, along with preservation of natural values on Golija 
mountain area, are (Spatial Plan of Park of Nature „Golija“, 2009): 

Preservation of traditional way of life and agricultural (livestock) production in rural 
areas, 
Contribution to enhancement of local community through more significant 
utilization of local products, 
Quality increase, and also local products value increase, especially of food with 
defined and recognized geographic origin (processing milk into cheese, meat in 
local traditional products and wool), 
Preservation of mountainous livestock breeding, 
Preservation of existing pastures and meadows, 
Prevention of pastures and meadows degradation in higher elevations, with special 
protection regime, 
Giving priority to livestock production along with funding the necessary equipment 
(machines, storages, objects for processing and finishing), 
Revitalization of traditional summer mountain pastures, 
Inter-networking between producing and selling capacities with tourist-catering 
objects.  

           Development concept of Golija area anticipates development and renewal of livestock 
breeding, as agricultural focus support. The cattle breeding is basic livestock breeding branch, 
than sheep breeding (meat, milk, wool, manufactures). Development and renewal of livestock 
breeding will be ensured by activation of small livestock farms in III level of Park of Nature 
preservation and by opening new ones and reconstruction and protection of active summer 
mountain pastures, as well as renewal of abandoned ones in accordance with regulations on 
environment protection. There is also planned the production of organic food, first of all milk, 
                                                 
11 Law on vindication of Interim Agreement on Trade and Trade Issues between EU, on one side, 
and the Republic of Serbia, on the other (Official Gazette RS – International Agreements No. 
83/2008). 
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cattle. It is about female and male breeding animals for: Podolian  bovine, Busha, domestic 
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red), moravka, resavka, local sorts of pramenka (Pirot, Krivovir, Bardoka, Lipa,, Vlaško- 
vitorogi, Karoka an) and okan tzigaja, Balkan goat and autochthonous species of poultry 
(Kaporka, Gološijanka and Svljig hen). These assets can be used by physical persons and 
legal entities and scientific-research institutions, holders of jeopardized animal species, under 
regular conditions (they had reported in regular term kind species and number of livestock 
fund, and for heads of cattle which d the assets, that they had been under control of legal 
entities, authorized for selection activities).  
    For quoted kinds and species of animals, incentive assets can be used if their breeder 
breeds anticipated minor number or more, for example: for Podoian bovine, Busha and  
domestic bull – at least 5 females and the most 1 bull on 5 females, for Balkan donkey – at 
least 10 females and the most 1 male on 10 females, for mangulica – at least 20 females and 
the most 1 boar on every 20 females, etc. The amount of assets per head is different and 
ranges from 40.000 RSD for Podolian neat, 35.000 for Nonius, 30.000 for domestic 
mountainous horse, 10.000 for resavka, to 500 RSD for poultry.  

Export stimulus5. In this year too, but with significantly lower amount (600 million 
RSD), support the exporters of agricultural-food products. On export value, i.e. base line, of 
determined products exert incentives rate on four levels (5,10,15, and 20). The export of 
livestock products is supported by higher rates. Therefore, the export of fresh or cooled 
young beef and  poultry meat supports with 15% and export of pork and beef with 10%, 
export of milk and cream with 20%, and other milk products, with exception of whey (for its 
export the incentives are not approved), with 15%. Natural honey with 10%. The exporters 
who export the products in countries with which Serbia has CEFTA 2006 Agreement 
(Albania, Montenegro, BH, Croatia, Macedonia and Moldavia + UNMIC for KM region) do 
not have right to use these assets.  
     The incentives reflect also in co-financing the insurance of animals 6, with 40% of paid 
premiums, where physical persons – carriers of agricultural husbandry also have rights on; 
premiums for milk7 in amount of 1,40 RSD per liter  of delivered milk for processing; 
through support of objects construction for livestock accommodation, food for livestock and 
stable manure8, as well as support to organic livestock production 9 (15000 RSD per head of 
neat cattle, 5000 RSD per head of small cattle, 500 RSD per piece of poultry and 1,5 
thousand RSD per hive). Special assets help subsistence of local and regional exhibitions of 
big and small ruminants and hoofs (determination of animal health, transportation and 
insurance costs, co-financing the leasing), up to the amount of 2,7 million RSD 10.  

                                                 
5 Decree on utilization of subsidies to producers of agricultural and food products for 2009 
(Official Gazette 16/2009) 
6 Decree on conditions and method of utilization of assets for regressing the insurance of animals, 
crops and fruits in 2009 (Official Gazette 14/2009) 
7 Decree on bonus for milk in 2009 (Official Gazette RS 21,28 and 50/2009). 
8 Decree on utilization of supporting assets for rural development through support to investments 
in agriculture in 2009 (Official Gazette RS 14/2009) 
9 Decree on allocation and utilization of assets for supporting the organic production development 
in 2009 (Official Gazette RS 21/2009).  
10 Decree on determination of Program for allocation and utilization of assets for livestock 
breeding development and improvement in 2009 (Official Gazette RS 16/2009). 

           Import protection.  Besides mentioned incentives, the livestock production is 
protected also by import duties. Almost all more significant products of livestock production 
have been protected from import by high custom rates and import levies. According to 
Interim Agreement on Stabilization and Association11, (being applied unilaterally by Serbia), 
during import from EU, the custom liberalization, for numerous products, keeps realizing 
gradually, and protection for some products keeps continuing after expiration of interim 
period. Among this rank certain species of domestic animals, certain purposes and weights 
(cattle, pigs, goats and sheep), specific kinds of meat, specific kinds of milk powder and 
yogurt, butter, various kinds of cheese, poultry eggs, natural honey. According to this 
agreement, the import of breeding animal of cattle, pigs, sheep and goats, as well as young 
cattle for this livestock specie, has been liberalized in total, which has been also in function of 
livestock production improvement.  
 
 
THE GOALS OF LIVESTOCK BREEDING DEVELOPMENT IN GOLIJA 

REGION 
 

      Basic goals for livestock development, along with preservation of natural values on Golija 
mountain area, are (Spatial Plan of Park of Nature „Golija“, 2009): 

Preservation of traditional way of life and agricultural (livestock) production in rural 
areas, 
Contribution to enhancement of local community through more significant 
utilization of local products, 
Quality increase, and also local products value increase, especially of food with 
defined and recognized geographic origin (processing milk into cheese, meat in 
local traditional products and wool), 
Preservation of mountainous livestock breeding, 
Preservation of existing pastures and meadows, 
Prevention of pastures and meadows degradation in higher elevations, with special 
protection regime, 
Giving priority to livestock production along with funding the necessary equipment 
(machines, storages, objects for processing and finishing), 
Revitalization of traditional summer mountain pastures, 
Inter-networking between producing and selling capacities with tourist-catering 
objects.  

           Development concept of Golija area anticipates development and renewal of livestock 
breeding, as agricultural focus support. The cattle breeding is basic livestock breeding branch, 
than sheep breeding (meat, milk, wool, manufactures). Development and renewal of livestock 
breeding will be ensured by activation of small livestock farms in III level of Park of Nature 
preservation and by opening new ones and reconstruction and protection of active summer 
mountain pastures, as well as renewal of abandoned ones in accordance with regulations on 
environment protection. There is also planned the production of organic food, first of all milk, 
                                                 
11 Law on vindication of Interim Agreement on Trade and Trade Issues between EU, on one side, 
and the Republic of Serbia, on the other (Official Gazette RS – International Agreements No. 
83/2008). 
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milk and meat products with mark of geographic origin and autochthonous. The organic 
production is the most favourable type of agricultural production, which protects the 
environment (because it bases on essential connection of agriculture and nature, with accent 
on natural balance respect). The goals of organic production are numerous: preservation and 
support to biodiversity in nature and agriculture, on farm and its surrounding, preservation 
and care for genetic diversity by paying attention to managing genetic resources on the farm, 
recognizing the significance of domestic knowledge and traditional technologies etc. (Savi  
et.al, 2006). 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

           Hilly-mountainous area of Golija is characterized by favourable conditions for 
livestock breeding development. There are significant reserves for intensifying 
agricultural production by setting up favourable relations between livestock breeding and 
crop production, along with preservation of traditional way of life in rural areas.   
     In order to prevent further reduction of livestock fund and use natural advantages of 
this area for livestock breeding development, it is necessary to do the following within 
activities for agricultural development: 

To use, as much as possible, the incentive assets of the Ministry for 
Agriculture, Forestry and Water Management of RS and some upcoming assets 
from pre-accessing EU funds, 
To create Program of Agricultural Development, especially for livestock 
breeding, 
Ensure systematic support to traditional food production with geographic 
origin marks, 
To stimulate farmers associations, 
To activate complex program of farms development, 
To certify autochthonous meat, milk and wool products, 
To organize and realize correlations of producers, trade network and tourist 
objects on good business practice principles. 
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environment (because it bases on essential connection of agriculture and nature, with accent 
on natural balance respect). The goals of organic production are numerous: preservation and 
support to biodiversity in nature and agriculture, on farm and its surrounding, preservation 
and care for genetic diversity by paying attention to managing genetic resources on the farm, 
recognizing the significance of domestic knowledge and traditional technologies etc. (Savi  
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EXTERNAL FINANCING SOURCES OF 
 SERBIAN ECONOMY 

 
Abstract 

 
Cause and effect relationship between the financial system and financial risk 

on one hand, and economic growth on the other hand is theoretically and 
empirically verified. Financial System of a company in each case works better if 
the company has greater financial strength. Without safe internal and external 
financial resources it is not possible to establish a company and run the production 
process, i.e., it is impossible to provide continuous funding of current operations. It 
is impossible to imagine a developed national economy without developed 
financial markets. Unfortunately, our country the problem of funding is very 
prominent, because there is a shortage of capital due to low accumulation and lack 
of savings. Therefore, the sources can be provided with great interest and other 
financing costs, and under other unfavorable conditions. Financial markets are 
underdeveloped and financing by issuing securities and other forms of financing 
behind such financing in developed countries. Therefore, the paper will analyze the 
financing of enterprises and the economy, the functioning of the financial system of 
Serbia from the point of external funding sources.  

 
Keywords: external sources of finance, securities, financial markets, 

financial system, financial risks.  
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Introduction 
 

Financial system in Serbia is characterized by extreme bank-centrality, and its 
growth in 2008 was sluggish compared to the previous year, due to the slowing down of 
credit activity. As in most countries in the region, bank interest rates have made growth, 
while the interest margin during the year was the highest in Serbia. Credit expansion 
slowed, and as the main risk in the banking sector still appears indirect credit risk, which 
is due to depreciation pressures caused by the crisis further intensified, because the real 
sector of the population and the lack of currency protected. Leading role in the growth of 
the financial system of Serbia is still owned by banks. Other financial institutions under 
the supervision of the National Bank of Serbia, despite the relatively low participation in 
a given financial system, show considerable potential for growth and to increase its 
contribution to the volume of financial intermediation, and the share in GDP. The 
financial systems of the Serbian banks have kept a very dominant position by managing 
90% of total financial assets. Financial institutions participate in foreign-owned with 
nearly 80% of balance sheet assets of the banking sector. Global reduction of confidence 
in the financial sector, which is reflected in our market through the fall of investment 
expectations, was the factor that determined this year's developments in the domestic 
capital market. On the BSE, in the first half of the year, most liquid shares lost 23% of 
its value measured by index Belex 15, which returned to its level in January last year. 
The decrease in share price, besides reducing liquidity, influenced the increase in the 
reference interest rate and other interest rates on the domestic money market, as 
investment in money market alternative investments in the capital market. At the same 
time, a number of factors acting on the domestic and international money market 
influenced the increase in bank interest rates. Active weighted average interest rate of 
banks was increased from 11.3% to 16.61% annually. This increase was mostly 
contributed by significant increase of the reference interest rate.1 

The following analysis aims to, in the environment which is evident in the 
financial system of Serbia analyze the functioning of the financial system of Serbia, the 
financing of the economy, but with all aspects of external funding sources and 
commercial entities and the Serbian economy as a whole.  
                                                 
1 . Data on the financial system of Serbia downloaded from websites and publications from the 
National Bank of Serbia and Belgrade Stock Exchange. 

ПРЕГЛЕДНИ ЧЛАНЦИ
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Introduction 
 

Financial system in Serbia is characterized by extreme bank-centrality, and its 
growth in 2008 was sluggish compared to the previous year, due to the slowing down of 
credit activity. As in most countries in the region, bank interest rates have made growth, 
while the interest margin during the year was the highest in Serbia. Credit expansion 
slowed, and as the main risk in the banking sector still appears indirect credit risk, which 
is due to depreciation pressures caused by the crisis further intensified, because the real 
sector of the population and the lack of currency protected. Leading role in the growth of 
the financial system of Serbia is still owned by banks. Other financial institutions under 
the supervision of the National Bank of Serbia, despite the relatively low participation in 
a given financial system, show considerable potential for growth and to increase its 
contribution to the volume of financial intermediation, and the share in GDP. The 
financial systems of the Serbian banks have kept a very dominant position by managing 
90% of total financial assets. Financial institutions participate in foreign-owned with 
nearly 80% of balance sheet assets of the banking sector. Global reduction of confidence 
in the financial sector, which is reflected in our market through the fall of investment 
expectations, was the factor that determined this year's developments in the domestic 
capital market. On the BSE, in the first half of the year, most liquid shares lost 23% of 
its value measured by index Belex 15, which returned to its level in January last year. 
The decrease in share price, besides reducing liquidity, influenced the increase in the 
reference interest rate and other interest rates on the domestic money market, as 
investment in money market alternative investments in the capital market. At the same 
time, a number of factors acting on the domestic and international money market 
influenced the increase in bank interest rates. Active weighted average interest rate of 
banks was increased from 11.3% to 16.61% annually. This increase was mostly 
contributed by significant increase of the reference interest rate.1 

The following analysis aims to, in the environment which is evident in the 
financial system of Serbia analyze the functioning of the financial system of Serbia, the 
financing of the economy, but with all aspects of external funding sources and 
commercial entities and the Serbian economy as a whole.  
                                                 
1 . Data on the financial system of Serbia downloaded from websites and publications from the 
National Bank of Serbia and Belgrade Stock Exchange. 
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1. Characteristic attributes of financial market  
 

In the financial market in Serbia, on the demand side, appear individual 
investors, foreign investment funds, domestic mutual funds and pension funds, and on 
the supply side, individual owners or companies that are listed in the process of 
privatization. On the financial market, despite the large number of transactions, there is a 
reducing of the relative and absolute volume of traffic, and as one of the reasons may be 
that the relative value of the stock (price, book value) in this market declines. The 
mechanism of discharge of the privatization of the market shares, is performed by 
operations during the period of concentration accelerates and the number of transactions 
grows, until the formation of a significant or majority share package, after which these 
actions will reduce turnover, which is understandable, that with the reduction in demand 
stock prices fall. Certainly, the cause of this phenomenon lies in the fact that the market 
basically does not work as the stock market, but as the market firms. The result of this 
phenomenon is that after a sufficient concentration of ownership of shares of companies 
is achieved (in the hands of one person or group of related persons, demand, trade and 
prices fall). As the new owner can not sell their stock shares, the shares are withdrawn 
from the stock market, and this mechanism explains the large difference between the 
level of capitalization and turnover in Serbia.  

Intense concentration of ownership is a result of, above all, low protection of 
property rights of minority shareholders. Namely, there is a negative correlation between 
concentration of ownership and the quality of legal protection of investors.2 Non-
efficient corporate governance leads to increase of the cost of capital and slowing down 
the growth of the company and the national economy. Privatization, as part of the 
transition process, should ensure a minimum quality of corporate governance.3 If you do 
not increase the level of investor protection, the process of privatization will not result in 
improving the efficiency of firms. In contrast, the agency problem will be sharpened 
through various forms of expropriation of minority owners, including the processes of 
tunneling.4 The process of concentration of ownership eliminates the actions on the 
financial markets, in order to avoid the risk of possible loss of control and strengthen the 
ownership-control structure, leading to a series of negative consequences to the 
corporation itself, and the financial markets. In this way the corporation is deprived of 
one of the possible funding sources and become more prone to use, often more 
expensive sources, such as bank loans. Financial market becomes insolvent and deprived 
of their basic functions. 

Certainly, these market properties have a significant impact on its future 
development, the development of the financial system and the national economy. The 
first consequence is definitely a low liquidity of the market. Namely, the liquidity of the 
market and the possibility of a quick withdrawal from a given investment are important 

                                                 
2 . La Porta., Lopez-de Silanes F., Shletfer A., i R. Vishnu, " Law and Finance", NBER, Working 
paper 5661, Cambridge, 1996, page 28. 
3 Stiglitz, J., Information and The Change in The Paradigm in Economics, Columbia Business 
Schol, Columbia University, New York, 2001, page519.  
4Shleifer Andrel, Johnson Simon, " Privatiztion and Corporate Governance", MIT and Harvard 
University, septembar 2001, page 5.  

 

factors in its attractiveness. The level of current and expected liquidity will affect the 
formation of a critical mass of interested investors on the demand side. Privatization 
market has a chance to stop the discharge process, but this market is highly sensitive to 
the behavior of demand and basically low liquid. If financial markets remain insolvent, it 
will have consequences on its fate and potential external funding companies that 
continue to exist as an open corporation. In the event that these conditions are not met, 
the lack of demand reduction will affect the price of shares of all issuers. For now, the 
usual phenomenon of reducing stock prices assumed firm. In the case to maintain the 
current configuration of the market benefit from the status of the company as an open 
society are minimized. This will lead to the closure of even those corporations that have 
the objective interest to operate as an open company. The market will in this form will 
die away. The number of initial public offering will be negligible, and the market will 
function until there are resources for redistribution.  

The outcome of these circumstances is reflected in the impossibility of 
achieving the basic function of financial markets: 1) determining the prices, 2) allocate 
function, 3) Transfer functions; 4) function of liquidity 5) information functions, and 6) 
functions to reduce costs of trade. In such circumstances it is difficult to expect any 
market efficiency, while the question of its imperfection is completely irrelevant. As a 
main result of the current state of the market in the corporate sector, is the increased 
possibility of reducing the value of their shares, and property of their respective owners. 
This is consistent with the view that the weak corporate governance variability faced 
with higher demand due to rapid loss of trust into investors. These problems are coming 
to the fore especially in the period of declining performance of the company and capital 
market as a whole. Portfolio investors from overseas, in conditions of crisis, withdrew 
from the corporation in which the high risk of expropriation of their property and 
income. 
  What is characteristic is the fact that many domestic companies issue shares is 
not considered as one of the possible sources of obtaining capital, because the owners do 
not want to lose ownership and control of the company. Namely, the stock markets 
means increased transparency of operations, open to the public and publish information. 
On the other hand, many new companies have accumulated profit and are forced to use 
external sources of funding. Certainly, the process of issue of shares and the stock 
market uncertain, claims costs and use the services of investment banks, which are new 
companies oriented to the use of bank loans. The Serbian financial system is presented 
with hierarchy theory, which explains the choice of funding sources, expressed in terms 
of information asymmetries, given that managers have more information about the 
profitability and business enterprises, and investors do not objectively assess the value of 
the company.  

However, there is a possibility that successful Serbian companies list on foreign 
stock exchanges and thus obtain a higher amount of capital, but that would bypass the 
domestic market would be left without the quality of securities that is to life and 
encourage a wave of other public offerings. For the further development of the financial 
sector in Serbia, are certainly inevitable changes in the banking sector, which is 
increasing its capacity (supply of credit) and efficiency (reducing costs of mediation). 
An important step in further development of the banking sector certainly has made 
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enactment in 2008, by bringing the new Law on Deposit Insurance in the amount of 
50,000 euros. 

Also basic strategic goal is to increase the efficiency of banking, and reduce 
costs of financial intermediation. The fact is that the costs, profits and other parameters 
of efficiency of banks in Serbia have highly negative values. Increasing the level of 
security of banking and financial system and reduce its risk level, should allow its easy 
integration into European processes and reduce the cost of transfer. Supervision of banks 
and other financial institutions need to modernize in the institutional and technical sense. 
It is necessary to activate a new channel of financial intermediation, non-banking 
financial institutions, savings and micro credit institutions. By activating this system will 
help increase the efficiency of the system and increase the competitiveness of the market 
capital and deposits. The development of the of sector non-bank financial institutions is 
possible to establish supervisory capacity in the insurance sector and the adoption of 
medium term development strategy for this sector. 

The formation and functioning of the financial system of Serbia, is greatly 
influenced by lack of financial regulation, which is primarily related to the legal 
regulation of financial markets. Namely, there are gaps in the protection of investor’s 
interest, applying sanctions and protection of market integrity. In the stock exchange 
there are, on the one hand, companies that appeared on economic performance can not 
be corporations, on the other hand, companies were allowed to be listed on the B stock 
exchange, without publishing a prospectus and information, and business. Also, the 
Commission for the Securities is not sanctioned trade based on confidential information, 
nor is it sanctioned non-compliance with obligations offer redemption of shares of small 
shareholders in case of acquisition of majority ownership of related persons. Not even 
the bond market follows trends in other developing countries, especially as there was no 
issue of state bonds, and became the additional problems that concern both procedures 
for the issue, and interest rates. The procedure involves determining the bond issue's 
credit rating and finding of financial intermediaries to participate in the process. Interest 
rates would have to be high, since it would include a double-digit inflation and it would 
be difficult for investors in domestic companies' bond yields to be satisfied with less 
than 18%. 

National Bank of Serbia, through the interest rate on repo operations, as the 
primary instrument of monetary policy, manifested impact on the functioning of the 
financial system. This means that the determination of exchange rate leaves the market, 
and that the fight against inflation by increasing the reference interest rate on repo 
operations, which achieved the highest amount of 16% of early 2009. , and from June 
this year was lowered to 13%. From such a monetary policy of the NBS, using pull-out 
banks, as their repo operations does not make only nominal rate of the dinar, it also 
makes additional profit by the fall of the exchange rate. Namely, banks convert foreign 
currency into dinars and thus earn a yield of nearly 16% annually, and when they collect 
dinar interest rate they can buy foreign currency at a lower rate than the original, which 
is why wages in euros during 2008 based under investment in repo operations amounted 
to over 40%. Given that the Bank may, with little risk to earn high profits on the basis of 
approved consumer loans and residential population, lack of motivation and interest 
crediting the economy, so the company moved to foreign creditors.  

 

From previous we will point out several conclusions: 1) in terms unstable 
market and the falling trend of stock Listing, as well as ignorance of the procedures of 
issue of securities is a major problem providing capital in this manner, 2) high interest 
rates are a major problem for the emission of bonds, 3) trading on the stock market is not 
legally sufficient moderated, which creates resentment investors and issuers of securities 
to shares as a source of financing business, and 4) monetary policy chooses the amount 
of interest rates and financial market turns in the market repo operations. 
 
 

2. Sources of financing of the economy 
 

In all countries the most important sources of financing of the economy are the 
company gains, in other words, their own sources. In European countries in transition, 
65% of investment is financed from profit, while the lower percentage in Latin America 
and higher in Asia. About 20% of funding comes from bank loans (domestic and 
foreign), only 5% of the share issue. However, unlike Serbia, the bond market 
worldwide is growing, though still not a significant source of funding. In addition, a 
dominant state bonds, unlike corporate bonds which are lagging behind in almost all 
European transition countries, because only 8% of issued bonds comes from 
corporations. 

If the development of capital market in Serbia was measured by indicator of 
market capitalization (the sum of all shares of all issuers in transactions in a given 
market), which had a high rate of growth in recent years we would have the conclusion 
that the Serbian market since early 2003 had a strong expansion. The value of market 
capitalization in the case of the Serbian market is very similar to that in the period from 
1998 to 2004, recorded the country such as Slovakia, Lithuania, Hungary, Slovenia, 
Czech Republic and Poland. The amount of the market capitalization of the BSE market 
is closest to the market in Estonia.5 According to the second standardized measure the 
level of development of the market (the relative level of capitalization relative to GDP), 
market shares in is comparatively speaking a little. However, changes in the relationship 
of market capitalization and GDP in Serbia is moving uphill since 2003, which was not 
the case in most countries of Eastern and Southeastern Europe. The number of listed 
shares, as one of the following indicators of development of capital markets, suggests the 
expansion of the market in Serbia. 

The total market capitalization of companies on the BSE was approximately 20 
billion or 49% of gross domestic product of Serbia in 2007 in comparison to previous 
years, this indicator is doubled. According to this measure, Serbia can be compared to 
other countries in the region with about 40% of gross domestic product.6 The larger 
increase in the value of the stock exchange in the last few years had only Ukraine and 
Bosnia and Herzegovina. However, the sale of shares does not represent a major source 
                                                 
5 . Stijn Slasesns et.all, ibidem " The Future od Stock Excenges in European Union Accession 
Countries", Coraporation of London, May 2003 page 56. 
6 Andritzky, J., "Capital Market Development in Small Country: The Case of Slovenia", IMF 
Working Paper No.229, 2007   
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5 . Stijn Slasesns et.all, ibidem " The Future od Stock Excenges in European Union Accession 
Countries", Coraporation of London, May 2003 page 56. 
6 Andritzky, J., "Capital Market Development in Small Country: The Case of Slovenia", IMF 
Working Paper No.229, 2007   
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of financing companies. Market Capitalization shows how the value of the shares of 
companies listed on the stock market and all companies listed on stock exchanges on the 
basis of privatization and the required majority of shares are not traded. Namely, in 
Serbia there is no company that is primarily collected by selling shares of the capital for 
the functioning and successful business. Thus, market capitalization, regardless of 
whether it is absolute or relative values in relation to GDP, is a useful index of little 
importance from the aspect of the stock exchange to finance companies. However, the 
situation is similar in most less developed countries. They are very rare in cases where 
the ratio of capital collected by issuing shares and GDP exceed 1%.7 In Bosnia and 
Herzegovina and Croatia, this indicator is 0.1%, in the stock markets of Latin America 
ranges from zero to 1.5%, and it is slightly higher in Asian and African stock markets 
(Hong Kong 35.6% and Jordan 23.7%). 

 Due to the platitude of the capital market in Serbia, the companies used loans 
as significant external source of financing. In 2008, companies were the most important 
committee of the banking sector. The structure of total loans, credits the company 
reaches an amount of 512 billion or 54% of the total approved credit. The relationship 
between the total approved loans and private sector GDP in 2008 amounts to over 38%, 
which is the case in other transition countries of Europe. Growth of credit companies, 
and their relative increase in loans is relative to other sectors in 2008, is under question 
mark, given the fact that there is still a tendency, and the continuation of direct 
borrowing abroad. As an alternative to borrowing in foreign banks themselves, that they 
separated the statutory reserve, companies are debit directly abroad and thus a part of the 
corporate portfolio of banks directed to related institutions abroad. According to 
available data, the state debt companies abroad in 2008 amounted to over 9.5 billion 
euros, almost 30% of GDP. The structure of private sector lending Serbian economy to 
repay about 60% of the population with 40% and this ratio is stable with a slight increase 
in participation of the population. This is unfavorable distribution of loans and other 
developing countries share of the population as a recipient of the loan ranges generally 
range from 25 to 35%.  

In Serbia there is a possibility that the company loan money at different 
developmental state institutions, such as: Development Fund, the Agency for the 
development of small and medium enterprises, the Fund for insurance and financing 
foreign trade operations (Labor), the Agency and Insurance exports (Tax System), the 
Guarantee Fund and the Agency for Foreign Investment and Export Promotion Agency 
(SIEPA). Listed companies credit institutions, provide guarantees to banks for lending to 
companies; provide advisory and technical assistance and other ways to help business 
enterprises.  

 In addition to the security of the National Bank of Serbia, bonds market and 
other debt securities do not exist, and above all, there is no issue of corporate bonds. 
Anything less is traded in old savings bonds, only 1% of the total trade of securities in 
2008, even less in short-term bills.  

                                                 
7 . Iorgova, S. and L. Ong, '' The Capital Markets of Emerging Europe: Institutions, Instruments 
and Investors", IMF Working Paper No. 103, 2008 page 116. 
 

 

Significant increase is present in trade bills of the National Bank of Serbia in 
the structure of trade in all securities in the Serbian market, NBS bills in the value of 
transactions involved with about 95%. The value of these securities transactions in 2008 
amounted to over 70 billion euros, and the repo transactions, have become the main form 
of trade in securities. Note that the huge turnover of money in the repo operations result 
of two factors: the first is the high amount of funds that invest in the repo business, and 
the other is short term return on the money, it is always 15 days after the National Bank 
of Serbia in this period, usually does repo operations. After that period the money 
returned plus interest, to make it re-invested bank, and each transaction is calculated as a 
new trade, regarding the fact it is investment in the same paper. 

For the recovery of financial markets it is necessary that states think about 
introducing a new range of securities, because if something does not happen soon, when 
it comes to improving the supply there could be a fall of confidence in market 
mechanisms, but bringing into question the collective investment such as investment and 
pension funds. Growth stock price on the stock market early 2009 has a result in the fact 
that the actions of some companies underestimated and do not reflect the real level of 
their business and profit. The fall turnover on the stock market is partly a consequence of 
the economic crisis, but part of the solution and the absence of an acute lack of liquid 
securities. Lack of initial public offers, debt securities, corporate bonds, are just some of 
the reasons why traffic to the stock exchange is at a high level. In the last five months of 
2009, the total turnover on BSE amounted to 10.7 billion dinars, or 113 million euros. In 
the same period, there was an increase of participation of foreign currency savings bonds 
in the total trading, nearly a quarter of total turnover 24.35% realized in the trading of 
bonds.  

Despite the crisis, it is still significant that there is participation of foreign 
investors, so on the purchase of shares of their participation in the period from January to 
May was 43.6%, and on the sale of shares of 49.19%. General characteristics of capital 
markets is that there are few individual investors, and only 20,000 citizens, or about 
0.3%, ever traded on the stock market or bought or sold at least one action. Belgrade 
Stock Exchange is trying to organize a variety of free training to educate citizens who 
own shares, but for now it is still in its beginnings.  

Signals coming from the stock exchange, not only ours but the world needs to 
take advantage of those who manage the crisis and to see it as a sign that investors have 
the capital, but they need to meet with the new offer, which will carries greater certainty 
of yield with them.  

 
 

Summary 
 
Financial system and financial risks will be motivation and the limiting factor, 

from the standpoint of external sources of financing of business entities and the Serbian 
economy as a whole to the extent to which resolved the question of survival and 
development of financial markets, especially now in terms of the global economic crisis. 
In order for the financial market in Serbia to survive and to have sense, it is necessary to 
develop its basic functions. In order for market to achieve its specified financial and 
strategic goals, it is necessary to readjust legislation. This is primarily thinking of the 
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Law on Securities, which in 2007 gained the new version, and in the year 2008 it has 
already been prepared for its proposal for the amendment. For further development of 
financial market in our country, we need greater state role in motivating companies to 
primary issuance of securities to get the necessary funds. The state could participate in 
the preparatory stage shows, educates, trains, and even to take cover costs of securities 
emissions. Of particular importance is that the shares are traded on stock exchanges 
abroad, instead of the domestic market, where many companies would be successful and 
competitive and would be able to way to obtain funds in the most rational way. 

Positive impact on the development of financial market would have the state 
issued bonds to finance public expenditure, provided that the funds used to finance 
productive public spending.  
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The management theory and practice of organizational systems show as that 

specific situations, apparitions and states can be observed like complex of isolated 
and independent segments. This perception produces a lot damage to efficiency for 
all organizational systems, and thus for events. Every partial operating, without 
respecting other part of event, can produce irrationality, because a system is only 
as strong as the weakest link or part in there. Therefore, management must be 
routed on the integrated system and they must insist on fusion of every segment and 
resources of events for achieving of collective goal. 
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1. THE ESSENCE OF SYSTEM THINKING AND 
APPROACH TO EVENTS 

 
System approach was developed thanks to development of a system theory. 

Therefore, its base is made out of systems as a group of mutually connected elements, 
which together form a functional unity. System explanation of social occurrences can be 
found with Greek philosophers. But system theory and its practical application appeared 
in 1930, with an aim to enable efficient analyses of complex occurrences and processes. 
That is why the application of a system concept can not be avoided in researching and 
analyzing events as a type of organizational systems.  

An event can be represented as a system. Thus represented and understood an 
event is designed according to hierarchy principles. This means that an event is made of 
subsystems while subsystems are at the same time systems related to their parts. They 
can be seen in various ways. For example a business event can be seen as a part of 
economy system. But a business event has its own components and parts it is made of. It 
is made of human, material, financial, informational and other resources. These elements 
function in a form of events, exchange information and energy and thus function or 
survive, grow and develop. 

Isolated events group into unities by the criteria defined. Groups made in this 
way are further grouped into unities of a higher ran, so we talk about business, culture 
and fun, art, sport, religious and other events, etc.  

Nevertheless, grouping is not finished here, as events are connected at the level 
of national communities, or at global level. For example, promotional market institutions 
(fairs and auctions) are connected on global level through appropriate international 
organizations. It appears that everything that exists in natural and social order is at the 
same time a system and a subsystem. It is a system regarding its subsystems or parts and 
a subsystem regarding a higher system. 

Deeper analyses shows that even a local or town event that is included at the 
level of a town, through numerous connections and relationships, independent of 
whether it is organized by a town, private sector or mixed capital. If a town organizes a 
manifestation (event), it must include in it all the important segments of a town. Thus for 
example, public enterprises of the city supply electricity, water, maintain infrastructure, 
event infrastructure as are the existing hotel capacities, means of public transport, etc. 
Local government influences fire-department, health systems, police, etc. This means 
that even a local event can not be successfully organized if all the subjects of a town are 
not included in its organization and functioning. 

An event as such is included in town, a town in a region and a region into a 
state community. This means that an event taking place at the level of a town or a 
smaller local community has an influence upon broader surrounding. For example, 
Serbian Gu a, as a large tourist event - a manifestation that effects several Ministry 
departments in Serbia, The Ministry of Trade and Tourism, Internal Affairs, Health, to a 
numerous enterprises of a railway and road traffic, communal and other enterprises. The 
usefulness of this event overcomes local boundaries, or the place where this event takes 
place. 

Finally, no state organization functions individually, but is connected to 
neighbors and makes a unity of neighboring countries that by their connection make a 

continent. A continent on the other hand is a segment or a subsystem of the whole world, 
which means that a local event is included into a town, than into a state, or a continent 
and in the end into a global level. 

For the management and organization this idea is of a significant importance, 
and even more its practical application. Event management must have knowledge, 
abilities and skills to connect some parts into a system or a system into a higher system 
up to a global level. If parts are mutually connected in such a way so to make the fastest 
possible communication among them, where mutual interaction and influence exists, if 
the least amount of energy is spent in this interaction, the system has a chance to provide 
success of its functions. Thus, modern management pays special attention to holistic or a 
system concept in research of conditions, occurrences and processes, to be able to 
project a successful organization. 

This further shows that nothing is its own aim and that everything comes out of 
something and serves something and that nothing can survive alone, let alone develop 
and grow.1 

For efficient and effective event functions and achieving aims set, flow and 
exchange of energy and information must be provided, among parts or between a unity 
and the surroundings. Closed systems are condemned to ruin. Thus, an event uses 
resources from the surroundings (human resources, material resources, money, 
information, etc) and it is also aimed at external users, and those are consumers or 
clients.   

To understand the essence of an event as a system it is important to say that any 
possible change at any component or a part will influence other components of an event. 
To research an event as a system means to accept integrated or system concept which 
overcomes any other individual discipline. Interdisciplinary approach is set in this way 
and enables an event to be explained from various angles which on the other hand 
enables better knowledge about it and thus more successful management. 

 
 

2. REPRESENTING A TOURIST EVENT AS A SYSTEM 
 
Bearing in mind knowledge of a system theory and its practical application we 

can state that events are understood as “the happiest places in the world”2, which means 
that each gathering, manifestation or a spectacle promoting some activities, offers 
pleasure to consumers or users. If consumer satisfaction in the sphere of tourism and 
hotel keeping is in question we talk about a tourist event. 3 
This system can be represented as a unity composed of five basic elements as follows: 

Consumers, 
Original region, 
Transit route, 

                                                           
1 More complete explanation of system concept and its philosophy is given in detail in: V. 
Vu enovi : „Champion Management“, NIP Educational Informator, Belgrade, 2004. 
2 Walt Disney, 1955.  
3 See more details on defining an event in: Goldblatt, J. J., „Special Events“, John Wiley & Sons, 
New York, 2002, p. 5-15 
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To understand the essence of an event as a system it is important to say that any 
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2. REPRESENTING A TOURIST EVENT AS A SYSTEM 
 
Bearing in mind knowledge of a system theory and its practical application we 

can state that events are understood as “the happiest places in the world”2, which means 
that each gathering, manifestation or a spectacle promoting some activities, offers 
pleasure to consumers or users. If consumer satisfaction in the sphere of tourism and 
hotel keeping is in question we talk about a tourist event. 3 
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Original region, 
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1 More complete explanation of system concept and its philosophy is given in detail in: V. 
Vu enovi : „Champion Management“, NIP Educational Informator, Belgrade, 2004. 
2 Walt Disney, 1955.  
3 See more details on defining an event in: Goldblatt, J. J., „Special Events“, John Wiley & Sons, 
New York, 2002, p. 5-15 
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Place where an event takes place, 
Infrastructure. 
Among the stated parts of an event there is an energy flow. An event can not 

function as a system without it. For example, moving viewers or visitors from place to 
place – transit region and an event place is a primary energy flow in the system. Other 
flows of energy include movement through destination as goods and information 
exchange. The third energy flow type exists between an event and a surrounding where it 
happens, by which it uses services of public organizations, suppliers, police and fire-
department.  

Representing tourist event as a system creates conditions to further investigate 
it and define the best way of connecting parts into a unity. Each improvement in 
functions of a part influences quality of a unity. Thus in the following text we further 
analyze some subsystems of an event as a system. 

 
 

2.1. Consumers (visitors) 
  
Consumer is a basic part of a tourist event. An event is organized for him and 

because of him, so we can say that he is a cause of all the actions or non actions in the 
system of events. This means that without consumers it would be senseless to prepare an 
event, regardless the fact whether it means direct or indirect participation. A consumer 
may attend different events as business, sport, religious, educational, or attend a large 
number of connected events. 

Regardless the stated, each consumer must meet space, time and intention 
criterion which defines him. 

Space component. Each event must have space dimension where its elements 
are scattered and connected. It is unimaginable that a system can exist out of space 
which implies the need to fix space dimension of a unity to events. We could not show 
internal structure of events without space, their connection and algorhytms. A universal 
law applies to events as it applies to other systems, and it says that each change in space 
dimension of a unity influences (positively or negatively) the quality of its structure or 
parts. 

Considering space component consumers of an event can be local or 
international. If traveling takes place outside of the “usual surroundings” of people but 
inside the borders of their country this classifies the person as local consumer. If the 
event takes place outside the borders of a country the person is classified as an 
international consumer. 

We should bear in mind that that in the world that is erasing national borders 
and stops custom formalities, which uses a unique currency, etc, dividing consumers to 
local and international becomes more and more problematic, which enforces the need to 
eliminate these differences. 

Time component. . Beside space dimension an event must have its time 
dimension, considering the fact that each system is limited by time in its duration and 
functioning. At the same time this represents a component by which we measure success 
of event organization.  

This component refers to a shorter or longer organizing of an event, and thus to 
a shorter or longer stay of a consumer. From the event perspective, consumer that stays 
longer is different than the one at a shorter trip considering spending, length of stay, and 
other critical parameters. Promotional activities and strategies applied by management 
have an important influence upon increasing the length of stay. 

 
 

2.2. Source region 
 
Source region is another subsystem of a tourist event system. It often does not 

have the same trajectory with the event but can be physically divided from an event 
place. Nevertheless, each source region can at the same time be a transit region, too, for 
visitors that use it as a transit from the other source regions. This shows mutual 
connection, entangled complexity of relationships among parts, where parts are 
represented as a system regarding their parts and in the other as a subsystem regarding a 
higher system. According to this a source region can really be a source of potential event 
visitors in some other country but at the same time a transit region for passers-by from 
the other source regions. 

A source region is the central but in modern times disregarded link in event 
system. The fact is that all the international events must count on source region as a 
place from which tourists come. No international event could be performed without 
demand from the source region. Thus, a source region as a tourist event subsystem is one 
of the most important elements. 

This includes direct and indirect increase of total income thanks to visitors, as it 
shows that foreigners as a rule spend more money than local visitors. They consume 
product at home market, or products at home market are paid as if they were exported. 

Practice shows that source region research was mostly aimed at market 
segmentation and defining target groups that can be the subject of processing and 
research. Such a way could not supply larger effects as management exhausted itself by 
partial problems and analyses. 

Classic approach in source region research was aiming at researching influence 
of a source region upon the event, in which case political, social, economic, cultural and 
sociological; religion and other influences were estimated. 

However, scientific and expert literature on event management did not pay 
enough attention on the influence of tourist event upon the source region. This influence 
undoubtedly exists, which is the base of system approach. The only question is how big 
the influence is and how it is manifested. It is obvious that an event can influence source 
region both positively and negatively. Positively because the infrastructure of an event is 
developed which gains all the elements of industry. The number of agencies organizing 
trips to the event sight grows; transport is engaged, as well as insurance companies and 
local suppliers of products and services, etc. This positively influences general social 
development of a region or a place. 

On the other hand tourist event can negatively influence the source region, 
especially when we speak about ecology, unethical and other problems. For example, 
agencies of the source that organize attending gay parade can irritate local population, 
not only will they resist it but can also provoke conflicts with potential visitors and 
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agencies, carters, and any other subjects dealing with creating demand for this type of 
event. Management task is to create and provoke demand for a certain event and to 
provoke and take part in forming infrastructure which will serve in function of the event. 

Bearing in mind the stated above, event system broadens its trajectory outside 
of a place where an event takes place. This means that complexity of a system increases, 
which puts the event management in front of bigger challenges. However, creating 
demand in source region as a rule increases the number of visitors and thus profitability 
of an event.  
 
 

2.3. Transit region 
 
Transit region is the third part of an event as a system which can have an 

important influence upon the success of an event and which is completely disregarded by 
the event management. Each individual has more or less been thinking when bringing a 
decision, about the context of consuming an event and estimated positive sides and 
transit road by help of which he arrives at the event site. Here we talk about the quality 
of traffic infrastructure, length and speed of the travel, and especially estimation of 
safety risks, or risks for health, mugging, maltreatment and prolonged stay, etc. Thus 
general effort to shorten transit time to the least possible measure exists, and to improve 
safety of all the mentioned categories. Transit routes that are of high quality and short 
will not be used if they have a safety problem. 

Transit region can also be a source region which has already been talked about. 
Under positive circumstances a transit region can itself grow into an economy 
destination, especially when we talk about passengers that use railway or road traffic. 
Transit regions can in that way valorize their natural and social attractions and even to 
enable stay in some camps, sightseeing etc.  

In many cases a location can be important both as a transit region and a 
destination. Singapore and Dubai are important transit stops from Belgrade to Sydney 
and Brisbane in Australia, but can be important destinations themselves. The difference 
between transit region and destination region is ambiguous when we talk about sailing, 
when cruising itself as an event is the main component of travel experience and 
“destination” is of a less importance. 

Transit region quality is estimated by the following criteria: whether it consists 
of one or more transit routes and which types of transport one can use to get to the event 
place. Transit region that has only one route and one type of transport (for example 
isolated islands, to which one can get by one plane only or use only one company) are in 
an unpleasant situation. Nevertheless, this can be compensated by an advantage, as all 
the visitors are concentrated to one location only.  

Transit route problem may occur in connecting land routes or road traffic by 
bridges. Here we talk about prolonged stay or bridge toll. Because of this passengers are 
made to choose from the alternative routes. Opposed to road traffic plane traffic does not 
depend on infrastructure during flights and have larger possibilities in changing routes if 
something unpredictable happens (war in the transit flight country, whether conditions or 
something else). 

Tourist event managers must pay attention to the possibility that one or more 
places on the transit route can be turned into special destinations and thus turn 
passengers away from attending the event. We can say that Cuba is the example of this 
statement. Cuba is currently something more than an accidental transit location on the 
way to the USA, because of the animosity between the American government and Castro 
regime. Jamaica profited from this animosity. But if changing political attitudes brings 
opening borders of Cuba to American citizens than the effect upon Jamaican events 
would be catastrophic. 

The highest impact upon quality and character of transit region had a change in 
technology. Fast traffic means decreased transit time making long journeys more 
comfortable and practical. For illustration sake we can state an example that a hundred 
years ago people traveled from Paris to New York for several days and today they travel 
for a few hours and it is estimated that in a hundred years people will travel to New York 
for half an hour. Transit region was of the highest importance a hundred years ago, it is 
much less today, while in future it will be even less important. The highest technological 
development happened in aero traffic or aero transport.4 

The next implication of technology development is exploitation of inaccessible 
places as transit regions (for example airports from Sydney to Buenos Aires, they cross 
over the Antarctic, which in itself can improve the attraction of the travel and thus 
increase the level of traffic). In broader sense the second half of the XX century was the 
era overwhelmed by cars and planes in opposition to ships and trains. Places relying 
upon ships and railways lost in importance as transit regions and destinations (for 
example railroad stops and some ports), unless they compensate the shortcoming by 
development of road traffic and air access or by intensive production.   

 
 

2.4. Places where tourist events happen 
 
A place can be represented as an element of a marketing mix in a management 

of a tourist event and as a subsystem of a tourist event system. This traditionally 
represented the most important element of an event system and as such was submitted to 
the deepest analyses which is natural as it represents the final destination of visitors or 
the main motive of passenger movement from the source region. 

It is evident that destinations can be successfully managed and controlled only as a 
lesser amount of resources and variables which influence tourist event system. Even the most 
successfully managed destinations may be destroyed by negative impact of forces they have 
no control over, as volcanic eruptions considered to be distinguished, hurricanes, etc. 

The place basically changed its appearance in the industry of the third 
millennium events. We talk about changes in infrastructure and technical equipment. 
This is conditioned by strong development in air traffic and space technology. Thus, by 
the beginning of 2001 a spectacular event of launching the first traveler to space as a 
tourist happened.5 
                                                           
4 Data presented on counseling „Tendencies in tourism development an implications towards 
Serbia“, Trade and banking University, Belgrade, Zlatibor, 1. 8 2006. 
5 30th April 2001., Denis Tito became the first space tourist in the world by starting a 6 day tour in 
a vacuum space of an international space station of 180 billion dollars worth. A sixty year old 
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Quality of the tourist event place is influenced by local population and local 
government. It is most often the basic source of workforce. Employees from the place 
where the event takes place know and take care of exploitation and preservation of 
destination goods. Eventual excluding or marginalization of local population might 
negatively influence a complete service, especially in a part dealing with visitors and 
participants if they act with animosity. Thus event management pays special attention to 
locality or local population and local government. 

Local government influences development and improves local capacities in all 
fields. This includes ministries which deal with total insurance, targeting and focus on 
tourist marketing. Less present are the agencies focusing on research as Australian Biro 
for tourist researches (BTR).6  

 
 

2.5. Infrastructure in event industry 
 
Event infrastructure can be defined as a group of commercial cultural, fun, sport 

and other activities. It can not successfully function without the developed infrastructure 
which is seen through offering services: transport, housing, food and drink, tour 
operators, travel agencies, promotional events, attractions, souvenir shops and other 
goods. 

Infrastructure industry of tourist events is after visitors or consumers the most 
important component of the system of events. This comes out of a fast that without the 
developed infrastructure there is no adequate event valorization. Nevertheless, some 
segments of infrastructure significantly vary in their development and diffusion in 
certain different systems of events. Besides, it is not able to offer the same level of 
service quality at all space components of the system. 

Analyses show that as a rule the infrastructure of the event is concentrated at 
places where events happen. According to this there is no home industry or at least it is 
not used in source regions (travel agencies, tour operators, etc.). In transit regions and 
along transit routes infrastructure almost does not exist. So, including infrastructure of 
events in source transit regions is an imperative without which an event as a system can 
not be efficient and effective. 

Travel agencies may come to use for offering services as providing information 
concerning events, on the most acceptable transit routes, good rest places, and informing 
passengers on possible problems that may occur and the way of their solving. In the 
world of internet and the possibility of making direct communication with event 
organizers travel agencies are necessary for organizing tours for special target groups as 
retired people or low experienced tourists. In those cases travel agencies usually provide 
tourist guides or assistants which function for the group and follow it during the event. 

                                                                                                                                               
American businessman, a millioner, was in fact the third civilian to travel into space and the first 
to pay for the pleasure (40 million dollars), to achieve a vacation as a primary goal. A NASA study 
confirmed that a lot of people would pay for such tours if they would cost around 100 000$. This 
price could be achieved by 2010. so space in that way could easily replace The Antarctic or Mount 
Everest as a border ego destinations among travelers and adventuress.  
6 http://www.btr.gov.au  

Other significant element of the event infrastructure are housing capacities. 
This problematic was dealt with in the logistic chapter as a significant functional area. 
This is shown that event management must pay special attention to tourist and event 
visitor housing in transit region. Housing in transit region should be organized for tourist 
who use road traffic (individually or collectively) and at the other routes, too. We talk 
about partnership with existing hotel infrastructure along the transit route, motels, 
camping facilities, especially for younger tourists who often want to use tents, sleeping 
bags, etc. In these cases hotel and motel infrastructure in transit should accept event 
visitors and take care of the housing price, food and drink services and other services, 
parking place availability and security with guards, etc. Thus, traditional targeting only 
to housing in a place of event is outdated, as the visitor estimates complete service and 
not its partial elements. 

Housing with the other following contents at the place of the event is simpler, 
because during the period of event planning a special attention is paid to this question. 

Out of the stated we can state that using system concept during events is 
necessary, as unity is taken into consideration and not parts and partial reviewing of their 
functions. This provides a new quality which directly influences event success. 

Conclusion 
 
Holistic system concept in tourist event management implies making 

organization connection, or mutual body with broader surroundings or places out of 
which visitors come as well as the transit route foreign visitors should use to come to the 
place. This specially refers to mega events for which the whole international community 
is more or less interested. Proper informing of potential visitors in source regions about 
the manifestation and pinpointing the appropriate transit route may increase the number 
of visitors.   

Stated approach is quite the opposite of classical way of seeing mega 
manifestations. Here we review the problems of closer and broader surroundings and 
their influence upon the success of the event. This enlarges a zone of interest of the 
organizers because if the source region is not sufficiently informed about the event or 
transit region there is no sufficient safety of passengers during their travel, and this will 
decrease the success of the happening.  Data from September 2001that because of a well 
known terrorist attack in the USA a large number of trips was canceled for the three 
following months even when congress and scientific manifestations were in question and 
also other manifestations and events. 

By introducing holistic in managing tourist events it is shown that events 
became preoccupation of most local, town, state and global organs and organizations. 
Because of this they offer support for better organization and conditions in which the 
event will take place. But the event itself is important for the locality where it takes place 
and even for broader area. An event and especially when mega events are in question are 
connected to TV broadcasts and commercials which promote not only the event itself but 
also the region or a state which increases their economic use. For example some mega 
sporting event will as a rule increase tourist turnover after it has taken place, but it often 
improves political, social and other opportunities for investments, etc. 
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retired people or low experienced tourists. In those cases travel agencies usually provide 
tourist guides or assistants which function for the group and follow it during the event. 

                                                                                                                                               
American businessman, a millioner, was in fact the third civilian to travel into space and the first 
to pay for the pleasure (40 million dollars), to achieve a vacation as a primary goal. A NASA study 
confirmed that a lot of people would pay for such tours if they would cost around 100 000$. This 
price could be achieved by 2010. so space in that way could easily replace The Antarctic or Mount 
Everest as a border ego destinations among travelers and adventuress.  
6 http://www.btr.gov.au  

Other significant element of the event infrastructure are housing capacities. 
This problematic was dealt with in the logistic chapter as a significant functional area. 
This is shown that event management must pay special attention to tourist and event 
visitor housing in transit region. Housing in transit region should be organized for tourist 
who use road traffic (individually or collectively) and at the other routes, too. We talk 
about partnership with existing hotel infrastructure along the transit route, motels, 
camping facilities, especially for younger tourists who often want to use tents, sleeping 
bags, etc. In these cases hotel and motel infrastructure in transit should accept event 
visitors and take care of the housing price, food and drink services and other services, 
parking place availability and security with guards, etc. Thus, traditional targeting only 
to housing in a place of event is outdated, as the visitor estimates complete service and 
not its partial elements. 

Housing with the other following contents at the place of the event is simpler, 
because during the period of event planning a special attention is paid to this question. 

Out of the stated we can state that using system concept during events is 
necessary, as unity is taken into consideration and not parts and partial reviewing of their 
functions. This provides a new quality which directly influences event success. 

Conclusion 
 
Holistic system concept in tourist event management implies making 

organization connection, or mutual body with broader surroundings or places out of 
which visitors come as well as the transit route foreign visitors should use to come to the 
place. This specially refers to mega events for which the whole international community 
is more or less interested. Proper informing of potential visitors in source regions about 
the manifestation and pinpointing the appropriate transit route may increase the number 
of visitors.   

Stated approach is quite the opposite of classical way of seeing mega 
manifestations. Here we review the problems of closer and broader surroundings and 
their influence upon the success of the event. This enlarges a zone of interest of the 
organizers because if the source region is not sufficiently informed about the event or 
transit region there is no sufficient safety of passengers during their travel, and this will 
decrease the success of the happening.  Data from September 2001that because of a well 
known terrorist attack in the USA a large number of trips was canceled for the three 
following months even when congress and scientific manifestations were in question and 
also other manifestations and events. 

By introducing holistic in managing tourist events it is shown that events 
became preoccupation of most local, town, state and global organs and organizations. 
Because of this they offer support for better organization and conditions in which the 
event will take place. But the event itself is important for the locality where it takes place 
and even for broader area. An event and especially when mega events are in question are 
connected to TV broadcasts and commercials which promote not only the event itself but 
also the region or a state which increases their economic use. For example some mega 
sporting event will as a rule increase tourist turnover after it has taken place, but it often 
improves political, social and other opportunities for investments, etc. 
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 Introduction 

 
 Important assumptions on which will be based growth and development of national 

economy of sustainable development are certainly speed the introduction of innovation and the 
ability of the economy to established theoretical knowledge into inventions and new 

Out of the stated above it appears that application of holistic system concept is 
unavoidable in managing events and formulating strategies by help of which previously 
set goals will be realized.  
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technologies.  Today is a key determinant of national wealth of the ability of achieving new 
knowledge, ideas, innovation and technology, and creation and disposal of human capital as 
important resource.  

 Serbia is a country of significant economic or large market potential, seen the world or 
European level, and therefore sustainable development should allow for permanent, long-term 
economic growth that will not be based on excessive use of natural resources, or unacceptable 
environmental consequences.  This means that the development of Serbian economy in the 
direction of sustainability can be seen only on the basis of economic growth, primarily based on 
factors such as management, knowledge, information, people, education and quality of 
connections among people and institutions.  

 The concept of sustainable development implies a strategy that is based on the new 
growth theory in which the centre of applied knowledge and the complex scientific and 
technological development.  In the modern understanding of development dominated achieved 
comparative advantage, the ability of an economy that performed theoretical knowledge into 
inventions and new technologies, become key determinants of the speed of growth and 
development of national economy and sustainable development.  

 Today, the "knowledge-based management" or "knowledge economy" and "knowledge 
society" in the world have become recognizable terms.  Implemented numerous studies in 
which indicates their importance.  No almost any economically developed countries of today's 
world that has no specific policy or strategy of encouraging knowledge-based economy.  

 EU is still 2000th  year, the "Lisbon Strategy" pointed out that the Union "to the 2010th 
year to become the world's most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy, capable 
of sustainable economic growth with more jobs and better-paying job" while at the same time 
the EU has developed and about 50 specific measures and policies whose implementation 
should lead to the mentioned goal.  

 
  

1. Knowledge as a prerequisite sustainable development 
 

 In order to benefit from, the concepts of knowledge at the national level, it is not enough 
to achieve the effects of market evaluation of new production factors and the spontaneous 
restructuring of the economy towards sectors with the greatest knowledge, but also create 
opportunities for sustainable development.  For the realization of that concept, the experiences 
of advanced economies of the world in this respect, the most important are the following 
factors:  

o  modern education and permanent training,  
o  funds for research and development, particularly investment in modern industries 

(computers, biotechnology, pharmacology, ...)  
o  appropriate scientific-technological and cultural policy of the company,  
o  adequately manage the economic changes in accordance with changes in the world 

and environment,  
o  macroeconomic selection policy, systemic and structural economic solutions  
o  level of protection of property rights and economic assumptions based on knowledge.  
 It should be noted that the science in Serbia, still unsustainable path, although some 

progress has been recorded in the last few years. Investment in science and technology is the 
only way to establish a sustainable economy and society, and in this regard need to focus a 
national priority.  

 In addition to the existing strategy, it is necessary and their implementation through the 
promotion system and the partnership as one of the aspects of its implementation.  Prerequisite 
implementation strategy is to increase funding sources to 1% of GDP, which is expected from 
2014.godine, as well as investment in infrastructure, from 300 million euros.  We should 
emphasize rigorous system of monitoring implementation of the strategy, as it would give the 
expected results.  

 In all this, a special place belongs to the information and communication technologies, 
which have made considerable progress in comparison to other technologies and their practical 
application is increasingly present in all segments of business operations.  

 When considering the place and role of ICT in the future develop of Serbian economy, 
will have a special aspect of the education system and training of young generations for the 
widest and creative use of information and communication technologies, so that they apply 
equally to the international market knowledge and information.  

 Republic of Serbia in recent years, was building its research capacity, and that the report 
is the fact that Serbia is currently implemented in 15 European projects and more than 100 
national projects in the field of ICT.  

 Based on data from the image, it can be concluded that the area where most researchers 
involved in Serbia: software, hardware and computer systems and telecommunications.  We 
therefore conclude, it is precisely in these areas has been a transfer of modern technology, 
which is very applicable today in practice in our country, in almost all areas of economic life.  
At the same time, today information technology has attracted widespread application, 
implementation in all segments and improving existing technologies and adapt to our 
conditions.  

 Image shows the structure that is realized in the state scientific institutions, and whose 
implementation assists the Ministry of Science.  

 Figure 1  - Key fields of national research projects in ICT 
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 To establish knowledge-based economy as well as the general goal of sustainable 
development should define a list of strategic information systems to be developed in 
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technologies.  Today is a key determinant of national wealth of the ability of achieving new 
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implementation strategy is to increase funding sources to 1% of GDP, which is expected from 
2014.godine, as well as investment in infrastructure, from 300 million euros.  We should 
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which have made considerable progress in comparison to other technologies and their practical 
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Serbia, clearly determine the relationship of strategic information systems with other 
elements and processes the information society, whose development will take, for 
example.  E-administration.  

 Managing the development of information and communication technology 
involves the fulfilment of the following assumptions:  

o  to define a list of strategic information systems to develop,  
o  clearly determine the relationship of strategic information systems with other 

elements and processes the information society, whose development will be undertaken,  
o  to raise information literacy in the development of key competencies in this 

context to promote creative and systematic thinking, as well as a system of lifelong 
learning in the field of information technology,  to improve efficiency and effectiveness 
of IT education  

o  to provide a systematic approach to the use of public data from the national 
practical and theoretical importance.  
 
 

2. Research and development technology 
 

 Economic and overall development of the Republic of Serbia will have more to 
be based on organized research & development (R & D) that should produce a 
permanent technological development in the form of existing development and the 
creation of new technologies and new products, processes and services.  Unlike most 
developed countries are able to develop fundamental, applied and developmental 
research, Serbia its IR activity should be directed to a great extent on the applied 
research and development work. Progress in this area is not possible without improving 
and reforming the entire R & D system.  Development and application of ICT in all 
spheres, have transformed modern society, "information society" based on knowledge 
and sustainable development.  One of the most important indicators of information 
society development is the use of the Internet. Using the Internet in Serbia is increasing 
continuously since 2005.  year. In 2008.  in Serbia has more than 2 million Internet users 
(1 / 3 of the population older than 15 years), Internet access is 33.2% of households and 
91.5% of business systems.  

 

 Indicators measuring knowledge-based economy can be divided into three groups.  
 

1.  Indicators of structural changes  
 share of production and services based on knowledge of the economy,  
 growth of value added economy based on knowledge,  
 structure and growth of the economy by technological intensity,  
 imports by technological intensity,  
 investment in knowledge (% of GDP) and comparison with the total 

investment,  
 increase the intensity of ICT, investment in equipment, software and patents,  
 increase employment by degree of expertise of the workforce.  

 
2. Indicators of knowledge creation - includes 
a) indicators of human capital:  

 % Higher and secondary education (in the relevant age groups),  
 participation in all ongoing development and training, or only those practices that   
are highly professional,  
 average expenditure on structural training per employee by industry,  
 public spending in relation to education (per capita)  
 relative earnings in relation to educational level.  

 

 3. Scientific and technological indicators:  
 spending on IR in the total consumption of GDP,  
 growth rate of the researchers,  
 influx of graduates from the exact scientific and engineering fields in relation to  
the total number of employees,  
 number of scientific publications of the population,  
application rate of patents per capita  

 

4. Indicators of diffusion of knowledge  
 dissemination of knowledge networks and organizational change  
 share of business in financing IR  
 number of national and international association of technology companies,  
 international association, the purpose of business connections, the use of business 

practices, etc. ..  
 Developing a knowledge-based economy and sustainable development of economy and 

society Serbia has important to reconstruct the system of research and development.  Change 
should contribute to establishing better links between functional research and development 
units, their rationalization and restructuring in far greater number of functional units within the 
economy, and a slightly smaller number of universities and state institutes oriented towards 
fundamental research.  

 To provide competitive and progressive system of research and development of Serbia 
shall:  

o  provide technological revitalization of research units  
o  balance private and public research and development unit in the use of public funds  
o  improve their international competitiveness and promote international networking 

and cooperation with renowned international institutes,  
o  reduce the quality of researchers going abroad special programs for the most talented 

young scientists  
o  improve information systems and improve the opportunities for using information 

and communication technology  
o  introduce a system of e-government  
o  particularly encourages research and development in sectors of the economy based on 

knowledge  
o  remove all barriers to foreign knowledge, technologies  
o encourages dissemination of knowledge and exchange of scientific information as a 

public good (scientific conferences and international exchange of knowledge).  
 The aim of the EU in research and development is set in the Lisbon Strategy, which 

provides that the costs of research and development by 2010.  The amounts of at least 3% GDP 
of the EU, as well as two-thirds of these funds financed the private sector.  
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 Developing a knowledge-based economy and sustainable development of economy and 

society Serbia has important to reconstruct the system of research and development.  Change 
should contribute to establishing better links between functional research and development 
units, their rationalization and restructuring in far greater number of functional units within the 
economy, and a slightly smaller number of universities and state institutes oriented towards 
fundamental research.  

 To provide competitive and progressive system of research and development of Serbia 
shall:  

o  provide technological revitalization of research units  
o  balance private and public research and development unit in the use of public funds  
o  improve their international competitiveness and promote international networking 

and cooperation with renowned international institutes,  
o  reduce the quality of researchers going abroad special programs for the most talented 
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and communication technology  
o  introduce a system of e-government  
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of the EU, as well as two-thirds of these funds financed the private sector.  
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 Cost of research and development in Serbia, expressed through the percentage of the 
GDP, were reduced to 0.54% in 2001.  year to 0.50% in 2007. Serbia's level of participation of 
Bulgaria and Slovakia, and appropriations do not differ much from those who have Romania 
and Poland.  The average share of the costs of research and development in the EU-27 
amounted to 1.83% of GDP in 2007.  

 The absolute amount, the largest expenditures for research and development in the 
2007th year had Germany (56.4 billion EUR), followed by France (36.4 billion EUR) and 
United Kingdom (30.0 billion EUR).  These three countries participate with almost two-thirds 
of total expenditures intended for research and development in the EU-27 in 2007.  year.  

 By choosing quality projects and involvement in international cooperation, with 
increasing separation from the budget of the Republic of Serbia, can begin the process of 
building an innovative infrastructure necessary for development of Serbia as an innovative 
society, ie.  environment in which innovation, originality, and knowledge is the primary stage of 
development.  

 Economic and social development of Serbia can rapidly develop new construction, 
open, internationally competitive economy, which is ready to successfully participate in the 
processes of globalization in world economy, with a readiness to successfully avoid all of its 
negative consequences, and to make the most of opportunities that opened for accelerated and 
sustainable development.  

 
 

 Conclusion 
 

 Serbian economy oriented towards the development of knowledge-based 
economy will have to fundamentally change the relationship to scientific research and 
development work.  The previous practice development, mainly the lack of applicable 
fundamental research will have to change significantly due to the establishment of 
different research and development system.  A system should be based far more on 
market principles and the needs of modern technological change and the rules of conduct 
for sustainable development.  

 In addition to the reformed and streamlined system of research and development, 
special attentionmust be paid to monitoring and measuring the degree of progress in 
building management and knowledge-based economy.  The fact that Serbia can rely on 
the experience and methodology applied in OECD countries. 
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NETWORK ECONOMY IN FUNCTION OF AGRARIAN SECTOR 
DEVELOPMENT IN SERBIA1 

 
Abstract 

 
Network economy is a new enterprise organizational-process model, which 

is developed owing to new constituent elements such as: information, innovations, 
communications, new technologies and the such. Merging, or in contemporary  
vocabular – networking is a wide spreaded trend in world. Goal of this alliance is 
sinergy that contributes to network members more then individual output in the 
market.  
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 Introduction 
 

Improvement of performance in agricultural complex in Serbia requires establishment 
of trade oriented companies, that involves a sequence of structural changes directed towards 
business efficiency improvement and market demand adaptation. Changes in structure inside 
companies are  internally  or externally  orientated, both to increase effectiveness. Successful 
positioning on  farming product market in Serbia requires adequate information on changes in 
the region and it’s  market to decrease risk and uncertainty. Market risk cannot be eliminated, 
                                                 
1 The paper represents a part of research on project 149007 „Multifunctional Agriculture and Rural 
Development in Function of Republic of Serbia'a Accession in EU“, financed by MS RS. 
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special attentionmust be paid to monitoring and measuring the degree of progress in 
building management and knowledge-based economy.  The fact that Serbia can rely on 
the experience and methodology applied in OECD countries. 
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NETWORK ECONOMY IN FUNCTION OF AGRARIAN SECTOR 
DEVELOPMENT IN SERBIA1 

 
Abstract 

 
Network economy is a new enterprise organizational-process model, which 

is developed owing to new constituent elements such as: information, innovations, 
communications, new technologies and the such. Merging, or in contemporary  
vocabular – networking is a wide spreaded trend in world. Goal of this alliance is 
sinergy that contributes to network members more then individual output in the 
market.  
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 Introduction 
 

Improvement of performance in agricultural complex in Serbia requires establishment 
of trade oriented companies, that involves a sequence of structural changes directed towards 
business efficiency improvement and market demand adaptation. Changes in structure inside 
companies are  internally  or externally  orientated, both to increase effectiveness. Successful 
positioning on  farming product market in Serbia requires adequate information on changes in 
the region and it’s  market to decrease risk and uncertainty. Market risk cannot be eliminated, 
                                                 
1 The paper represents a part of research on project 149007 „Multifunctional Agriculture and Rural 
Development in Function of Republic of Serbia'a Accession in EU“, financed by MS RS. 
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but it can be reduced and comprehended by market research. Based on domestic market 
characteristics and adjoining countries reference to Serbian farming products, it is required to 
work on product’s quality and image improvement. Consequentially, the country should 
stimulate promotion of domestic farming products abroad, as well as  rationalize appropriate 
marketing emersion on the market. 
       Adjustment to market requirements should involve changes in production process 
structure and production modulation in quantity, quality and competitiveness. Based on our 
production capacities and comparative conveniences it is needed to project a strategy of 
technological progress and development of agriculture, village area, food industry and offensive 
export orientation. Competitiveness on a well-organized market of goods and services has the 
irreplaceable role of filter in efficiency of technological development, whereas the country 
should direct and encourage technological development intensity in global interest2. 
      Some smaller companies within large business systems in agricultural industry are 
frequently mutually connected in production and technology. If such connection exists, it is 
usually organized within frames of complex business systems, in strategic business units, or 
centers of profit. In that case, priority aim is not individual company profit, but maximum total 
profit of the whole complex system, and it is never represented by simple summary of 
maximized profits of individual companies, for all the synergetic relations among them.  

Affirmation of knowledge economy and innovation impulses  can be acquired by 
economy actors networking in agricultural sector in Serbia and by obtaining stimulating  
business environment, first of all, trough farming and macro-economical politics. Namely, with 
adequate agricultural politics, that can effect production increase, farming in Serbia can develop 
competitiveness and contribute significantly to economy progress of the country. 
 
 

1. Enterprises of agrarian sector in Serbia 
 

Few, highly developed agricultural giants in Serbian economy (PKB Corporation, 
Delta Agrar etc.) make only small islands in the vast sea  of mainly traditional, rural agriculture. 
The necessity of their existence shouldn’t be seriously reasoned, considering that it is more than 
clear that only these systems can supply with larger production (naturally and quantitively) and 
application of scientific solutions, especially, technical-technological inventions. Complex 
business systems include large number of organizational units, that are characterized by 
relatively big scope of individual business decision making. In most cases complex business 
system includes numerous individual economy operating companies, that have their own legal 
and economical status (trading account). Ownership is what coheres these companies into 
complex business system, namely interests of majority shareholders. Some companies 
characteristics from agro-complex of Serbia follow in further text.  
      PKB Corporation 7. Present PKB Corporation is “the primary company” in PKB 
system and participates in capital of 5 secondary companies in primary production and food 
industry area. Practically, in the system of PKB based on shared capital there are: 

“PKB Corporation”, primary company, dominant, and still on primary production and 
others, dependent companies: 

                                                 
2 Mandal, S. (2004): Technological development and politics, Faculty of Economy,Belgrade, p.110. 
3 www.pkb.co.yu 

PKB “Avijajcija”, a small company, in function of primary production of PKB 
Corporation, 
“PKB Agroekonomik”, Science Research Institute, in function of primary production 
and  development of PKB Corporation, 
“EKO-LAB”, quality research center that mostly leans on markets formed by present 
and former companies of PKB system. 
“PKB Fruit Farms”, Bolech, has minimum of business activity and is awaiting for 
auction privatization. In it’s possession there’s a cold storage of 10.000 tons capacity 
which has been out of function for two years. It was used for juice production and 
possessed 1.200 hectares which were actively used. It also includes PKB Grocka , 
processing factory which is out of function, that used to process fruit  and vegetables 
(marmalade, jam, compote, canned vegetables). 
“PKB Inshra”, livestock concentrated food industry, equipped with significant storage 
and processing capacities, solid and complete technological body, that was targeted 
for the market to enable up growth  of live stock  farming in PKB  Corporation and in 
other companies in live stock production of former PKB system. 

        Delta Agrar4 is engaged in: primary farming production, agro-trade and distribution. 
In primary production sector Delta Agrar is engaged in crop husbandry, livestock farming, 
fishery, as well as, fruit and vegetables production. In the trade of farming products, this 
company is engaged in crop and oilseed exchange, meat and live stock, organizes cooperation 
and work of redemption centers. In the area of distribution Delta Agrar in cooperation with 
leading world producers distributes: pesticides, seeds, livestock food, farming machinery, 
.mineral fertilizers. The company organized it’s own retail network of farming pharmacies. 
Delta Agrar partners are leading world companies in all areas of agri-business: Sungenta, 
BASF, Pioneer, Bauer CropScience, Nufarm, DanBred, Deutz-Fahr, Amazone, Kverneland 
Group, Summit Agro International and others. 

Primary farming production: Inside of Delta Agrar boundaries complete farming, 
vegetable, fruit and a part of livestock production is done on 5 farming estates that occupy land 
of 18.000 hectares: Podunavlje a.d.-Celarevo; Napredak a.d.-Stara Pazova; Kozara a.d.-
Banatsko Veliko Selo; Jedinstvo a.d.-Apatin; Topola a.d.-Kikinda. 

Farming trade and distribution: Crop and Oilseed Program, Meat and Livestock 
Program, Cooperation and Redemption Centers, Farming Products Exchange Program, Seeds 
Program, Farming Mechanization Program, Mineral Fertilizer Program, Pesticides Program, 
Retail Program.  
      upplementary program includes wide assortment of different products for the 
producers like fertilizers, biological substrates, seeds, livestock food including folia and binders, 
garden programs, tools and equipment, small farming machinery and termination machines. 
Delta M Group is strategically orientated towards newest technology application in farming 
production process. 

BD Agro, a.d.,Dobanovci5. Private company with Canadian majority ownership. 
Production program is raw milk production. This company has closed milk production cycle 
from cow food production to controlled quality milk. Momentarily they own about 250 cows, 
with annual milk production per cow of 10.000 liters. All production processes on this farm 

                                                 
4 www.deltayu.com 
5 www.bdagro.com 
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but it can be reduced and comprehended by market research. Based on domestic market 
characteristics and adjoining countries reference to Serbian farming products, it is required to 
work on product’s quality and image improvement. Consequentially, the country should 
stimulate promotion of domestic farming products abroad, as well as  rationalize appropriate 
marketing emersion on the market. 
       Adjustment to market requirements should involve changes in production process 
structure and production modulation in quantity, quality and competitiveness. Based on our 
production capacities and comparative conveniences it is needed to project a strategy of 
technological progress and development of agriculture, village area, food industry and offensive 
export orientation. Competitiveness on a well-organized market of goods and services has the 
irreplaceable role of filter in efficiency of technological development, whereas the country 
should direct and encourage technological development intensity in global interest2. 
      Some smaller companies within large business systems in agricultural industry are 
frequently mutually connected in production and technology. If such connection exists, it is 
usually organized within frames of complex business systems, in strategic business units, or 
centers of profit. In that case, priority aim is not individual company profit, but maximum total 
profit of the whole complex system, and it is never represented by simple summary of 
maximized profits of individual companies, for all the synergetic relations among them.  

Affirmation of knowledge economy and innovation impulses  can be acquired by 
economy actors networking in agricultural sector in Serbia and by obtaining stimulating  
business environment, first of all, trough farming and macro-economical politics. Namely, with 
adequate agricultural politics, that can effect production increase, farming in Serbia can develop 
competitiveness and contribute significantly to economy progress of the country. 
 
 

1. Enterprises of agrarian sector in Serbia 
 

Few, highly developed agricultural giants in Serbian economy (PKB Corporation, 
Delta Agrar etc.) make only small islands in the vast sea  of mainly traditional, rural agriculture. 
The necessity of their existence shouldn’t be seriously reasoned, considering that it is more than 
clear that only these systems can supply with larger production (naturally and quantitively) and 
application of scientific solutions, especially, technical-technological inventions. Complex 
business systems include large number of organizational units, that are characterized by 
relatively big scope of individual business decision making. In most cases complex business 
system includes numerous individual economy operating companies, that have their own legal 
and economical status (trading account). Ownership is what coheres these companies into 
complex business system, namely interests of majority shareholders. Some companies 
characteristics from agro-complex of Serbia follow in further text.  
      PKB Corporation 7. Present PKB Corporation is “the primary company” in PKB 
system and participates in capital of 5 secondary companies in primary production and food 
industry area. Practically, in the system of PKB based on shared capital there are: 

“PKB Corporation”, primary company, dominant, and still on primary production and 
others, dependent companies: 

                                                 
2 Mandal, S. (2004): Technological development and politics, Faculty of Economy,Belgrade, p.110. 
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PKB “Avijajcija”, a small company, in function of primary production of PKB 
Corporation, 
“PKB Agroekonomik”, Science Research Institute, in function of primary production 
and  development of PKB Corporation, 
“EKO-LAB”, quality research center that mostly leans on markets formed by present 
and former companies of PKB system. 
“PKB Fruit Farms”, Bolech, has minimum of business activity and is awaiting for 
auction privatization. In it’s possession there’s a cold storage of 10.000 tons capacity 
which has been out of function for two years. It was used for juice production and 
possessed 1.200 hectares which were actively used. It also includes PKB Grocka , 
processing factory which is out of function, that used to process fruit  and vegetables 
(marmalade, jam, compote, canned vegetables). 
“PKB Inshra”, livestock concentrated food industry, equipped with significant storage 
and processing capacities, solid and complete technological body, that was targeted 
for the market to enable up growth  of live stock  farming in PKB  Corporation and in 
other companies in live stock production of former PKB system. 

        Delta Agrar4 is engaged in: primary farming production, agro-trade and distribution. 
In primary production sector Delta Agrar is engaged in crop husbandry, livestock farming, 
fishery, as well as, fruit and vegetables production. In the trade of farming products, this 
company is engaged in crop and oilseed exchange, meat and live stock, organizes cooperation 
and work of redemption centers. In the area of distribution Delta Agrar in cooperation with 
leading world producers distributes: pesticides, seeds, livestock food, farming machinery, 
.mineral fertilizers. The company organized it’s own retail network of farming pharmacies. 
Delta Agrar partners are leading world companies in all areas of agri-business: Sungenta, 
BASF, Pioneer, Bauer CropScience, Nufarm, DanBred, Deutz-Fahr, Amazone, Kverneland 
Group, Summit Agro International and others. 

Primary farming production: Inside of Delta Agrar boundaries complete farming, 
vegetable, fruit and a part of livestock production is done on 5 farming estates that occupy land 
of 18.000 hectares: Podunavlje a.d.-Celarevo; Napredak a.d.-Stara Pazova; Kozara a.d.-
Banatsko Veliko Selo; Jedinstvo a.d.-Apatin; Topola a.d.-Kikinda. 

Farming trade and distribution: Crop and Oilseed Program, Meat and Livestock 
Program, Cooperation and Redemption Centers, Farming Products Exchange Program, Seeds 
Program, Farming Mechanization Program, Mineral Fertilizer Program, Pesticides Program, 
Retail Program.  
      upplementary program includes wide assortment of different products for the 
producers like fertilizers, biological substrates, seeds, livestock food including folia and binders, 
garden programs, tools and equipment, small farming machinery and termination machines. 
Delta M Group is strategically orientated towards newest technology application in farming 
production process. 

BD Agro, a.d.,Dobanovci5. Private company with Canadian majority ownership. 
Production program is raw milk production. This company has closed milk production cycle 
from cow food production to controlled quality milk. Momentarily they own about 250 cows, 
with annual milk production per cow of 10.000 liters. All production processes on this farm 
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(calf and heifer husbandry, milk and food production and nutrition) are in accordance with ISO 
9001:2000 procedures, and NASSR  standards system implementation is in plan. 
       In progress is realization of high-productivity  milk farm project, based on total 
reconstruction of barn capacities and importation of completely new primary livestock unit that 
includes 2.400 highly in-calf holstein heifers from Canada (by june 2009. all 2.4000 cows 
should be imported): This heifers produce 11.000 liters of milk per year  per cow, which means 
that this company by the year of 2010. will deliver 25 millions of liters of exceptional quality 
milk per year. In that way, BD Agro will solemnly become the biggest, controlled quality  milk 
farm in Serbia (only farm that gathers 2.400 cows in one place). 
       Agricultural company “Dragan Markovic”, Obrenovac. In this company most of 
the improvements are made on pig farm plan (farm “The Farmer”); cow farm is reorganized to 
function (cow farm “Mladost” and heifer farm “Orasac”). Benefit of the company is that there’s 
no redundant employees, and downsides are: (1) high investments are needed for replacement 
of  worn down machinery, (2) for equipping the cow farm  and also (3) a problem of poor soil 
quality (soil tillage and water-tightness) connected with crop production; with it’s crop 
production this company cannot supply with enough quantity of stock food; it’s debt to PK 
Beograd is 120.000.000 dinars (for business consolidation and production revitalization); the 
country invested 53.000.000 dinars from social help programs, and the subsidies are 
150.000.000 dinars. The company is awaiting auction privatization. 
      By consolidation plan constructed by The  Republic of Serbia Government and The  
PKB Corporation, significant results are accomplished in company’s revitalization. Repair of 
the mill and the bakery put them back into function again. Livestock food factory is in order and 
settles company’s needs, and part of the nutrition is for sale. On the pig farm “The Farmer” 
complete reconstruction and equipment repair were done. Milking factories “Mladost” and 
“Stubline” are as well under reconstruction and fulfilled with quality brood material from PKB. 
In farming production, first time after four years all the parcels are seeded. 

Total company debt is considerably lowered in reference to the state of the firm before 
temporary steps had been introduced. After completion of social program 315 workers stayed in 
the factory. Final works on pig and milking farm are in plan and calf fattening farm activation. It 
is essential to obtain farming machinery for crop production, boiler repairs, incubator purchase 
and similar, to completely capacitate the factory for individual functioning. In fruit farming, 
new seeding of cherries , apples and peaches are planned with final goal of total recovery of the 
company. 
  

 
2. Network economy 

 
Business networking has become an actual strategic need, new role-model of  

entrepreneurial behaviour and global mega-trend, that is based specially on pursuit for key 
competence of companies and efficiency of organizational-processing network, and includes 
acquireing of adjustable, synergistic and competitive organizational structure6. 

Key goal of business networking is based on realization of it's useful economical and 
organizational effect (direct and indirect ones). In literature it is explained through it's 
fundamental  principles of forming and functional specifics of it's existance, which reflects in 
                                                 
6 Draskovic, V (2004): “Business networking as mega-trend and new management strategy”, 
Economy of entrepreneurship, no.2, p.126. 

dynamic tendency to position oneself as good as possible and achieve  larger success on the 
market. In that sense, business networking esentially represents self-orgamized policentric 
structure orientated to particular tasks 
 and reposes on following principles: 

connecting compatible elitistic business partners, 
anti-bureaucracy and informality in business and partnership relations, 
decentralization of proxy and responsibility (“democratic hierarchy”), 
communicational-informative integration and synergism via highly sophisticated 
technologies, 
branched out and free character of networking, based on equality and independence, 
recognized time, based on consensus , 
coordination of unified cooperation, based on formulated rules, ambitious goals and 
developed control system, 
horizontal communication, 
dynamic adaptation ability, according to newly occurred problem situation,  
dynamic of business and organizational strategy, implementing institutes of “internal 
market” (of compensational character), knowledge expertness, innovative combining 
of control models, motivating entrepreneurs initiative… 
hybrid and non-traditional organizational structures, 
increase and growth “without borders”, overcoming organizational and business limits 
and differences among joining companies7. 
The practice has shown that  networking of organizational structures, business 

processes, scientific-research work and the such leads to key knowledge, skills and other 
advantages that are on the market valued as competitive.  Networked partners in business 
processes use together their key competences more and more so as to achieve faster, cheaper, 
more flexible, bigger result and result of higher quality by means of which competitive 
advantage on the global market is created.8According to that, there are some models of 
networking in further text.  These models contribute to widening of innovations and 
improvement of competitiveness of agro sector of Serbia. 
 
 

3. Business incubators 
 

The most important services that capacities for incubation supply include an organized 
approach to expertise, experiences, consultancy services, advising in tuition and key business 
nets and groups is also a significant element of these capacities.  The offer of rooms and these 
services to undertakers increases the probability of the success of the enterprise in relation to an 
enterprises that works independently:  researches within EU show that, death rate (during the 
first year of business) of the enterprises which started their work in business incubator is less 
than 15%, unlike the rest of the enterprises, where death rate is known to be even 50%.  The 

                                                 
7 Draskovic, M. (2006):” Clustering as a component of the global competition``, Montenegrin 
Journal of Economics, No 4, p. 168. 
8 Draskovic, M. (2006):” Clustering as a component of the global competition``, Montenegrin 
Journal of Economics, No 4, p. 169. 
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(calf and heifer husbandry, milk and food production and nutrition) are in accordance with ISO 
9001:2000 procedures, and NASSR  standards system implementation is in plan. 
       In progress is realization of high-productivity  milk farm project, based on total 
reconstruction of barn capacities and importation of completely new primary livestock unit that 
includes 2.400 highly in-calf holstein heifers from Canada (by june 2009. all 2.4000 cows 
should be imported): This heifers produce 11.000 liters of milk per year  per cow, which means 
that this company by the year of 2010. will deliver 25 millions of liters of exceptional quality 
milk per year. In that way, BD Agro will solemnly become the biggest, controlled quality  milk 
farm in Serbia (only farm that gathers 2.400 cows in one place). 
       Agricultural company “Dragan Markovic”, Obrenovac. In this company most of 
the improvements are made on pig farm plan (farm “The Farmer”); cow farm is reorganized to 
function (cow farm “Mladost” and heifer farm “Orasac”). Benefit of the company is that there’s 
no redundant employees, and downsides are: (1) high investments are needed for replacement 
of  worn down machinery, (2) for equipping the cow farm  and also (3) a problem of poor soil 
quality (soil tillage and water-tightness) connected with crop production; with it’s crop 
production this company cannot supply with enough quantity of stock food; it’s debt to PK 
Beograd is 120.000.000 dinars (for business consolidation and production revitalization); the 
country invested 53.000.000 dinars from social help programs, and the subsidies are 
150.000.000 dinars. The company is awaiting auction privatization. 
      By consolidation plan constructed by The  Republic of Serbia Government and The  
PKB Corporation, significant results are accomplished in company’s revitalization. Repair of 
the mill and the bakery put them back into function again. Livestock food factory is in order and 
settles company’s needs, and part of the nutrition is for sale. On the pig farm “The Farmer” 
complete reconstruction and equipment repair were done. Milking factories “Mladost” and 
“Stubline” are as well under reconstruction and fulfilled with quality brood material from PKB. 
In farming production, first time after four years all the parcels are seeded. 

Total company debt is considerably lowered in reference to the state of the firm before 
temporary steps had been introduced. After completion of social program 315 workers stayed in 
the factory. Final works on pig and milking farm are in plan and calf fattening farm activation. It 
is essential to obtain farming machinery for crop production, boiler repairs, incubator purchase 
and similar, to completely capacitate the factory for individual functioning. In fruit farming, 
new seeding of cherries , apples and peaches are planned with final goal of total recovery of the 
company. 
  

 
2. Network economy 

 
Business networking has become an actual strategic need, new role-model of  

entrepreneurial behaviour and global mega-trend, that is based specially on pursuit for key 
competence of companies and efficiency of organizational-processing network, and includes 
acquireing of adjustable, synergistic and competitive organizational structure6. 

Key goal of business networking is based on realization of it's useful economical and 
organizational effect (direct and indirect ones). In literature it is explained through it's 
fundamental  principles of forming and functional specifics of it's existance, which reflects in 
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dynamic tendency to position oneself as good as possible and achieve  larger success on the 
market. In that sense, business networking esentially represents self-orgamized policentric 
structure orientated to particular tasks 
 and reposes on following principles: 

connecting compatible elitistic business partners, 
anti-bureaucracy and informality in business and partnership relations, 
decentralization of proxy and responsibility (“democratic hierarchy”), 
communicational-informative integration and synergism via highly sophisticated 
technologies, 
branched out and free character of networking, based on equality and independence, 
recognized time, based on consensus , 
coordination of unified cooperation, based on formulated rules, ambitious goals and 
developed control system, 
horizontal communication, 
dynamic adaptation ability, according to newly occurred problem situation,  
dynamic of business and organizational strategy, implementing institutes of “internal 
market” (of compensational character), knowledge expertness, innovative combining 
of control models, motivating entrepreneurs initiative… 
hybrid and non-traditional organizational structures, 
increase and growth “without borders”, overcoming organizational and business limits 
and differences among joining companies7. 
The practice has shown that  networking of organizational structures, business 

processes, scientific-research work and the such leads to key knowledge, skills and other 
advantages that are on the market valued as competitive.  Networked partners in business 
processes use together their key competences more and more so as to achieve faster, cheaper, 
more flexible, bigger result and result of higher quality by means of which competitive 
advantage on the global market is created.8According to that, there are some models of 
networking in further text.  These models contribute to widening of innovations and 
improvement of competitiveness of agro sector of Serbia. 
 
 

3. Business incubators 
 

The most important services that capacities for incubation supply include an organized 
approach to expertise, experiences, consultancy services, advising in tuition and key business 
nets and groups is also a significant element of these capacities.  The offer of rooms and these 
services to undertakers increases the probability of the success of the enterprise in relation to an 
enterprises that works independently:  researches within EU show that, death rate (during the 
first year of business) of the enterprises which started their work in business incubator is less 
than 15%, unlike the rest of the enterprises, where death rate is known to be even 50%.  The 
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incubator functions as a capacity into which enterprises go or go out of it, in other words, the 
stay of an enterprise in the incubator is limited (most often up to three years). 

Consultancy services of business incubators to members, but also to a wider local 
community are created in relation to shown needs, world practice of the functioning of business 
incubators, but also in relation to local specific quality.  They are significantly determined by 
available personnel, finances and technical equipment.  Consultancy services supplied by 
business incubator are vital for the development of the member enterprises, but also for the 
business incubator itself.  Also, they can be a source of supplying additional funds so as to 
diminish business incubator dependency on subsiding and donations and they can be of key 
importance for self-preservation.9  All consultancy services supplied by business incubator can 
be changed, hence some new ones can be added or some can be abolished, depending on the 
needs of the local community and the members of the incubator.  At the same time, the price of 
consultancy services can be changed depending on inflation rate, offer/demand expenses, but it 
should always be lower for the members in comparison to the market conditions and at the 
same time it should be structured in such way that they can provide enough income for the 
preservation of the incubator.  Adequate relation between the offered consultancy services and 
their price turns the business incubator into a very efficient means of local economic 
development.  

The majority of consultancy services should be included in the price of the 
membership fee for the enterprises members.  According to the report of European Commission 
``The Estimation of the Business Incubator`` (2002), ``the basic value of the functioning of the 
business incubator lies in the type and quality of the services of business support to clients.  
There are four key areas in that sense:  education of undertakers, business consulting, financial 
support and technological support``. 

The aim of business incubator has to be establishment of the structure and form that 
suits best to specific needs of the local and regional economy.  Still, they can not achieve 
economic development themselves.  Business incubators, be they within scientific-
technological parks or out of them, have to be a part of wider strategy or economic development 
programme which has to do with all dimensions of economic changes.  Namely, this 
particularly has to do with the economies in transition where incubators have proved to be most 
efficient within wider programmes for the development of sectors of small enterprises. 

 
 

4. Co-operatives 
 

From the aspect of available resources, organization, technique, technology and 
governing, it is assumed that the co-operative is more functional than family economies.  From 
the above mentioned reasons, viewing co-operatives of agricultural producers from such aspect 
would be significant, both in theory and in practice for the needs of planning and organization 
under different circumstances of decision-making.  For example, organizational model of the 
co-operative of agricultural producers should be organized in such a way that producers do not 
transport fruits from redemption station, but they should be able to surrender it directly from the 
yard.  Such concept imposes finding optimal fruits transport programme, with clearly defined 
                                                 
9 Support to the establishment of business incubators on the south of Serbia, The study of 
possibility of carrying out the project ``Business incubator in Vranje``, January 2006, The analysis 
was done by the team of experts of Timocki club, the leader of the team: Dragan Milutinovic 

quantities, from greater number of starting points to destinations.  The ultimate destinations can 
be refrigeration plants, some processing capacities or sales centers.  The number of starting 
points will depend on the number of fruit producers that are members of the co-operative, as 
well as on the number of locations and their planted fruits.  The optimal transport programme, 
which will enable efficient transport and distribution of products with rational use of the means 
of transport and lowest transport expenses, can be reached by applying methods of linear 
programming.10 

Judging from the mentioned reasons one of the tasks of co-operatives would also be 
defining models for planning transport organization on the scale of a part of business system 
that deals with the transport of products from producers to stock and processing capacities or 
sales centers. 

The mentioned goals recquire defining information needs and basis for making a 
mathematical model for planning transport organization.  This, among other things, includes 
determining of maximum possible volume of production of each member of co-operative, 
determining number and capacity of means of transport that co-operative has or possesses, or 
can use, determining stock, processing and sales capacities, determining mutual distance of all 
transport points and calculation of the expenses of transport per capacity unit.  

On the basis of the above mentioned parameters the following should be done:  
making a mathematical model for planning transport organization, setting logical model for 
planning transport organization, testing mathematical model on a sample of fictitious business 
system.  So as to reach the goal, it is necessary to realize several secondary goals and these are: 

Carrying out system analysis of the existing state of affairs in co-operatives of 
agricultural producers, with special emphasis on their production, organizational and 
ruling structure; 
Defining information need and basis for constructing model for needs of the 
organization and governing co-operatives of agricultural producers; 
Determining goals, criteria and parameters needed for defining models of co-operative 
of agricultural producers; 
Defining models of co-operative of agricultural producers on the basis of particular 
possible relations of production, organizational and governing structure;  
Carrying out comparative analysis of the defined model with the existing models of 
the functioning of co-operatives of agricultural producers; 
Examining possibilities and obstacles of implementation of the defined model under 
real circumstances; 
Testing of the model. 
 
 

5. Clusters 
 

Cluster uniting means co-operation and being connected ( by commonality and 
complementarity ) of members, their geographic or local boundaries, active canals for 
business transactions and communications, creating a mutual product and/or services or 
mutual solving of some need or a goal. 

There are several mutual elements in the way of functioning of the cluster: 
                                                 
10 Dimitrijevic, B., Ceranic, S., Rajic, Z., Djuric, D. (2006):  Organisational model of networking 
of fruit producers, Economy of agriculture, Topic number (13-67), Belgrade, p. 489. 
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1. Basic business doing – business doings that are leading participants of the 
cluster, and they most often bring the biggest incomes from the users that are out of the 
cluster. 

2. Support business doings– business doings that directly and indirectly help 
basic business doings of clusters.  In this category are suppliers of specialised machines, 
components, raw materials, as well as all other service companies including 
financial/broker companies and their capital, lawyers, designers, marketing and public 
relations.  These companies are mainly highly specialised and are placed near the 
companies that form basic business doings. 

3. Intellectual support infrastructure – in clusters that function supremely well, 
basic and support business doings do not work seperately.  In successful clusters many 
members of the local community take part.  Local schools, universities, polytechnical 
institutes, local trade and professional associations, centres for ecenomic development 
and many others that support the activities of the cluster.  Actually, they are key factors 
in clusters.  The quality of intellectual support infrastructure, as well as the degree of 
team work within it, form a very important factor in the development of any cluster. 

4. Physical support infrastructure –  is made of physical infrastructure:  roads, 
ports, managed landfills for clasic or specific waste, communicational connections and 
the such.  The quality of such infrastructure has to be at least on the same level as 
competitor`s one, even much better. 

 
 

Conclusion 
In Serbia has to be established the market mechanisms, which by technological 

and productive-economic bond of all participants in production process to final 
consumption markets, is provided. However, mostly the turnover has a monopoly, more 
conceived if the agricultural producers are un-organized and if not exist productive 
organizations – cooperative movements. Thereby, in global strategy of market 
mechanisms development should provide the unity of production/processing/turnover 
and final consumption markets. This should create bigger economic interest, though 
agricultural producers and all participants in the production would work and produce 
more quantitative and more qualitative.  

It is necessary to support the association and cooperation among agricultural 
producers, especially horizontal cooperation (for example, public grants which provide 
support to make the new cooperatives or productive associations, or training and 
seminars aiming to improve the culture of cooperation). Horizontal cooperation in 
agricultural production represents a vital need, though individual producers have no 
strenght neighter to negotiate efficently about prices and other conditions with big 
distributive companies, nor to invest in innovations and product quality, in order to 
increase personal competitiveness. Getting the agricultural producers into associations, 
the synergy in business and critical mass attaining in improving the negotiation aspect 
would be attained, influencing on improvement of agrarian competitiveness.  
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THE ROLE OF URBAN AGRICULTURE FROM ASPECT OF 
CITIES' SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

 
Abstract 

 
After the World War II, urbanization process in Serbia has been very 

dynamic. Illegal residential construction, especially in last two decades, has 
entailed also irrational transformation of agricultural land, which therefore set 
serious dilemmas ahead of the authorities. The urban agriculture is analyzed from 
the aspect of configuring the cities open spaces, where the brunt is on sustainable 
development and environment protection. This paper basic goal is to make 
perception of economic, social and ecological effects of urban agricultural 
production on improvement of life quality in the cities.  
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Introduction 
 

Sustainable development defines as „resources utilization in a way to provide 
satisfying the existing generation needs, without endanger of future generations 
capabilities to satisfy their own needs“ (WCED, 1987). In Rio de Janeiro, in 1992, took 
place UN Conference on environment protection and development, on which was 
adopted Action plan „Agenda 21“. With this Action plan was institutionalized the 
concept of sustainable development, reaffirming human right on health and productive 
life, in harmony with nature. The „Agenda 21“ gives recommendations for sustainable 
management of land, water and forest resources in 21st Century, while key role in 
realization of sustainable development concept have authorities on local level. The 
concept of sustainable development does the essence of developmental policy, as in EU, 
as well as in UN.  

National strategy of sustainable development of the Republic of Serbia is based on 
European principles, defined in Declaration on sustainable development from 
Johannesburg, Millennium goals of UN development and Strategy of EU sustainable 
development from Gothenburg. Basic priorities of the Serbian National strategy on 
sustainable development are protection and improvement of environment and rational 
utilization of natural resources, in order to realize the most favorable results in relation to 
environment protection and economic growth. They realize by including environment 
protection policy into sectoral developmental policy.  

Sustainable agricultural and rural development implies „management and 
preservation of natural resources and direction of technological and institutional changes 
in order to achieve continual satisfaction of current and future generations needs. Such 
sustainable development (in agriculture, forestry, fishery) implies preservation of land, 
water, plant and animal resources, and does not jeopardize environment, it is technically 
applicable, economically payable and socially acceptable“ (FAO, 1989). Special 
segment in the National strategy of the Republic of Serbia's sustainable development is 
dedicated to agriculture.  From that aspect, general goal of sustainable development is 
defined as creating the economically payable and ecologically acceptable agricultural 
production: 

1) adjusting the national regulations and actions in the filed of agriculture with 
legislature and practice in EU; 

2) motivating investments in order to reduce pollution in agriculture, preserve 
agro-diversity and bio-diversity in sensitive agro-ecological conditions, develop 
systems for animal welfare protection, reduce erosions and preserve/improve 
whole environment; 

3) increase surface under organic and other ecologically-acceptable systems of 
agricultural production;  

4) upraising and developing  the awareness of agricultural producers on 
environment problems, besides consideration of biodiversity protection and 
animal welfare principles; 

5) introducing codex of good agricultural practice. 

According to Draft of Development Strategy of the city of Belgrade in 2008, adjusted 
to strategic documents of the Republic of Serbia and the city of Belgrade, as general, 
long-term goal of agriculture development, has pointed out „harmonic connection of 
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productive, economic, ecological, landscape and socio-cultural functions of agricultural 
land and rural space in whole, parallel with gradual, but permanent improvement of 
agricultural population material position and improvement of standard and life quality in 
the village“ (overtaken from web-site http://www.beograd.org.rs). From aspect of 
sustainable development and environment protection of the cities, the urban agriculture 
has significant role.  

 
1. Characteristics of urban agriculture 

 
 The conception of urban agriculture implies plant growing and animal breeding for 
food and other needs, within cities and in their surroundings, like as related        
activities, i.e. production and supplying inputs, processing and placing the final products 
(overtaken from web-site http://www.ruaf.org/node/1564, RUAF - Resource Centres on 
Urban Agriculture and Food Security). The urban agriculture, depending on location and 
production system, is separated on:  

1) inter-urban agriculture, characterized by production of vegetables, flowers, 
mushrooms etc. for own needs and market sales on limited areas, or in small 
agricultural groups (homesteads, roofs and cellars of houses), predominantly 
located in the city centre (small economic, but significant social and ecological 
effects of production on life quality improvement in the cities); 

2) peri-urban agriculture is characterized by meat, milk, eggs, fruits, vegetable 
production, i.e. the production of high-profitable fresh food for supplying urban 
market, but also for export, on family husbandries and intensive farms, which 
are mostly located in peripheral city areas (market-oriented and intensive-
conventional agricultural production with significant economic, social and 
ecological effects on life quality improvement in the cities).  

The urban agriculture, especially in peripheral urban zones, has more important 
ecological, social and economic functions, than agriculture in rural areas. It is a complex 
system which encircles spectrum of interest, from traditional activities related to 
production, processing and marketing, to numerous interests and services which include 
vacation and recreation, development of entrepreneurship, improvement of health and 
welfare of an individual and the communities, preservation and improvement of 
environment and natural values. Urban agriculture contributes to:  

1) agro-food safety, food safety and quality; 
2) increase of income and employment and decrease of of poverty in local 

economy; 
3) preservation of natural resources and environment protection.  

Agricultural production in urban conditions faces with serious negative implications 
which include: 

1) ecological and health risks owing to possible application of inadequate agro-
technical measures; 

2) intensification of rivalry for land, water, energy and labour.  
Planned defining of Belgrade region, as a functional unity, toward standards of EU 

territorial nomenclature, was done by the Regional Space Plan of Belgrade 
Administrative Region. That region focus is strong, urban centre of Belgrade, 
surrounded by small urban and rural centers, with higher or lower level of economic 

autonomy. It is a complex and dynamic system, which encircles the city of Belgrade and 
17 city municipalities, and its boundaries overlap with existing definition of metropolitan 
region. In peri-urban area of the city of Belgrade exist certain specifications caused by 
ecological, social and economic conditions for agricultural production.  

Intensive urbanization process on area of the city of Belgrade has realized also 
through illegal residential construction, entailing also irrational transformation of 
agricultural land into constructive. Parallel with transformation problem of changing the 
land utility, there has come to overloading the infrastructural systems and environment 
endangering.  

Observing implications of these processes, there obtrudes a need of finding balance 
between requirement for agricultural land preservation and its utilization for other 
purposes. There should take care of total contribution of agriculture to city population 
life quality and their direct surroundings, during decision-making on agricultural land 
transformation for other purposes.  
 
 

2. Managing the development of urban agriculture 
 

Analysts and creators of spatial and agrarian policy in EU pay more attention to 
problem related to development of peri-urban agriculture, while it has significant 
economic effects and not less significant following economic and social effects, on life 
quality improvement in the cities. European economic and social committee gave its 
opinion in October 2004 that „peri-urban agricultural areas should include in areas on 
which there are no specific obstacles, and the agricultural activity should be continual in 
order to preserve and improve the environment condition, rural ambience sustainability, 
preservation of their tourist potential or to protect offshore areas“ (EESC, 2004). 

The committee also conceives that peri-urban zones should put in rank of European 
issues from social, political and administrative aspect and proposes to start general 
European action for preservation of agricultural production in these areas. The action 
should be directed to recognition of the values and functions of peri-urban agriculture, as 
well as long-term education, which would provide to each country initiation of 
appropriate regulations, in order to protect city environment and sustainable 
development on basis of mutual basic criteria.  

Providing dynamic and sustainable development of peri-urban agriculture and 
regions on which it is present, should be the result of a process in which local authorities 
have the key role, and they have to respect goals of mutual inter-municipalities 
cooperation and territorial cohesion. From that aspect, it is inevitable to form joint body 
on peri-urban area level, with agricultural producers, as basic representatives of 
agricultural sector interest, with the role of irremissible participants.  

 
In this body jurisdiction would be activities of protection, utilization and 

management of land. In such way, defined program partnership should determine 
development strategy of peri-urban agriculture, with clearly defined goals and expected 
results, by conducting rural-urban multi-sectors projects, based on sustainability 
principle.  
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transformation for other purposes.  
 
 

2. Managing the development of urban agriculture 
 

Analysts and creators of spatial and agrarian policy in EU pay more attention to 
problem related to development of peri-urban agriculture, while it has significant 
economic effects and not less significant following economic and social effects, on life 
quality improvement in the cities. European economic and social committee gave its 
opinion in October 2004 that „peri-urban agricultural areas should include in areas on 
which there are no specific obstacles, and the agricultural activity should be continual in 
order to preserve and improve the environment condition, rural ambience sustainability, 
preservation of their tourist potential or to protect offshore areas“ (EESC, 2004). 

The committee also conceives that peri-urban zones should put in rank of European 
issues from social, political and administrative aspect and proposes to start general 
European action for preservation of agricultural production in these areas. The action 
should be directed to recognition of the values and functions of peri-urban agriculture, as 
well as long-term education, which would provide to each country initiation of 
appropriate regulations, in order to protect city environment and sustainable 
development on basis of mutual basic criteria.  

Providing dynamic and sustainable development of peri-urban agriculture and 
regions on which it is present, should be the result of a process in which local authorities 
have the key role, and they have to respect goals of mutual inter-municipalities 
cooperation and territorial cohesion. From that aspect, it is inevitable to form joint body 
on peri-urban area level, with agricultural producers, as basic representatives of 
agricultural sector interest, with the role of irremissible participants.  

 
In this body jurisdiction would be activities of protection, utilization and 

management of land. In such way, defined program partnership should determine 
development strategy of peri-urban agriculture, with clearly defined goals and expected 
results, by conducting rural-urban multi-sectors projects, based on sustainability 
principle.  
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Integral sustainable development is provided by integration of measures and 
instruments of spatial and agro-economic character, which was extremely important for 
peri-urban areas, with the strongest rural-urban conflict in ecological, economic and 
social sphere and provided more complete use of supporting measures to agriculture and 
rural development. Mentioned conclusion is stated in the program PURPLE (Peri-Urban 
Regions PLatform Europe, overtaken from web-site http://www.purple-eu.org), EU 
network, which was established in 2004. It connects 13 European peri-urban regions and 
its basic tasks are: 

1) inclusion of peri-urban problems, as specific in EU policy of regional and 
agricultural/rural development, which should act complemetary in this field; 

2) inter-regional cooperation on plan of formulation and conduction of joint 
actions and projects.  

In Serbia, which is intensively engaged in process of EU accession, defining the 
strategy of sustainable agriculture development of the capital and its application in 
harmony with appropriate spatial and urban plans has special significance. On 
administrative area of the city of Belgrade, the Regional Spatial Plan, until 2011 anticipates 
absolute economic valorization of productive, market, ecological, tourist-recreational 
values, by determination of developmental priorities for specific agricultural areas.  

According to the Regional Spatial Plan of the city of Belgrade administrative area, as 
a basic strategic goal regarding land use is „preservation of qualitative agricultural land 
in closer and further surrounding of city core, as basic comparative advantage in relation 
to similar cities in Europe, which directly improve supply of the city with basic life food 
and influence on decrease of transportation costs“.  

Appropriate plan solutions for agricultural sector, according to the Regional Spatial 
Plan of the city of Belgrade administrative area, refer to:  

1) setting up the system of protection, utilization and improvement of agricultural 
land condition;   

2) stopping the uncontrolled intercession of arable land in non-agricultural 
purposes; 

3) decreasing the unfavourable influences of mining industry, energetics and other 
industrial activities development, on disposable areas and quality of agricultural 
land;  

4) improving organizational, technical-technological, ecological and economic 
conditions of agricultural production on family husbandries; 

5) setting up the system of ecological agriculture and more complete agro-
ecological and economic valorization of spatial differentiation of agricultural 
urban-rural regions.  

It is obvious that the documents in the field of spatial planning of the city of Belgrade, 
follow recommendations of European legislature in the filed of managing the peri-urban 
areas development. Just adopted „Strategy of agricultural development of the city of 
Belgrade until 2015“ (created by the Institute of Agricultural Economics from Belgrade 
and officially adopted in January 2009) should also contribute to this.  
 
 
 
 

Conclusions 
 

Urban agriculture, especially peri-urban agriculture, has the key role in planning, but 
also in management of transitional process toward multifunctional utilization of land and 
multifunctional role of agriculture, due to it takes care equally about global competitive 
production and local sustainable agriculture. It has significant economic, social and 
ecological effects on life quality improvement.   

Peri-urban agriculture contributes to protection of agro-environment, too, and 
therefore to city environment protection. It leads to maintenance of new balance in 
relation urban-rural environment, on basis of sustainable development concept.  

 
Major role in development of peri-urban agriculture have legal regulations, than 

mutual adjustment of spatial policy and agricultural development policy, as well as 
economic-financial and organizational measures/instruments, which directly or indirectly 
influence on utilization, organization of agricultural urban-rural space. In all that, the 
role of planned and organized access of local actors is indispensable.  
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Belgrade until 2015“ (created by the Institute of Agricultural Economics from Belgrade 
and officially adopted in January 2009) should also contribute to this.  
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ecological effects on life quality improvement.   
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BANKING AND CONSERVATISMS THAT SHOULD BE 
ABANDONED 

 

Abstract 
 

This paper examines the economic, psychological and social-behavioral 
theories of the banking in order to determine the characteristics of a successful 
entrepreneur. The major contribution of economic theories of the banking is better 
understanding of the entrepreneur and his/her role in economic development. The 
psychological characteristic theory banking argues that successful entrepreneurs 
possess certain personality traits that mark them out as special, and tries to 
determine and to evaluate these special traits. The social-behavioral theories 
stress the influence of experience, knowledge, social environment and ability to 
learn on the entrepreneur's success as well as his/her personality traits. Neither of 
the examined theories of entrepreneur gives a satisfactory explanation of the 
banking success, but taken as a whole, they can explain key factors of 
entrepreneur's success. The banking success comes about as a result of his/her 
personality traits, ability to learn from experience and ability to adjust to his/her 
environment. 

 

Key words: Banking; theories of the entrepreneur; personality traits of 
successful entrepreneurs; ability to learn. 
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Introduction 
 

Our previous education, upbringing and experience have created the wrong 
image about the concept of quality. Traditionally, there are these wrong concepts of 
quality, to say the least: 

quality is a luxury, 
quality goes without saying, 
quality is a purely technical question, 
quality is achieved by control. 
On the other hand, quality at the same time is not something we did not know 

about until now – we only did not assign it to that term. The concept of quality can be 
related to our specific activities and it represents: 

all that we intended to do, but we had no time to do it, 
all we did, but we do not apply it, 
all our creative thinking and 
all the values that we have or accomplish. 
Our attitude towards quality can be compared to a poor student’s attitude to 

exams. After never being able to start learning, a poor student decided to write a slogan 
on which to act. He wrote at the door of his cabinet: "I am beginning to learn from 
tomorrow". Every morning, when he awoke, he opened the cabinet door and read: "I am 
beginning to learn from tomorrow", and then as a sign of loyalty to his slogan he went 
back to bed and continued to sleep. 

 
 

The New Concept of Quality 
 
The new concept of quality represents the right tool for complete changes in the 

Bank. This paper will examine how some concepts of quality can be defined from the aspect 
of changes. Anyway, it is known that quality represents a positive concept of complete 
changes of the Bank. 

Improving the quality means changing the present situation for the better, and its 
characteristics are: 

completeness,  
systematization and 
durability. 
The fact is that the system of quality represents changes in the organization, 

documentation, processes and motivation of employees and that is an opportunity for changes 
in all of the features and parts of the Bank. TQM is a process of systematic, continual, 
complete but never completed changes in the direction of permanent improvements1. 

The most common problems encountered on the path of changes come from our 
mentality of performing all our undertakings completely differently and even that partially, 
through improvisation and in the short run. There is no job that we can not do and do it 
perfectly well, but only if we concentrate and use all our abilities. Then, we are able to do 

                                                           
1 Scott, J. A. 2004. “Small Business and Value of Community Financial Institutions” Journal of 
Financial Services Research 25: p.p.210-213. 
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Introduction 
 

Our previous education, upbringing and experience have created the wrong 
image about the concept of quality. Traditionally, there are these wrong concepts of 
quality, to say the least: 

quality is a luxury, 
quality goes without saying, 
quality is a purely technical question, 
quality is achieved by control. 
On the other hand, quality at the same time is not something we did not know 

about until now – we only did not assign it to that term. The concept of quality can be 
related to our specific activities and it represents: 

all that we intended to do, but we had no time to do it, 
all we did, but we do not apply it, 
all our creative thinking and 
all the values that we have or accomplish. 
Our attitude towards quality can be compared to a poor student’s attitude to 

exams. After never being able to start learning, a poor student decided to write a slogan 
on which to act. He wrote at the door of his cabinet: "I am beginning to learn from 
tomorrow". Every morning, when he awoke, he opened the cabinet door and read: "I am 
beginning to learn from tomorrow", and then as a sign of loyalty to his slogan he went 
back to bed and continued to sleep. 

 
 

The New Concept of Quality 
 
The new concept of quality represents the right tool for complete changes in the 

Bank. This paper will examine how some concepts of quality can be defined from the aspect 
of changes. Anyway, it is known that quality represents a positive concept of complete 
changes of the Bank. 

Improving the quality means changing the present situation for the better, and its 
characteristics are: 

completeness,  
systematization and 
durability. 
The fact is that the system of quality represents changes in the organization, 

documentation, processes and motivation of employees and that is an opportunity for changes 
in all of the features and parts of the Bank. TQM is a process of systematic, continual, 
complete but never completed changes in the direction of permanent improvements1. 

The most common problems encountered on the path of changes come from our 
mentality of performing all our undertakings completely differently and even that partially, 
through improvisation and in the short run. There is no job that we can not do and do it 
perfectly well, but only if we concentrate and use all our abilities. Then, we are able to do 

                                                           
1 Scott, J. A. 2004. “Small Business and Value of Community Financial Institutions” Journal of 
Financial Services Research 25: p.p.210-213. 
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wonders and impress the world with it. But when the tension goes down, because we 
improvised a lot and pushed “muscles” hard, everything returns to the beginning. 

It is often said that quality is a "marathon" and not a "sprint". It demands the 
application of a completely new style of work that requires patient investment of intelligent 
efforts in building the system in which we work. That attitude that quality means a change 
represents, on one hand, a chance to achieve other changes in the Bank by improving quality, 
but, on the other hand, it is a barrier because without establishing the process of changes there 
is no chance for a thorough quality improvement. 

The completion of these changes is similar to pushing a snowball up the hill. You 
start with a small ball, which increases to the point that you could be buried in snow, and the 
moment you pause a little, it starts going backwards. A lucky circumstance is that every hill 
has its top and its slope. When you push a snowball to the top of the hill, it turns into an 
avalanche down the other slope of the hill. Our goal is to turn a ball of quality into an 
avalanche of quality down the other side of the pyramid Bank management2. 

The first change that should be undertaken in the process of improving the quality is 
getting rid of the existing conservatism that we have concerning quality. Our previous 
explanation and experience give us the wrong and obsolete understanding of the notion of 
quality itself. This is a bigger problem than having a new concept which we do not have any 
knowledge about. To be able to accept the change that a new concept of quality brings, it is 
necessary first to get rid of the existing conservatisms about it. 

With regard to that, our attitude towards quality has a lot in common with the 
relationships we have to computers. We were taught to calculate and write in the traditional 
way, so the existence of a new device generates different types of opposition. A barrier called 
"computer" is hard to surpass for people who have a formed style of work. All possibilities 
that a computer offers seem illogical and burdening. It is a question of changing work habits. 
Today, in many of our managers’ offices, a computer is used more as an element of image 
and a decoration in the interior than it is truly put to use. On the other hand, when children get 
hold of a computer, they make wonders with it, for a simple reason that it is their first 
experience, they have no established position on how the problem can be solved in other 
ways. What are the conservatisms which we have to free ourselves from in order to accept 
the new concept of quality? 

Today, banks are in the midst of major changes of the way of competition in the 
global market. It leads to reengineering of the process and the reduction of costs. The systems 
of performance management are established in which the environment of a greater 
responsibility, authority and result measuring is created. Banks go a step further and become 
long-term devoted to continual improvements of quality, customer service, developing 
people and involving all the levels of the organization. They move quickly in order to design 
and implement strategies that enable them to maintain competitive advantage. But, in order to 
maximize their benefits out of these investments they have to learn how to adjust their 
leadership and ultimately all the employees with the new ways in which business is done. 
What are proved approaches which create synergy between what you need to change and 
how it should be accessed? What should the Bank do to ensure that the change is positive and 
long lasting? 

Creating a vision of what is possible to achieve gives people a purpose of their work 

                                                           
2 Saunders, A., Financial Institutions Management, Boston: Irwin-McGraw Hill, 1997. p. 78. 

which boosts their emotional commitment to put additional effort necessary for the 
implementation of the successful change. In order for the employees to see a direct link 
between what they do and the value which it has for the bank, they need to: 

understand how their contribution makes a difference in relation to the existing 
situation, 
understand what the world-class performance looks like, 
clearly understand their responsibilities and what others expect them to do, 
receive a clear, timely feedback information on their performance and tips on how 
to improve their skills. 
When one international Bank3 considered its competitive position it became clear 

that if they do not change the way of managing their own business very soon they will not 
have any business to manage. Key issues connected to the reduction of profit, the presence in 
the market, the quality of services that they provide for customers and market brand 
recognition were strong indicators that created the feeling of urgency to turn things round. 

Initially, an audit of all the services was conducted. Since all the offices worked 
independently, the ''free'' culture evolved. Each manager had a right to make decisions related 
to his region. Coordination of resources was not encouraged, there was no compliance with a 
standardized practice, continuous improvement was not a strategic imperative, raising 
awareness about the costs and innovation was not encouraged. After serious consideration it 
was noticed that people who occupied the key leadership positions did not pass through the 
process of development which would prepare them for the responsibility they had then. We 
can say that they ''did the best they could'', but that it was far from ''what was necessary to do''. 

Using the questions that are given below as a guide, they established the basis which 
helped make the vision and strategies to supported it, which was necessary to shape the future 
and to focus resources in the right way: 

Do we have a clear and widespread understanding of what certain activities will look 
like in the future? 
Do our reflectors throw ''light'' further into the future in comparison to our 
competition?  
Is our position clearly expressed and is it clearly reflected in the company's short-term 
priorities?  
To what degree is our vision of the future unique? 
Within the range of our activities, does competition look at us as at someone who 
accepts or imposes rules? 
To what degree do we define new ways of work, build new skills and set new 
standards of customer satisfaction? 
What percentage of our efforts for the implementation of changes focus on catching 
up with the competition in comparison to the percentage of efforts we invest in 
building our own advantages which are new in business? 
To which extent are we engineers who maintain the current state or architects who 
create the future? 
What is the balance among the employees with regard to the uncertainty and the 
hope? 
After the team of top managers of the already mentioned Bank established the new 
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wonders and impress the world with it. But when the tension goes down, because we 
improvised a lot and pushed “muscles” hard, everything returns to the beginning. 

It is often said that quality is a "marathon" and not a "sprint". It demands the 
application of a completely new style of work that requires patient investment of intelligent 
efforts in building the system in which we work. That attitude that quality means a change 
represents, on one hand, a chance to achieve other changes in the Bank by improving quality, 
but, on the other hand, it is a barrier because without establishing the process of changes there 
is no chance for a thorough quality improvement. 

The completion of these changes is similar to pushing a snowball up the hill. You 
start with a small ball, which increases to the point that you could be buried in snow, and the 
moment you pause a little, it starts going backwards. A lucky circumstance is that every hill 
has its top and its slope. When you push a snowball to the top of the hill, it turns into an 
avalanche down the other slope of the hill. Our goal is to turn a ball of quality into an 
avalanche of quality down the other side of the pyramid Bank management2. 

The first change that should be undertaken in the process of improving the quality is 
getting rid of the existing conservatism that we have concerning quality. Our previous 
explanation and experience give us the wrong and obsolete understanding of the notion of 
quality itself. This is a bigger problem than having a new concept which we do not have any 
knowledge about. To be able to accept the change that a new concept of quality brings, it is 
necessary first to get rid of the existing conservatisms about it. 

With regard to that, our attitude towards quality has a lot in common with the 
relationships we have to computers. We were taught to calculate and write in the traditional 
way, so the existence of a new device generates different types of opposition. A barrier called 
"computer" is hard to surpass for people who have a formed style of work. All possibilities 
that a computer offers seem illogical and burdening. It is a question of changing work habits. 
Today, in many of our managers’ offices, a computer is used more as an element of image 
and a decoration in the interior than it is truly put to use. On the other hand, when children get 
hold of a computer, they make wonders with it, for a simple reason that it is their first 
experience, they have no established position on how the problem can be solved in other 
ways. What are the conservatisms which we have to free ourselves from in order to accept 
the new concept of quality? 

Today, banks are in the midst of major changes of the way of competition in the 
global market. It leads to reengineering of the process and the reduction of costs. The systems 
of performance management are established in which the environment of a greater 
responsibility, authority and result measuring is created. Banks go a step further and become 
long-term devoted to continual improvements of quality, customer service, developing 
people and involving all the levels of the organization. They move quickly in order to design 
and implement strategies that enable them to maintain competitive advantage. But, in order to 
maximize their benefits out of these investments they have to learn how to adjust their 
leadership and ultimately all the employees with the new ways in which business is done. 
What are proved approaches which create synergy between what you need to change and 
how it should be accessed? What should the Bank do to ensure that the change is positive and 
long lasting? 

Creating a vision of what is possible to achieve gives people a purpose of their work 

                                                           
2 Saunders, A., Financial Institutions Management, Boston: Irwin-McGraw Hill, 1997. p. 78. 

which boosts their emotional commitment to put additional effort necessary for the 
implementation of the successful change. In order for the employees to see a direct link 
between what they do and the value which it has for the bank, they need to: 

understand how their contribution makes a difference in relation to the existing 
situation, 
understand what the world-class performance looks like, 
clearly understand their responsibilities and what others expect them to do, 
receive a clear, timely feedback information on their performance and tips on how 
to improve their skills. 
When one international Bank3 considered its competitive position it became clear 

that if they do not change the way of managing their own business very soon they will not 
have any business to manage. Key issues connected to the reduction of profit, the presence in 
the market, the quality of services that they provide for customers and market brand 
recognition were strong indicators that created the feeling of urgency to turn things round. 

Initially, an audit of all the services was conducted. Since all the offices worked 
independently, the ''free'' culture evolved. Each manager had a right to make decisions related 
to his region. Coordination of resources was not encouraged, there was no compliance with a 
standardized practice, continuous improvement was not a strategic imperative, raising 
awareness about the costs and innovation was not encouraged. After serious consideration it 
was noticed that people who occupied the key leadership positions did not pass through the 
process of development which would prepare them for the responsibility they had then. We 
can say that they ''did the best they could'', but that it was far from ''what was necessary to do''. 

Using the questions that are given below as a guide, they established the basis which 
helped make the vision and strategies to supported it, which was necessary to shape the future 
and to focus resources in the right way: 

Do we have a clear and widespread understanding of what certain activities will look 
like in the future? 
Do our reflectors throw ''light'' further into the future in comparison to our 
competition?  
Is our position clearly expressed and is it clearly reflected in the company's short-term 
priorities?  
To what degree is our vision of the future unique? 
Within the range of our activities, does competition look at us as at someone who 
accepts or imposes rules? 
To what degree do we define new ways of work, build new skills and set new 
standards of customer satisfaction? 
What percentage of our efforts for the implementation of changes focus on catching 
up with the competition in comparison to the percentage of efforts we invest in 
building our own advantages which are new in business? 
To which extent are we engineers who maintain the current state or architects who 
create the future? 
What is the balance among the employees with regard to the uncertainty and the 
hope? 
After the team of top managers of the already mentioned Bank established the new 

                                                           
3 Andre Bregan,     –   ,  ,  , 

. 13/2008, , . 2. 
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vision and directions of development, the teams whose task was to deal with items related to 
customer service and profit were formed. They created the strategic infrastructure whose aim 
was to assist in the identification of processes and activities that are necessary to support the 
initiative for change. Teams analyzed the actual and ideal data in order to isolate shortcomings 
and establish action plans that had the greatest potential to affect the necessary changes. This 
analysis initiated some future-oriented questions that even further purified their processes of 
change: 

What are the key competences that the Bank should develop? 
What new groups of users should we begin to understand? 
What new distribution channels are important for research? 
Which new research and development priorities should we concentrate on? 
Are we organized so that we meet the future demands on the issue of competitiveness 
in the best possible way? 
Are our systems and processes in compliance with the vision and strategy of our 
Bank? 
The implementation (conversion of strategy into reality) requires that everybody 

understands the exact way in which their contribution is important for the accomplishment of 
the overall vision4: 

Do people feel that the goal is feasible and challenging? 
Can the employees describe the nature of the connection between their contribution 
and the achievement of the goal? 
Do people feel that the goals are ''personalized'' for their work? 
Are the goals challenging? Do they focus everybody’s attention on the priority 
advantages and the abilities which should be built? 
Since the mentioned firm Bank identified the given items on which energy needed to 

be focused, the management determined that the three challenges are of a critical importance for 
their success in the short and long run: 

Turning around the trend which showed an increase in the number of regions in which 
they made deficits each year, 
Speeding up the process of development of the General Manager of the Bank in order 
to improve his knowledge and skills. In order to stay competitive, the Bank had to 
change the way of looking at the General Manager’s work and then to introduce the 
strategy of choice and development in order to reduce the time needed to prepare 
people for taking over the highest leadership positions in the Bank, 
The introduction of the process of choosing and improving staff on the basis of 
competence in order to improve the performance of the Bank in the future. 
Competencies are defined as those characteristics of a responsible person which allow 

the prediction of the performance of excellence in a particular job, role, organization or culture. 
Competencies define the difference between the best ones in the class and their average 
colleagues, that is, they distinguish '' the best from the rest''. And when the redesigned business 
processes and work activities are presented and implemented, it is necessary to define ''what the 
performance of excellence will look like'' while people try to accept new ways of doing things5. 
                                                           
4 Petersen, M. A., and R. G. Rajan, “The Effect of Credit Market Competition on Lending 
Relationships.” Quarterly Journal of Economics 110: p. 408., 1995. 
5 International Analysis of Community Banking and Economic Performance”, Journal of Financial 
Services Research, forthcoming, 2004., p.p.12-14. 

The above mentioned Bank initiated the following activities in order to create a climate in 
which people see the process of development as an opportunity to strengthen their leadership 
skills and adjust themselves better to the new vision and directions of development of the 
company: 

1. The work on the identification of requirements that leadership must meet so that the 
business in the future leads to success was initiated. 
What are the situations that managers must be prepared for to face in a successful 
way? 
In what way is the effective behavior in such situations harmonized with the new 
vision and directions of the development of the Bank? 
What skills, abilities and personal traits are necessary in order to predict a success 
when managers are found in these situations? 

2. The people who were occupying managerial positions at the time and who 
demonstrated resourcefulness in successfully coping with situations similar to those 
identified in the previous points were identified. 
The nominated people participated in comprehensive interviews to assess the way 
they ''overcame'' this critical situation and what it was that led to successful results. 
The information generated from the interviews was organized in ''frameworks'' of a 
leader-like behavior which described what the performance of excellence would look 
like in the future.  

3. The ''framework'' of a leader-like behavior, i.e. the competence, was integrated in a 
comprehensive development strategy which was called ''loyalty to the leadership'' in 
which all key managers participated during a period of 18 months. 
Participants received feedback information about the degree to which they 
demonstrated the critical competencies and were given tips on how to improve 
themselves. 
The participants had the opportunity to test and ''refine'' in practice skills that were 
necessary for success in the future. 
Participants set the goals of a change which were focused by the output measurements 
that were necessary in order to increase profit and improve customer service. 

4. Sessions lasting 6 months and repeated sessions after 12 months are organized in 
order to reinforce the initial learning and in order to follow improvements in the 
performance of different regions. 
Participants reported on the progress made in improving performance in their areas of 
responsibility.  
Participants described the ways in which they strengthened their specific leadership 
skills and what impact the improvements had on their operations. 
Participants received additional training on how to strengthen their leadership abilities, 
and then worked in small teams to further refine and developed their approaches. 

 
 

The result 
 
After one year, the Bank reported the following results: 
Improvements of the process were primarily focused on the implementation of the 
planned profit or its exceeding, and the goals set concerning the customers service 
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vision and directions of development, the teams whose task was to deal with items related to 
customer service and profit were formed. They created the strategic infrastructure whose aim 
was to assist in the identification of processes and activities that are necessary to support the 
initiative for change. Teams analyzed the actual and ideal data in order to isolate shortcomings 
and establish action plans that had the greatest potential to affect the necessary changes. This 
analysis initiated some future-oriented questions that even further purified their processes of 
change: 

What are the key competences that the Bank should develop? 
What new groups of users should we begin to understand? 
What new distribution channels are important for research? 
Which new research and development priorities should we concentrate on? 
Are we organized so that we meet the future demands on the issue of competitiveness 
in the best possible way? 
Are our systems and processes in compliance with the vision and strategy of our 
Bank? 
The implementation (conversion of strategy into reality) requires that everybody 

understands the exact way in which their contribution is important for the accomplishment of 
the overall vision4: 

Do people feel that the goal is feasible and challenging? 
Can the employees describe the nature of the connection between their contribution 
and the achievement of the goal? 
Do people feel that the goals are ''personalized'' for their work? 
Are the goals challenging? Do they focus everybody’s attention on the priority 
advantages and the abilities which should be built? 
Since the mentioned firm Bank identified the given items on which energy needed to 

be focused, the management determined that the three challenges are of a critical importance for 
their success in the short and long run: 

Turning around the trend which showed an increase in the number of regions in which 
they made deficits each year, 
Speeding up the process of development of the General Manager of the Bank in order 
to improve his knowledge and skills. In order to stay competitive, the Bank had to 
change the way of looking at the General Manager’s work and then to introduce the 
strategy of choice and development in order to reduce the time needed to prepare 
people for taking over the highest leadership positions in the Bank, 
The introduction of the process of choosing and improving staff on the basis of 
competence in order to improve the performance of the Bank in the future. 
Competencies are defined as those characteristics of a responsible person which allow 

the prediction of the performance of excellence in a particular job, role, organization or culture. 
Competencies define the difference between the best ones in the class and their average 
colleagues, that is, they distinguish '' the best from the rest''. And when the redesigned business 
processes and work activities are presented and implemented, it is necessary to define ''what the 
performance of excellence will look like'' while people try to accept new ways of doing things5. 
                                                           
4 Petersen, M. A., and R. G. Rajan, “The Effect of Credit Market Competition on Lending 
Relationships.” Quarterly Journal of Economics 110: p. 408., 1995. 
5 International Analysis of Community Banking and Economic Performance”, Journal of Financial 
Services Research, forthcoming, 2004., p.p.12-14. 

The above mentioned Bank initiated the following activities in order to create a climate in 
which people see the process of development as an opportunity to strengthen their leadership 
skills and adjust themselves better to the new vision and directions of development of the 
company: 

1. The work on the identification of requirements that leadership must meet so that the 
business in the future leads to success was initiated. 
What are the situations that managers must be prepared for to face in a successful 
way? 
In what way is the effective behavior in such situations harmonized with the new 
vision and directions of the development of the Bank? 
What skills, abilities and personal traits are necessary in order to predict a success 
when managers are found in these situations? 

2. The people who were occupying managerial positions at the time and who 
demonstrated resourcefulness in successfully coping with situations similar to those 
identified in the previous points were identified. 
The nominated people participated in comprehensive interviews to assess the way 
they ''overcame'' this critical situation and what it was that led to successful results. 
The information generated from the interviews was organized in ''frameworks'' of a 
leader-like behavior which described what the performance of excellence would look 
like in the future.  

3. The ''framework'' of a leader-like behavior, i.e. the competence, was integrated in a 
comprehensive development strategy which was called ''loyalty to the leadership'' in 
which all key managers participated during a period of 18 months. 
Participants received feedback information about the degree to which they 
demonstrated the critical competencies and were given tips on how to improve 
themselves. 
The participants had the opportunity to test and ''refine'' in practice skills that were 
necessary for success in the future. 
Participants set the goals of a change which were focused by the output measurements 
that were necessary in order to increase profit and improve customer service. 

4. Sessions lasting 6 months and repeated sessions after 12 months are organized in 
order to reinforce the initial learning and in order to follow improvements in the 
performance of different regions. 
Participants reported on the progress made in improving performance in their areas of 
responsibility.  
Participants described the ways in which they strengthened their specific leadership 
skills and what impact the improvements had on their operations. 
Participants received additional training on how to strengthen their leadership abilities, 
and then worked in small teams to further refine and developed their approaches. 

 
 

The result 
 
After one year, the Bank reported the following results: 
Improvements of the process were primarily focused on the implementation of the 
planned profit or its exceeding, and the goals set concerning the customers service 
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made savings of over 9 million dollars. 
Key managers who rigorously applied what they had learned from the ''commitment 
to leadership'' submitted reports about having healthier organizational climate unlike 
those who have not demonstrated the same level of leadership changes. 
Those units in which the organizational climate significantly improved submitted 
reports on higher gains related to profit and customer service unlike those where the 
organizational climate remained the same or was violated. In accordance with this, in 
parts of the Bank where the climate was the healthiest, recommendations and the 
work of teams for improving the process were more eagerly accepted, and based of 
them actions were undertaken, as opposed to those parts in which the organizational 
climate remained static. 

 
 

Conclusion 
 

The Bank began integrating items related to the improvement of processes and items 
related to the development of people, which created a framework for: 

Defining the characteristics of behavior that lead to the best performance. What are the 
determinants for the current and the future success in the organizational culture? Who 
are those who show exceptional performance? What is considered to be the 
exemplary reputation?  
Assessing the level of skills and identifying those people who are willing to accept 
greater responsibility and those who need further development. 
The introduction of the programs of training and development which increase the 
competence and the resulting skills through a wide range of activities. 
Designing the training plan that strengthens the key strategy of development and 
which is in compliance with the priorities of improving performances. 
Ensuring that the process of development is reviewed in the way that, for example, the 
timely selection and promotion of qualified candidates onto the critical positions in the 
organization is carried out. 
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REALISTIC POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITS OF INFORMATION 
SUPPORT MANAGEMENT IN LOGISTICS 

Abstract 
 

Several decades ago logistical computer programs were offered on the market. 
They must meet the needs of operational management with the ability to foresee 
effects of their business ventures, in which flow of data and direction of 
management are systematized and automated in business logistics. Even many 
years ago, the success of these measures was undeniable. This success is due as 
well to the efficiency predicted by logistical computer programs. Two totally 
opposite theses dominate the discussion, and at the same time, illuminate the space 
between them:  

There is not only ONE satisfactory logistical computer program 
EVERY logistical computer program is good1 

Operational investigations of these facts lead to interesting, but sometimes raw 
results.  Accordingly, it is completely clear that it is possible to come to opposing 
conclusions depending on one’s point of view. Namely, the first thesis pushes the 
limits of logistical computer program. The second thesis covers measurable factors 
of business success. A short review of the history of data processing makes it 
possible, through historical connections, to understand the realistic limits and 
productive possibilities of logistical computer programs. 

These investigations consider both individual and standard computer 
programs, but by choosing the logistical type, one argument takes only standard 
software into account. 

 
Key words: business logistics, logistical computer programs, effectivness, 

efficiency. 
 
Jel classification: L63, O31 
. 
 

1. A look at the history and origin of logistical 
computer programs 

          
The breakthrough of computer programs used for business logistics occurred during 

the 1950s: as an unnecessary “direction” of computer programs, one can already speak in any 
case about data on information transfers. IBM „International Business Machines“ were the 
dominant company of the day.2 
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2  Martin (2004) 
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made savings of over 9 million dollars. 
Key managers who rigorously applied what they had learned from the ''commitment 
to leadership'' submitted reports about having healthier organizational climate unlike 
those who have not demonstrated the same level of leadership changes. 
Those units in which the organizational climate significantly improved submitted 
reports on higher gains related to profit and customer service unlike those where the 
organizational climate remained the same or was violated. In accordance with this, in 
parts of the Bank where the climate was the healthiest, recommendations and the 
work of teams for improving the process were more eagerly accepted, and based of 
them actions were undertaken, as opposed to those parts in which the organizational 
climate remained static. 

 
 

Conclusion 
 

The Bank began integrating items related to the improvement of processes and items 
related to the development of people, which created a framework for: 

Defining the characteristics of behavior that lead to the best performance. What are the 
determinants for the current and the future success in the organizational culture? Who 
are those who show exceptional performance? What is considered to be the 
exemplary reputation?  
Assessing the level of skills and identifying those people who are willing to accept 
greater responsibility and those who need further development. 
The introduction of the programs of training and development which increase the 
competence and the resulting skills through a wide range of activities. 
Designing the training plan that strengthens the key strategy of development and 
which is in compliance with the priorities of improving performances. 
Ensuring that the process of development is reviewed in the way that, for example, the 
timely selection and promotion of qualified candidates onto the critical positions in the 
organization is carried out. 
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IBM was founded by the American company „Hollerith“. In the second decade of the 20th 
century made a system, which was used for classifying census data of the U.S. population. First 
it began on electric and later electronic regulatory circles. From this, we have the origins the 
idea of electronic data processing (EDP). The main focus was on the so called “drilled card”.
This kind, for information encoded on the “drilled card”, was included with the machines, in 
order to laminate and load them – a remarkable invention.  

In essence, each byte, or letter, number or special character, is determined by a unique 
sequence of drills in six positions. Two places, “drilled” and “undrilled”, form a classic unit of 
information, having two values (0 and 1) named “bit”. 6 bits represent 2 (6) [two to the sixth 
power] = 64 possible combinations and 64 different signs. In that number the directive sign to 
the place of processing must be found. Meanwhile, the need to quickly and reliably process a 
large amount of data arises at the very beginning. This enormous time savings led to an intense 
growth in manufacturing and finally to a new industrial revolution. In subsequent decades the 
idea was perfected. In that way, code sign grew from 6 to 7 or 8 bits or 256 possible 
combinations per bit, in order to include a lowercase letter or special character. After the double 
valued condition, the remaining free space on a card is transferred to a magnetic tape or 
magnetic disk. Because of that, appropriate machines were developed for printing and reading. 
  Since the introduction of electronic data processing at the beginning of 20th century, 
the amount of data processed, has increased dramatically as has the speed at which data is 
processed. But the same logical principle of presentation and data processing remains, as well as 
suppositions to support the information of management of an attractive information system.3 

These elements are crucial to understanding the possibilities and limits of data 
processing. 

Beginning with this not particularly clever idea, and the business savvy of its founder, 
IBM had a long-lasting monopoly on the commercial implementation of this technology. 
Meanwhile, the original computer programs, intended for business logistics, came from IBM. 
Namely, COPICS (communication – oriented production information and control system) gets 
its name from a computer program designed in the 1960s.4 This program experienced further 
development after a long period of time. That kind of computer program was developed for the 
needs of the large industrial companies of the day in the areas of machine building and road 
vehicle production. 
Lastly, IBM was, in this area as well, the only multinational producer of large-scale computer 
systems. 
 
 

2. Realistic possibilities and limits of information 
support management 

 

The problem in business logistics supported by IT, often lies in interdependent ways 
of behavior relating to possibilities and limits of computer programs intended to solve problems 
business logistics.  

The cause of this expected interdependent behavior is in its abbreviated form 
“MPPS,” which stands for management of production, planning and scheduling, but also in the 
idea “MPPS system,” meaning Management of production, planning and scheduling system.  
                                                 
3 Pfohl (2004) 
4 Martin (2004) 

 

Both are used for business tasks of management (planning and scheduling), but also 
for supporting computer programs. This dual meaning is expressed by the abbreviation 
“MFMC” (Management of functional marketing channels), meaning “MSFMC” (Management 
system of functional marketing channels). This kind of issue is identified by the abbreviation 
APS (Advanced planning and scheduling), meaning APS system.5 

One fact about one system does not necessarily correspond with a fact about another. 
Meanwhile, mixing them together one can realize realistic possibility, which often goes unnoticed, 
but often specific alternatives to positive or negative perspective on some event. In further research 
on the topic of information support, the idea of “computer program” will be used. 

In fact, the letters in the abbreviations “MPPS” or “MFMC” or “APS” can be understood 
through the prism of information support, therefore computer program. In case of a 
misunderstanding among the users of that computer program, although such a 
misunderstanding could be desired, could raise many questions. The point is: 

The first two letters “MP” in the abbreviation “MPPS” or “MF” in “MFMC” are now 
briefly explained. Namely, computer program “MPPS”, in both current business, and 
public use, is not only concerned with characteristics of manufacturing. It deals with much 
more the entire system of logistics, from marketing, positioning, production, through 
marketing acquisition. In that way new requests are made from the areas of returns and 
processing. Only in this way, certain business functions become business logistics and not 
only manufacturing. For this reason, business logistics computer programs are discussed in 
the everyday business world, which is considered important information support in data 
processing and management of information in business logistics. Among other things, 
nowadays an MPPS computer program is not based on the same MRPII computer 
program. It includes time, variant and process oriented conception as well as the MRPII 
conception in different products. In a similar way, an “MFMC” computer program deals 
with management characteristics of functional marketing channels. 

The second letter, “P,” in MPPS and APS corresponds to “planning;” or MPPS 
meaning ERP – computer program, as well as MEKM meaning APS – computer program 
in the narrowest sense of the word. It only deals with planning support. “P” refers to 
available components and capacities during a given period of time. Because of that, 
planning comes first (e.g. measures for changes in surpluses, capacities and order forms). 
All attempts at those planning procedures – e.g. by computer programs designed for 
simulation – input into a computer, but they are considered inadequate for everyday 
problems that a company faces making decisions – precisely because it does not satisfy all 
the parameters of planning or those parameters are not dominant on the axis of time. 

The letter “S” in MPPS and APS stands for scheduling; or scheduling in MPPS, that is 
- the  ERP computer program, but also in the MFMC and in APS in the narrowest sense of 
the word. In the best case scenario, this represents an illustration of the current status of 
order fulfillment in different areas of the company and offers an examination of 
scheduling, that is, the regulation of status and flows. Accordingly, the management 
structure of the company is required to use the relevant scheduling. Marketing positioning, 
manufacturing and marketing acquisitions in the manufacturing and service sectors can not 
be placed under the control of one manager or system of realization. Namely, managers 
and operators are located in the space between, whose behavior you can not always predict 

                                                 
5 Gudhus  (2003) 
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IBM was founded by the American company „Hollerith“. In the second decade of the 20th 
century made a system, which was used for classifying census data of the U.S. population. First 
it began on electric and later electronic regulatory circles. From this, we have the origins the 
idea of electronic data processing (EDP). The main focus was on the so called “drilled card”.
This kind, for information encoded on the “drilled card”, was included with the machines, in 
order to laminate and load them – a remarkable invention.  

In essence, each byte, or letter, number or special character, is determined by a unique 
sequence of drills in six positions. Two places, “drilled” and “undrilled”, form a classic unit of 
information, having two values (0 and 1) named “bit”. 6 bits represent 2 (6) [two to the sixth 
power] = 64 possible combinations and 64 different signs. In that number the directive sign to 
the place of processing must be found. Meanwhile, the need to quickly and reliably process a 
large amount of data arises at the very beginning. This enormous time savings led to an intense 
growth in manufacturing and finally to a new industrial revolution. In subsequent decades the 
idea was perfected. In that way, code sign grew from 6 to 7 or 8 bits or 256 possible 
combinations per bit, in order to include a lowercase letter or special character. After the double 
valued condition, the remaining free space on a card is transferred to a magnetic tape or 
magnetic disk. Because of that, appropriate machines were developed for printing and reading. 
  Since the introduction of electronic data processing at the beginning of 20th century, 
the amount of data processed, has increased dramatically as has the speed at which data is 
processed. But the same logical principle of presentation and data processing remains, as well as 
suppositions to support the information of management of an attractive information system.3 

These elements are crucial to understanding the possibilities and limits of data 
processing. 

Beginning with this not particularly clever idea, and the business savvy of its founder, 
IBM had a long-lasting monopoly on the commercial implementation of this technology. 
Meanwhile, the original computer programs, intended for business logistics, came from IBM. 
Namely, COPICS (communication – oriented production information and control system) gets 
its name from a computer program designed in the 1960s.4 This program experienced further 
development after a long period of time. That kind of computer program was developed for the 
needs of the large industrial companies of the day in the areas of machine building and road 
vehicle production. 
Lastly, IBM was, in this area as well, the only multinational producer of large-scale computer 
systems. 
 
 

2. Realistic possibilities and limits of information 
support management 

 

The problem in business logistics supported by IT, often lies in interdependent ways 
of behavior relating to possibilities and limits of computer programs intended to solve problems 
business logistics.  

The cause of this expected interdependent behavior is in its abbreviated form 
“MPPS,” which stands for management of production, planning and scheduling, but also in the 
idea “MPPS system,” meaning Management of production, planning and scheduling system.  
                                                 
3 Pfohl (2004) 
4 Martin (2004) 

 

Both are used for business tasks of management (planning and scheduling), but also 
for supporting computer programs. This dual meaning is expressed by the abbreviation 
“MFMC” (Management of functional marketing channels), meaning “MSFMC” (Management 
system of functional marketing channels). This kind of issue is identified by the abbreviation 
APS (Advanced planning and scheduling), meaning APS system.5 

One fact about one system does not necessarily correspond with a fact about another. 
Meanwhile, mixing them together one can realize realistic possibility, which often goes unnoticed, 
but often specific alternatives to positive or negative perspective on some event. In further research 
on the topic of information support, the idea of “computer program” will be used. 

In fact, the letters in the abbreviations “MPPS” or “MFMC” or “APS” can be understood 
through the prism of information support, therefore computer program. In case of a 
misunderstanding among the users of that computer program, although such a 
misunderstanding could be desired, could raise many questions. The point is: 

The first two letters “MP” in the abbreviation “MPPS” or “MF” in “MFMC” are now 
briefly explained. Namely, computer program “MPPS”, in both current business, and 
public use, is not only concerned with characteristics of manufacturing. It deals with much 
more the entire system of logistics, from marketing, positioning, production, through 
marketing acquisition. In that way new requests are made from the areas of returns and 
processing. Only in this way, certain business functions become business logistics and not 
only manufacturing. For this reason, business logistics computer programs are discussed in 
the everyday business world, which is considered important information support in data 
processing and management of information in business logistics. Among other things, 
nowadays an MPPS computer program is not based on the same MRPII computer 
program. It includes time, variant and process oriented conception as well as the MRPII 
conception in different products. In a similar way, an “MFMC” computer program deals 
with management characteristics of functional marketing channels. 

The second letter, “P,” in MPPS and APS corresponds to “planning;” or MPPS 
meaning ERP – computer program, as well as MEKM meaning APS – computer program 
in the narrowest sense of the word. It only deals with planning support. “P” refers to 
available components and capacities during a given period of time. Because of that, 
planning comes first (e.g. measures for changes in surpluses, capacities and order forms). 
All attempts at those planning procedures – e.g. by computer programs designed for 
simulation – input into a computer, but they are considered inadequate for everyday 
problems that a company faces making decisions – precisely because it does not satisfy all 
the parameters of planning or those parameters are not dominant on the axis of time. 

The letter “S” in MPPS and APS stands for scheduling; or scheduling in MPPS, that is 
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or simulate. Such an obvious lack of managers and operators as a factor in manufactoring 
is on the other hand a kind of advantage. On the other hand, such a flexible and 
autonomous automated system of scheduling can not be created to suit the abilities and 
possibilities of qualified upper-level management. 
Both previous facts, meaning capability of planning and scheduling of marketing 

positioning, production and marketing acquisitions, correspond with the use of computer 
programs, as well as with the use of the entire business logistics computer program. What is 
achieved by this in reaction to the influence of business logistics computer program during the 
realization of the company’s goal system? The goal system appears in the following illustration, 
at the same time it is also shown which goals can be considered by the introduction of business 
logistics computer program. It shows how powerful the influence of the business logistics 
computer program can be on the realization of a determined goal system, both for basic or 
particular goals. 
 

Table 1: The influence of a business logistics computer program on the extent of goal 
system realization of a company6 

Potential goal strategy Influence (*) 
Quality as a part of a goal 
Improving inspection of products, processes and 
organization                  ++ 

Improving product quality + 
Improving process quality + 
Improving organizational quality + 
Business expenses as a part of a goal 
Improving the background of calculation and account ++ 
Reducing administrative business expenses ++ 
Reduction of warehouse surpluses and activity + 
Increasing the usage of capacity + 
Delivery as a part of a goal 
Shortening the time period of data flow and 
scheduling ++ 

Shortening the time period of turnover of materials 
and products + 

Increasing delivery levels      + 
Increasing the level of delivery examination or the 
potential for shortening delivery time                             + 

Flexibility as a part of a goal 
Increasing flexibility, included as a partner in a 
logistics network   + 

Increasing flexibility in realization of customers’ 
interests + 

Increasing flexibility for potential business growth + 
 
(*) The influence of a business logistics computer program on a strategic goal: 

++ strong/immediate 
 + partial/average/potential 

                                                 
6 Jonsson (2008) 

 

 
When considering the degree of influence that a business logistics computer 

program has on different components of goal systems, it can be seen that precisely these 
goals, which lead to the realization of a company’s business, can only have a partial 
influence with the help of a business logistics computer program. 

It is a matter of: 
Quality: the implementation of a business logistics computer program gives an 

advantage that a company must keep watch over its product, but also key processes 
explicitly in data source, e.g. a list of items, business plans, data sources of network 
of technology and logistics. Thus, products, processes and organization are 
conspicuous reviewable for all cooperators. Meanwhile, that only helps improve 
their quality and in this way, quality is partially influenced. Quality of products, 
process and organization is prone to change based on the construction and 
development of product, the choice of infrastructure of production, cooperators and 
partners in a business logistics network. 

Business expenses: Reduction of surpluses in warehouse and in process, but an 
increase of a usage of capacities, leads to conflicts in goal system. Meanwhile, 
computer programs are not able to solve these conflicts, but this makes them faster 
and more understandable to a larger number of cooperators. As previously stated, 
planning, decision making and special scheduling can not be transferred to a 
computer program.  
The influence of a computer program, based on calculations and accounts, is caused 

by the input of precise and complete coverage sources of data and forms. Thanks to this 
it is immediate. The reduction of business expenses at the administrative level is founded 
on automated transfers. In any case, it is a matter of immediate distribution by a 
computer program. 

On this occasion, again it is important to emphasize that surpluses and the greatest 
possible usage of influence comes from a macro-economic environment, e.g. the position 
of marketing acquisitions and competitive capabilities of the large structure of a national 
economy. Such a possible use of business logistics is met by the following conditions: 

Delivery: information about forms in operation or surpluses can be obtained 
very quickly and from all participants. Business logistics computer program 
immediately shortened the time necessary for data transfer and scheduling. 
Meanwhile, practical examples often argumentatively show that that is not 
recognizable without certain conditions as well as during material and data transfer. 
An illustrative example is when in a few seconds one could conclude where a 
specific form is located at a given moment, directly, in a section. During 
investigation, the information is shown as accurate and timely. But, on the other 
hand, are goods, as desired low value, after service staff was not organized. Because 
of all of these things, a consensus can not be reached. Total time savings of 
transfers, as well as strategic options and degree of reliability of delivery, must be 
defined in business organization first. Firstly, in this way the confidence in 
reliability of delivery is increased – and it is not only shown in a computer program, 
but also in reality. Accordingly, the effect of a computer program is immediately 
seen when delivery time is in question. 
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Flexibility: under today’s economic conditions, the first aspect of flexibility can 
be seen in a business logistics computer program, so it is in a condition to 
effectively lead to an identical group of products with rich variation. A realistic 
assumptions means that relationships with customers could be flexible. The 
potential of flexibility is present even now as in the case of quality, with the help of 
construction and a planning process and infrastructure of manufacturing and, on the 
other hand, with the help of a business logistics computer program.  
This, in general, is valid for the second aspect of flexibility as well, and the use of 

business possibilities. A computer program quickly and comprehensively provides 
information about a need and possibilities, starting with the current position of a 
company. But only in special cases can it help users of the program when making 
decisions about realizing business possibilities: is it used flexibly by the users and do 
users represent a flexible area of use, firstly it is recognized in a qualification of users, 
but in planning infrastructure of manufacturing as well. 

Based on the situation in the previous illustration, the following conclusion can be 
reached: 

A business logistics computer program supports components of management, 
planning and scheduling business design effects with information technology. After all, a 
business logistics computer program presents, in most cases with good success, products 
and its process of marketing acquisition (manufacturing and acquisition), marketing 
positioning, but as well as forms management, and it also serves the administration and 
accounts preparation. 

Finally, a business logistics computer program presents the connection between 
people, although by information. The main assumption is that a large amount of people 
are very well educated and that these people have enough time at their disposal for this 
purpose, so that they would be able to understand what a business logistics computer 
program does, and also potential manual operation. 

The implementation of a business logistics computer program is effective if 
human abilities are not fully utilize, e.g. because of: 

Increased complexity of products and their mixture, 
A large amount of data and form frequency (or processes), 
The great demand for speedy administrative processes.  
The fact is undeniable: therefore, that a business logistics computer program 

can still show this and because of that electronic database is addressed from the basic 
idea, namely quick and reliable processing a large amount of data. The implementation 
of a business logistics computer program is not a business task of “logistics”, therefore 
the systematic and the systematization. They are based on current process of automation. 
Many people expect it to be simply accepted, in order to avoid all potential uncertainties. 
The introduction of a business logistics computer program does not automatically lead to 
effective and efficient strategic alternatives. The productive introduction of business 
logistics computer programs is often includes implementation propulsive 
systematization. 

The reliable choice of manufacturing infrastructure, together with appropriate 
choice of business logistics, contributes to a mixture of capacities, frequency and 
demands for speed. In many cases the support of information technology is necessary to 

 

facilitate data transfer and management with business logistics computer program, so it 
is really a matter of enforcement. 

The degree of influence on a company’s designed goal system remains the same 
for all business logistics computer programs. Therefore, that will not be obtained by 
using one specific type of program, nor can this be put into operation by the 
implementation of some other operation. In case of failure, one must search for the 
causes in a computer program, following only a dynamic thesis that there are not 
“enough types of these programs” – the realization that responsibilities lie outside of the 
company is a welcome one. 
 

Conclusion
 

Research results clearly show that acceptance and the scope of introduction of 
business logistics computer programs, as characteristics of computer programs in 
general, are less crucial with the exception of two things: there must be a conviction that 
the program is suitable for personal use and that, above all, it is in condition to provide 
personal autonomy in the performance of tasks. In this context, the emphasis is placed on 
the quality of project management.7 On the other hand, there exist suppositions that 
different business logistics computer programs are publicly accepted and realized, which 
again confirms the expression “every business logistics computer program is good”. The 
focal point of this thesis is at the centre of the interests of scientific and expert 
communities, which dedicate time to this type of computer program every day. It is not a 
matter of unconditional satisfaction, who considers this type of computer program a 
secondary interest.    
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COMMUNICATION AS A FOUNDATION OF BUSINESS 
CULTURE 

 

Abstract 
 

The work indicates the missing skills and knowledge in the scope of business 
communication in marketing. It is shown why a constant process of learning in this 
domain is important for the survival, growth and development of marketing for the 
trade business of a company. 

Modern courses of trade business of a company and the role of marketing in 
this part of our economy are analyzed and explained in small detail. The research 
shows how better results in business can be attained by applying modern business 
communication. It also shows that our society, the actors of the economic system, 
educational and scientific institutions still do not pay enough attention to this very 
important segment of economy.  

 
Key words: communication, competitive position, competition, consumer, 

influential factors, attitudes. 
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Introduction 
 
Communication is the basic social relationship that a man establishes with the 

birth itself. This two-way, dynamic relationship is constantly changing and improving, 
both in terms of communicated content and in terms of ways of using resources and 
media that are available. The process of people understanding each other in a society in 
different areas of social practice takes place through communication. The core of the 
communication process is the information content, that is, information from the specific 
field of social practice. Exchange of information establishes social relations. Through the 
content of communication process mutual influences, different interactions between 
people are accomplished, thus directing the individual or group behavior in the direction 
of the set aims1. 
 

 
1. General Characteristics of Communication 

 
Communicology is a young scientific discipline, constituted in the 1950s. The 

term "communication" comes from the Latin word "communicare" which means to talk, 
to get to understand, agree, argue, make up something, advise... Communication 
indicates a two-way process in which information is exchanged between at least two 
participants. Once established, it can last for ever, because the roles of a communicator 
and a recipient constantly alternate, so it is said that communication is a two-way 
process. Through the process of communication an individual, a group or a company can 
maintain a constant interaction with the environment can inform or influence it, focusing 
it on a specific action. 

The first theoretical considerations of the communication process date as far 
back as the ancient times. Aristotle was the first thinker who was focused on studying 
this issue. In his work The Rhetoric he gives three basic elements of communication 
process, which make the starting points of modern Communicology. These are: the 
speaker, the speech and the audience. Aristotle’s chart of the verbal communication 
process is the first explanation of these complex issues. 

Communication can be defined as: an activity through which information 
content is transmitted among people, between people and resources, as well as among 
the means, directly or indirectly. This creates the impact, the interaction, which is in the 
base of regulating social relations in different fields and at different levels of social 
organization and practice. 

The essence of communication represents the establishment of relations, 
connections, through the content of information, ideas or images, whether it occurs 
through interpersonal communication (face to face) or group communication (mass 
communication, in which the recipient is an individual in the mass audience)2. In other 
words, communication is the process of information exchange among people. However, 

                                                 
1 . , “  :   :      

”,  , , 1988,  39. 
2 Michael Levy, Barton Weitz, “Retailing Management”, McGraw-Hill, Irwin, fifth edition, 2004. 
p. 109. 
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only today we can talk precisely about communicology, as of a scientific discipline 
which has a clearly defined subject of study (information and information flows), 
elements of communication process, differentiated relationship between the meaning of 
information and communication, formed principles upon which the achievement of its 
functions is made, as well as the understanding of factors that influence the 
establishment and development of communication process. 

 
 

2. Types of Communication 
 
The way of delivering a message is the basic criterion for the classification of 

communication. According to this, communication is divided into direct or personal 
communication and indirect or mass communication. 

Direct communication is the most basic form of communication. It takes place 
directly, face to face, and at which point the author and the recipient of the message 
alternate positions. With this form of communication there is great effectiveness, 
because the information is not lost, because in direct contact it is possible to immediately 
eliminate misunderstanding, use gesture, mime, prior knowledge about the collocutor 
and the like. Because of its specific characteristics direct communication has certain 
advantages, but also some shortcomings. The main objection to this form of 
communication is that it is uneconomical, most of all because of the small number of 
participants in the communication and because it is largely bound to the time and place 
of communication. 

Indirect communication is a form of communication where information is 
placed through mass media, usually for a large number of recipients. The advantages of 
this form of communication are: its economy - because for a relatively short period of 
time it informs a large number of recipients and because it uses all the technical 
advantages of modern means of mass communication. The disadvantages are inability to 
carry out sufficient control of communication performance, the domination of generality 
at the expense of specificity (which reduces efficiency) and insufficient knowledge of 
the recipients. Because of this, it is desirable to homogenize recipients into certain 
groups, in order to act on them more effectively. Both direct and indirect communication 
can be formal and informal, horizontal and vertical, commercial and noncommercial, and 
there are many other criteria for the division of communication3. 

Business communication is conditioned by general culture, above all of an 
individual - a man of business (marketing-manager), but also of a group within the 
business entities and companies. It should be particularly emphasized that it is a very 
important - fundamental part of business culture, because of which we think that, at the 
very beginning, it is necessary to briefly point to some important elements of business 
culture in general. 

Business culture of an individual – a marketing-manager and of a group within 
companies is based on culture in general, that is, on the culture of oral and written 
communication or, as it is often said in the business world, upon the culture of speech 

                                                 
3 S. R. Paul: “   -  ”, Clio, , 2002, . 
56-57. 

and good conduct. Business culture is also under a strong influence of the wider 
environment, especially when it comes to the business policy of economic entities. 

Business culture is considered to be very important in everyday communication 
of people. Generally, it can be viewed as a characteristic relation towards people, work 
and surroundings. That is especially relevant when it comes to the business culture of 
marketing managers who, by nature of their job, dedicate most time for mutual business 
contacts. So, from the very moment of reception, greeting, address (always by the family 
name in sign of respect and honor), making dialogue during the conversation, taking 
leave and the last greeting, a business man – a marketing-manager must always show (as 
part of his character) a high degree of knowledge and practical application of the 
elements of business culture. Clearly, that will not always bring him additional points 
with clients and business people, but it will certainly stabilize a positive opinion about 
him and his image. Otherwise, a lack of business culture, can not only lead to 
interruption of the initiated business, but can also harm his reputation, business and 
image. For this reason today, in market-oriented countries, the business culture of 
employees is given special attention and, in that sense, certain forms of education and 
training for beginners and those with experience are organized very successfully. 

Differentiation of business culture can be made to:4 
1. business morality; 
2. business behavior and appearance; 
3. business communication, and 
4. public relations. 

In professional literature and business practice, there are different 
classifications, but they are all relative, because often in business practice some of the 
elements that make them particular could not be particularly distinguished since they 
complement each other and that contributes to quality business culture5. 

Business culture has certain moral norms and values which come to light in 
business relations of people, as in communications on the market, in companies, other 
institutions, so as in a mutual contact at any place and at any time. Morality in relations 
among business people, especially when it comes to business partners - when the 
relationship also gets friendly elements - always remains the foundation of all 
relationships: special mutual respect, keeping the word, honesty, independence, fostering 
good practices, speed of reaction, respect of interests and  of other people, responsibility, 
accuracy, etc. 

In business people circles there are well known rules: you can cheat, not keep 
the word, blackmail and extort only once. Following or not following these rules 
significantly affects the creation of paradigms of honesty, solidity and efficiency of 
individuals and companies. The saying that it is much easier to lose good reputation in 
the market (public), than to gain it, gets more importance especially here. And, as a rule, 
public opinion is very keen to judge success or failure of an individual or company. 

Although the culture of business conduct and communication is, basically, an 
integral part of business ethics, still, it stands out as a separate element of business 
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only today we can talk precisely about communicology, as of a scientific discipline 
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culture. Our nation is infallible when it says that "A kind word opens any door," because 
this word, even though in communication it costs nothing, can help very much. A 
marketing-manager must continually take care of his appearance and behavior at work. 
He is always (especially in communications) in the public arena and is subject to 
continuous check of a collocutor, therefore all that is offensive, strained, unnatural, and 
all that is out of sorts, superficial, confusing and slow can significantly reduce the results 
of operations and business agreements. Of course, in that sense his appearance has its 
special place, and everything about him, beginning with the suit (“The suit makes the 
man”), to pleasant looks, appropriate personal care and the like, (especially in 
marketing-managers, and in female associates), affects the quality of established 
business communications and maintenance of its high level. 

Proper public relations are also a very important part of business culture, 
because, as it is often said, what the public does not know is like it never happened. 
Here, it should be specially emphasized, however, that business communication has a 
particularly important role and an important place in business culture. In today’s 
civilized world culture of business communication has become a basic need of each and 
every business man (marketing-managers, and also companies engaged in business 
activities). 

 
 
3. Analysis of Preparations for Business Communication 
 
The language of the people is one of the basic and fundamental characteristics 

of human beings, and of each man separately. Without language the man would not be 
what he is. 

The primary function of language is, above all, communication between people, 
which is not only characteristic of mankind, since other living beings can and indeed 
have some means and forms of communication. However, only the man has the power 
and ability of speech, which specially distinguishes and defines him on the group or 
sociological level, as a member of a particular community that uses a particular 
language. However, there are other relevant individual characteristics of each man 
himself, which must be had in mind. 

Thus, language is created, survives and develops in the continuous interaction 
with the world and the society that it describes. It is exactly what makes its 
interdependence with the overall human experience, because language is a special 
expression of a man's relationship with the world, with the society and with himself. 
However, at the same time language is a form of creative human activity during which 
both the language and the society change, which appears to be as complex as a human 
life is. It is changeable, occurs within particular systems and processes, survives and 
grows. And, when it comes to the relationship of language and society, which is 
reciprocal, the language must provide social and psychological life worthy of man, must 
serve as a means of communication, but also much more than that, that is, to serve as a 
medium for philosophical reflection and poetic inspiration. 

Therefore, language is a social phenomenon that enables mutual 
communication among certain groups of people, but at the same time it enables optimal 
expression of what makes all elements of that human community, wherein particularly 

strong is the relationship of language and culture. With no possibility for the language to 
express all the elements of inner personality, we would remain caught, that is, without 
sufficient opportunities for what is called the social superstructure, within which culture 
has a very special place. 

However, let’s try to point out to some important properties of language in 
order to get in this way a complete insight into what we call the basic form of making 
oneself understood among people and an important phenomenon of human beings. 

The fundamental - basic definition could be that the language is a system of 
symbols that allows man to have a developed social and spiritual life, which is achieved 
in communication among men. At the same time, language is an ability of making 
oneself understood using the articulate system of verbal signs, and that  immediately sets 
two dilemmas: first, all people have the language, but not all have the same language, 
and second, language is expressed only in communication among people. Language in 
the general sense of the word is a capacity, a vocal ability of all people to mutually 
communicate within their communities through the voice symbols. Language is a social 
category, emerged in society, and only exists in human society. However, some 
languages are given within certain communities and are not inherited and must be 
mastered. Language as a general ability is in possession of all people, but it is always in 
the form of a particular language. 

Basic elements of language as a system of signs are that it is the system of: 
Signs that has an ordered and given structure. 
Signs which has the principle of symbolization at its basis. 
Rules for connecting sound and meaning. 
Only man is capable of using, in addition to natural signs (e.g. when it's 

thundering, that’s the sign of rain coming), and organizing for his own purpose 
conventional, i.e. socially accepted signs that are called symbols. Ability to create verbal 
symbols, and their adoption and use is an important feature which distinguishes and 
separates man from other living beings. 

Human speech is expressed in three main planes: (a) as an ability, (b) as 
knowledge (competence) and (c) as use (an act, practice, manifestation). 

Since the core of language is making oneself understood (communication) 
among men and since language is the basic, the most perfect means of being understood, 
it would be impossible to organize or sustain human societies without language. It is, 
therefore, an essential prerequisite for the existence of human societies. Since the 
language is realized only in a society and, as such, it is based upon the community. 

It is said that between language and society there is a relationship of mutual 
dependence. They appeared together, in a constant and multiple interactions and as such, 
quite naturally, they can exist and survive. 

As a form of communication, expression and notification among people, 
language has a special ability to transmit information. Through it, people get to know the 
world and become aware of themselves, meditate and create poetic works. This exactly 
is a special ability of language and attitude toward culture in general. The language 
structure itself is a multi-layered and hierarchically organized, and it always 
distinguishes the plan of content and of expression, which means the plan of units with 
the meaning (words), and the plan of units without the independent meaning, which are 
combined to form units with meaning (sounds). 
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Sounds as units with meaning make language very economical because, for 
example, different combining of only thirty sound units makes it possible to form many 
thousands of words and the number of sentences is infinite. 

This means that language is extremely productive, because it enables the 
creation of new statements, by which an unlimited multitude of new information and 
new thinking content are expressed. An especially important quality of language is also 
its ability to be moved in space and time, which is called dislocation, because it is not 
attached to what is happening "now" and "here", so we could talk about matters that are 
remote in time and space, or even nonexistent. 

Language does not only significantly characterize a man but it also makes him a 
man, especially it makes him a social being. However, although the natural 
characteristics of every human is his language ability, language is transferred and 
adopted by ways of cultural – it must be learned again in each generation, and hence its 
constant change and development. 

On the basis of all the above said, it can be concluded that human language is a unique 
phenomenon and no other system of communication in the living world is similar to it. 

Use of language is in function of expressing every individual, and also every 
society, first of all as a means for mutual understanding and full communication. It 
cannot be replaced for that purpose, so there comes the need for the language to be given 
necessary attention in order to ensure the complete and full communication and optimal 
flow of information between people. 

People can also make themselves understood in other ways: through mime, 
gestures, flags, smoke signals, a variety of symbols and the like, which are derived from 
natural speech (mathematics, physics, chemistry, music, Morse alphabet, etc.). But all 
this only functions as a supplement to human communication. 

 
 

4. Integrated Marketing Communication 
 
Marketing Theory and Practice of nineties of the twentieth century is 

characterized by the appearance of a new concept of integrated marketing 
communication (IMC). The end of the century brings about a change in the 
understanding of promotional activities. New promotional tools are developed as well as 
new ways of communication in general, the number of target segments that the company 
communicates increases, the two-way communication and personal relationship with 
individual recipients of the message are insisted on. Due to this, a concept of integrated 
marketing communications is developed, which covers the promotion but partly exceeds 
its limits. The novelty which this concept brings is a coordinated approach to combining 
instruments of promotion and development of a unique strategy of a company’s 
communication with the selected target groups. Although the main recipient is the 
consumer, the target group of the recipient is made of a greater number of segments of 
the public6. 
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5. General Characteristics of IMC 
 
In the previous period, the concept of IMC was approached from two 

standpoints: as an attempt of improving business practices and as to a completely new 
scientific discipline. A significant innovation which the concept of IMC brings in the 
marketing communication is a new approach to the definition of promotional strategy 
which incorporated all of the individual strategies of promotional instruments. The 
professional literature provides a large number of different definitions of IMC. Almost 
all of them emphasize as the main characteristic of IMC a coordinated approach to 
combining certain elements of promotion and different media in order to send the target 
audience a consistent message. In this sense, Kotler7 defines IMC as a concept within 
which a company carefully integrates and coordinates many communication channels 
available in order to transfer a clear, consistent and acceptable message about the 
organization and its products, as well as a new way of observing the whole marketing 
process from the point of view of consumers. 

The definition given in 1993 by the authors Dankan and Everet is considered to 
be one of the first that explains IMC from the standpoint of the strategic approach to 
communication. According to these authors IMC is a strategic combination of all 
messages and media that an organization uses to influence the perception of brand value 
in consumers. Official definition adopted by the American Association of Advertising 
Agencies (AAAA), defines IMC as the concept of marketing communication planning, 
which accepts the added value of a comprehensive plan, which adequately evaluates 
strategic roles of different communicative disciplines (for example, advertising, direct 
marketing, sales promotion and PR) and combines these disciplines in a way to achieve 
clarity, consistency and maximum communicative impact. 

The analysis of the above mentioned definitions points to two basic 
characteristics of the new concept of IMC: the necessity of coordinating messages placed 
in different ways, through different media and different target audience, as well as the 
necessity to plan a unique approach to creating communication strategy. Coordination of 
messages aims to ensure the consistency of communication8. This avoids creating 
confusion in the recipients of the message. In this way, the basic aim of integration of 
marketing communication is fulfilled: that all individuals interested in the company 
receive a clear message about its activities, that is, about its offer. This goal can be 
achieved only through strategic planning of communication with the public, starting 
from the needs and communicative abilities of the recipients of the message. Creating a 
unique communication strategy represents a basic difference between classical 
functional approach to marketing communication and integrated marketing 
communications. 

The concept of IMC is based on the need for a very precise definition of target 
groups which the company addresses. IMC means abandoning mass communication and 
a switch to the targeted approach in contacting potential and existing customers. 
Therefore, the importance of getting to know the needs and characteristics of future 
recipients of the message is particularly stressed. Targeted approach is based on 
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collecting a large number of information about individuals to whom messages should be 
sent, whose storage and analysis was enabled with the creation of technical possibilities 
for the development of the database.  

The basic idea of the model that its authors wanted to communicate is that 
management companies should be aware of the existence of different communicative 
opportunities for the company. In this way, managers can manage a variety of sources 
from which to inform all those whose opinion they want to influence or at least to react 
on time if an unwanted situation arises9. Model of message typology emphasizes that 
each contact carries the appropriate communication contact, weather it a planned or an 
unplanned one. This supports the need of complete integration at the company level, 
because these contacts are often realized within the different departments, such as 
marketing department, human resources department, investment department and the like. 
So apart from the coordination of certain forms of promotion, the need for integration of 
all elements of marketing mix, as well as internal, cross coordination is stressed here. In 
an attempt of integrating all that was said previously about the concept of IMC, David 
Picton and Amanda Broderick gave their definition which reads: Integrated marketing 
communication is a process that includes management and organization of all 
individuals and organizations involved in the process of communication in marketing, in 
analysis activities, in planning, implementation and control of all communicative 
contacts, media, messages, and promotional instruments aimed at selected target groups 
and in a manner that provides maximum efficiency, effectiveness, attractiveness and 
coherence of communicative efforts in achieving certain goals set in advance. This last 
definition, although not of operational character, explains broadly all that is today 
considered as integrated marketing communications. 

Although integrated marketing communication as a new concept is relatively 
well-accepted at the level of theory, their practical application is still limited. The 
number of companies that have realized the essence and the need for integration of 
promotional instruments is small, and most of those that adopted the concept of IMC so 
far, are still in the initial phase of its implementation. 

 
 

Conclusion 
 
Marketing communication includes any form of communication that contributes 

to the creation of ideas or images about the company and its products. This means that it 
is about the different ways through which the company wants to leave the impression on 
those factors that are important for its survival or development (customers, owners, 
representatives of authorities, associations of consumers, suppliers, employees and 
general public). If communication is essentially two-way transfer of information from 
the person who broadcasts them to the recipient, then the marketing communication 
includes every element of marketing mix instruments which gives some meaning and in 
this way communicates appropriate values to customers and business partner factors. 
Although the key role in this process is assigned to certain instruments of promotion, 
that is, to the promotional mix, as to the most responsible part of marketing program that 

                                                 
9 .   . : „  “, ,  , 2007, . 57. 

is directly focused on the performance of the functions of communication companies, 
nevertheless, product design, the selected channels of distribution, prices carry messages 
to consumers as indirect forms of marketing communication. 

Business communication is above all conditioned by general culture of an 
individual - a man of business (marketing-manager), but also of a group within the 
business entities and companies. Business culture of an individual – a marketing-
manager and a group within the company is based on the culture in general, that is to say 
on the culture of oral and written communication or, as it is often said in the business 
world, the culture of speech and good conduct. In business circles people are well 
familiar with the rules: one can cheat, do not keep the word, blackmail and extort only 
ones. Respecting or not respecting these rules significantly affects the creation of 
paradigms of honesty, solidity and efficiency of individuals and companies. The saying 
that it is much easier to lose a good reputation in business (public), than to gain it gets 
greater importance especially here. And, as a rule, public opinion is very strict to judge 
success or failure of an individual or company. 
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INVEST RISK BASED SUPERVISION 
 

Abstract 
 

After a significant number of plans sponsored by employers with defined 
benefit fell into crises due to incapacity to meet their contractual obligations and 
clear superannuation benefits agreed upon, the attention is increasingly being paid 
to the risk assessment based supervision. The supervision based on risk assessment 
is essentially based on the appraisal of synchronized management of assets and 
liabilities of pension funds. Supervision based on risk assessment implies 
determining the impacts of potential risks on the retirement plan in order to reduce 
and restrain them, which is provided by way of determining loss probabilities 
using financial indicators in the evaluation of diverse risks. 

The supervision based on risk evaluation is the basic prerequisite for 
keeping and justifying trust and confidence in private retirement insurance, 
necessary for protecting the members of superannuation funds from material loss, 
as well as for realizing the aims set in all the countries which have gone through 
pension reforms, but also for the ones that are about to carry them out. 

  
Key words: supervision over private retirement insurance operations, 

professional plans, supervision based on risk assessment, management of assets 
and liabilities of superannuation funds. 
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Klju ne re i: penzijsko osiguranje sponzorisano od strane poslodavaca, 
nadzor zasnovan na proceni rizika, upravljanje aktivom i pasivom penzijskih 
fondova. 

 
The changed demographic characteristics (prolonged life expectancy of 

population, decreased fertility rate etc.), which have various implications to the living 
standard, public expenses, financial market, international monetary flows etc., have led 
to the intensive retirement insurance system reforms all over the world, by introduction 
of capitalized retirement systems.   

In the case of systems that are functioning on the basis of capitalization pension 
fund assets are being invested and creating surplus value, so the yields from investments 
are significantly influencing the amount of pension benefits. 

The private pensions, outlined as capital accumulation systems, appear as 
extraordinary significant participants in the capital market. According to the data for 
year 20061 the assets of pensions, expressed as percentage of total gross domestic 
product, show the following values: Iceland-132,7%; Netherlands 130%; Switzerland 
122.1%; Australia 94.3%; France 71.3%, United States of America 73.7%; Great Britain 
77.1%; Czech Republic 53.4%;  Denmark 32.4 etc. The trend of growth of pensions’ 
asssets at world level in the period from 2004 to 2006 is shown in the Table No. 1. 
 

Table No. 1: Distribution of pensions assets expressed in millions of USD 2004-2006 

 2004 2005 2006 
Average 

growth rate 
2004-2006 

OECD countries 13,670,059 15,008,637 16,243,886 9.01% 
Countries, which are not 
members of OECD 516,724 535,679 616,388 9.22% 

G10 Group 12,700,087 13,801,613 14,831,847 8.07% 
Euro Zone 1,143,070 1,324,623 1,475,517 13.62% 
Asia 1,091,358 1,270,927 1,267,584 7.77% 
Latin America 205,787 266,342 331,485 26.92% 
BRIC countries 160,164 203,290 243,490 23.30% 
World in total 14,186,783 15,544,316 16,860,274 9.02% 

Source: OECD database, 2007 
 

Recently, retirement systems are facing problems, which by its gravity exceed 
issues of demographic nature. Instability at the capital market and insufficient 
carefulness in management of assets of private pension funds led to loss of value of 
many of them. The 2000 year stock exchange collapse caused that major number of 
pension plans with defined benefit have shown insufficient level of capitalization and 
certain number of funds have been closed. The 2007 year mortgage loans crisis 
repeatedly shaken pension funds, which in major number of cases did not succeed to 

                                                 
1 OECD (2007), Pension market in focus, No.4  
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recover full level of capitalization from previous crisis and this has significantly shaken 
trust in private retirement insurance. 

The plans with defined benefit relate to such agreements which are determining 
amount of pension benefit in advance. There are various bases for definition of benefit, 
for instance, average salary of employee during his entire working period or the basis is 
certain period in his employment period.  

In case of plans with defined benefit, the employer usually appears in the role of 
plan sponsor i.e. he is bearing financial risk in case when accumulated funds are not 
sufficient for payment of pension benefit defined by the agreement. Unlike plans with 
defined benefit, in case of plans with defined contribution the amount of benefit is not 
determined in advance, but it depends on the amount of accumulated funds, while the 
financial risk is transferred from employer to the employee.  

The plans with defined benefit are significantly present in many countries. The 
presence of plans with defined benefit in relation with the plans with defined 
contribution is shown on the picture No.  1. 
 

Picture No. 1 Distribution of DB plans and DC plans 
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The following factors are influencing capitalization of funds based on plans with 
defined benefit (expressed through relation of present value of fund assets and present 
value of liabilities): 

- Real salaries on which “replacement ratio” is directly depending (relation 
between retirement benefit and salary); 

- Interest rate on which future liabilities are discounted; 
- Life length i.e. mortality, which is inseparably linked with the sum of annuity, 

which are going to be paid from the fund; 
- Yield on invested funds.  
Insufficient capitalization of pension funds, based on plans with defined benefit has 

been noticed in the United States of America, Netherlands, Japan, Great Britain and 
other countries. 

It is estimated that at the end of year 2000, the pension funds  based on plans with 
defined benefit in Great Britain had deficit in the amount of even up to 3002 billion 
pounds. The funds of some companies like for instance «The Grosary Chain Sainsbury» 
had capitalization level under 65%.  The fund capitalization level of 100 biggest 
companies in Great Britain has decreased from 120% in 2001 to only 80% at the end of 
year 2002.  

In the United States of America 25 funds of biggest companies have shown deficit 
in amount of 36 billion dollars during year 2003. The levels of funds capitalization based 
on plans with defined benefit in the same year are presented on the picture No. 2. 

 
Picture No. 2 – Level of funds capitalization based on plans with defined benefit in the 

United States of America  

 
  Source: Wilshire Corporate funding Survey on Pension Funds, 2003. . 

                                                 
2 Pensions institute (2004), Discussion Paper PI-0401 
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192 pension funds based on plans with defined benefit have been closed from 

September 2003 to September 2004 in the United States of America and another 155 
plans in the previous twelve months. The members of pension funds, based on plans with 
defined benefit, which do not exist any more, have been transferred to the fund “The 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation” (State company for pension benefit guaranty).  

Since the year 2001 the Swiss pension funds3 capitalization level is constantly 
under 100%. The table No. 2 is presenting absolute amounts of total funds assets and 
discounted liabilities for the period from 2003 to 2005, expressed in millions of Swiss 
francs. 
 

Table No. 2 – Deficit of plans with defined benefit in Switzerland 
 

 31.12.2005. 31.12.2004. 31.12.2003. 
«Defined benefit» 
liabilities at the 
end of year 

20,972 20,225 18,216 

Market value of 
assets at the end of 
year 

20,229 18,575 17,619 

Deficit 743 1 650 597 
  

Source: 
http://www.ubs.com/1/e/investors/annual_reporting2005/financial_report/0088.html 

 
The value of fund assets depends on the portfolio structure and price 

movements at the capital market. Considering that funds assets mainly consisted of 
shares, the funds capitalization level mostly depended on its price at the capital market. 
The portfolio structure, expressed in percentages in relation to total fund assets in Japan 
was: 53,3% - shares, 31,5 - bonds, 15,2 - rest; in Netherlands: 49,5% - shares, 34,7% - 
bonds, 15,8 - rest; in Switzerland: 39% - shares, 35,9% - bonds, 25,1% - rest; in Great 
Britain: 63,5% - shares, 14,5% - bonds, 22% - rest; in United States of America: 59,8% - 
shares, 23,1% - bonds, 17,1% - rest.4 

The drastic fall of shares after 2000 has led to impoverishment and insufficient 
capitalization of pension funds. The picture No. 3 has presented fall of value of shares of 
companies, which are within S&P500 index. The shares prices at the capital market were 
constantly growing (gradient is especially outstanding for the period from 1994 to 2000) 
but they were plunging down in the period from 2000 to 2002. 

After 2002, a repeated mild growth of shares has been noticed, so in the middle 
of 2004, according to the analysts, the average S&P capitalization level of 500 
companies amounted  86%, i.e. 4% more than it was in the year 2002. 

                                                 
3 It is inteeresting to remark that in Switzerland employees are allocating 7-10% of salary, 
depending on length of working period, while employer is particating with 150-220% of sum, 
allocated by the employee. 
4 IMF (2004), Global Financial Stability Report, p. 81-120 
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Picture No. 3 – Movement of share prices of 500 biggest companies according to the 

«Standard and Poor's» estimate 
 

 
 

Source: Hewitt Associates; and Bloomberg L.P. 
 

Further, beside securities price movement, interest rate on which future 
liabilities are discounted also has a huge influence on capitalization of pensione funds 
based on plans with defined benefit.  

The plan liabilities assessment and by this also the fund capitalization level, 
depend to a great extent on applied discount rate. The greater discount factor is used 
liabilities will be smaller and vice versa.  

In Great Britain and United States of America a major number of trusts, which 
got used to constant growth of shares prices, have applied discount factor of 8-9%, 
which significantly lowered projected liabilities. The funds assets were impoverished by 
fall of shares prices and liabilities had disproportional increase.  
 

Some countries have established guarantee funds for the purpose of protection 
of members of pension plans with defined benefit, like PBGC (“The Pension Benefit 
Guaranty Corporation”) in the United States of America, “Pension Protection Fund” in 
Great Britain or “Guarantee Fund” in Switzerland. 

Many questions in relation with investment policy have been opened due to the 
situation experienced by majority of plans with defined benefit around year 2000. The 
amount of applicable discount rates is established by law. Currently valid regulations in 
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relation with application of discount rates in calculation of projected liabilities for certain 
number of countries is shown in the table No. 3.5  
  

Table No. 3 – Discount rate set forth by legal regulations 
 

Country Discount rate 
Belgium Fixed (6%) 

Canada Market determined: long-term state bonds or highly-rated 
corporate bonds 

France Minimum of 3.5% or 60% of average yield on state bonds 
Germany Fixed (2.75%) 
Italy No special rule; it is determined by assessment 

Japan Market determined: long-term state bonds or highly-rated 
corporate bonds  

Netherlands Fixed (4%); soon to be replaced by market approach 

Sweden Different for old and new members (currently 2.75% for new 
members), but constantly changing 

Switzerland 

It is established on the basis of long-term securities with low 
risk or on the basis of yield from invested assets of pension 
funds decreased by guarantee rate (mostly because of risk of 
long life) 

Great Britain Market determined: corporate bonds 
U.S.A. Market determined: corporate bonds 

Source : Expert group for International Affair, 2005 . 
 

We notice orientation towards market determination of discount rate. According 
to the opinion of Swiss experts implementation of discount rate of 4% is not justified 
because it is too high.6 

There are tendencies that even liabilities are discounted according to the rate, 
which is lower than market-determined rate for evaluation of liabilities, for the purpose 
of recovery of “defined benefit” plans. Such practice is present in Great Britain where 
discount factor lower by 2-3% than market determined one is applied.  

In January, 2006, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development has published “OECD Guidelines on Pension Fund Asset Management” as 
supplement to the “OECD Recommendation on Core Principles of Occupational Pension 
Regulation” of April, 2004. The Guidelines have been issued with the purpose to incite 
an efficient management of funds’ means in order to provide expected pension benefits. 

The Guidelines7 set forth that personnel in charge of management of pension 
fund assets should behave according to the highest ethical and professional standards i.e. 

                                                 
5 Bank for International Settlements (2005), Ageing and pension system reform: Implications for 
Financial markets and Economic policies , p. 26 
6 Frank J. Fabozzi, Sergio Focardi, Caroline Jonas  (2004) Can Modeling Help Deal with the 
Pension Fund Crisis?, The Intertek Group, p.17 
7 OECD (2007), OECD Guidlines on Pension Fund Asset Management 
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to make investment decisions with care, skill, responsibility and diligence and in the best 
interest of their members, carefully monitoring and studying investment currents through 
the established risk control processes. 

Risk control process relates to portfolio risk management for the purpose of 
providing appropriate relation of assets and liabilities. In that sense quantitative portfolio 
limitations which are disabling an adequate diversification or making obstacles to 
implementation of techniques of  «asset liability matching» may be undesirable, while 
they have full justification in some cases, like for instance when they are limiting 
investments in securities, issued by the plan sponsor or related persons.  

After major number of plans, sponsored by employers with defined benefit 
came into crisis due to impossibility of payment pension benefits defined by agreement, 
the increasingly more attention is dedicated to supervision based on risk assessment. The 
essence of supervision based on risk assessment is based on assessment of a 
synchronized management of assets and liabilities of pension funds.  The supervision 
based on risk assessment consist of determination of influence of potential risks to 
pension system for the purpose of their decrease, which is provided by determination of 
loss probability with use of financial indicators in evaluation of various risks. In 
accordance with the Guidelines, determination of relation between assets and liabilities 
may include modern techniques but in the way which provides their transparency. 

 
Conclusion 

 
The supervision based on risk assessment represents the basic prerequisite for 

preserving confidence in pension systems, for protection pension fund members from 
material losses and for realization of goals of all countries, which have implemented 
pension reform or where it is forthcoming. An effective supervision should be based on 
risk assessment for the purpose of timely recognition of possible shortcomings of a 
pension system and quantification of its influence on stability of functioning of the 
system itself. 
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